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Zusammenfassung
Das Hauptziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist die Entwicklung wesentlicher
Methoden, die es ermöglichen, die Umweltrepräsentation mit der visuellen
Wahrnehmung eines humanoiden Roboters zu koppeln. Für diese Kop-
pelung werden zwei zentrale, korrelierte Fähigkeiten benötigt: Die visuelle
Umweltobjekterkennung und die visuelle Selbstlokalisierung.
Die visuelle Wahrnehmung der Umwelt für humanoide Roboter besteht aus
mehreren Prozessen. Diese erzeugen, extrahieren, modellieren, organisieren
und fusionieren visuell erfasste Sensorinformation mit der Umweltrepräsen-
tation, um Signale mit den Symbolen der Anwendungsdomäne bidirektional
zu verknüpfen. In dieser Forschungsarbeit wurde ein fundierter Beitrag
zur modellbasierten visuellen Umweltwahrnehmung für intelligente und
autonome humanoide Roboter geleistet. Der Forschungsschwerpunkt lag
dabei auf folgenden kritischen Aspekten: i) Visuelle Erfassung, ii) Merk-
malsextraktion und iii) Lageschätzung mithilfe des Stereokamerasystems
eines humanoiden Roboters in CAD-modellierten Umgebungen.
Robuste und präzise visuelle Erfassung mittels Bildfusion
Die Einschränkungen durch die anspruchsvolle, komplexe Systemarchitek-
tur eines humanoiden Roboters und die ungeeigneten Umgebungsbedin-
gungen im realen Anwendungsumfeld erfordern neuartige Methoden zur
robusten und präzisen Extraktion der visuellen Mannigfaltigkeiten der
Szene. Das vorgeschlagene Verfahren überwindet diese Einschränkungen
und liefert ausschließlich unter Verwendung von Standardkameras Bilder
mit hohem Dynamikumfang (HDR, High-Dynamic-Range Image) und
hohem Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis. Die vorgeschlagene Methode nutzt eine
zeitliche Bildfusion sowie eine Belichtungsreihenfusion zur genauen Ab-
bildung der physischen Welt in den visuellen Raum. Die in dieser Arbeit
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entwickelte zeitliche Bildefusion liefert pixelweise Stabilität und Robus-
theit gegen willkürliches, multimodal verteiltes Rauschen im Signal der
Bestrahlungsstärke in den Kamerasensoren. Die Belichtungsreihenfusion
erzeugt mithilfe einer verfeinerten und verbesserten radiometrischen Kalib-
rierung, die mit einer optimalen Belichtungssteuerung kombiniert wird,
HDR-Bilder. Diese erweitert den Dynamikbereich der Sensoren und liefert
somit Bilder mit höherem Kontrastverhältnis. Die statistische Analyse der
Stabilität und Konvergenz dieser Bildfusion ermöglicht eine synergistische
Koordination der Rauschminderung und der Vergrößerung des Dynamik-
bereichs. Die in dieser Dissertation realizierte ausführliche experimentelle
Evaluation stützt diese Aussagen. Die Qualität und Anwendbarkeit des
Verfahrens ermöglicht den Einsatz humanoider Roboter.
Umweltobjekterkennung mittels Salienz-Exzentrizität-Graphen
Die Merkmalsextraktion erfordert Methoden, welche die Menge an Infor-
mation der visuellen Mannigfaltigkeiten deutlich und koheränt reduzieren.
Bisherige Methoden zur Extraktion visueller und geometrischer Grun-
delemente (Primitives) sind konzipiert, um Strukturen auf der Basis von
Salienzschwellen und anderen parametrischen Eigenschaften zu erken-
nen. Die Auswahlkriterien der Schwellenwerte und Parameter korrelieren
zwangsläufig mit dem Bildinhalt. Diese können kaum automatisiert und
allgemeingültig für alle Szenen geschätzt werden. Dieses Problem schränkt
die Anwendbarkeit und die Robustheit der bisher verfügbaren Methoden
zur Objekterkennung ein.
Das in dieser Dissertation vorgeschlagene Verfahren zur Merkmalsextrak-
tion und die Repräsentation von Salienz-Graphen überwindet diese Ein-
schränkungen, da diese strukturierte Merkmalsextraktion auf der geo-
metrischen Beschaffenheit des Salienz-Graphen basiert. Deswegen ist
das neue Verfahren frei von Parametern, die vom Bildinhalt abhängen.
Das garantiert eine breiterere Anwendbarkeit und höhere Sensibilität.
Eine wichtige Eigenschaft des Verfahrens ist die robuste Segmentierung
geometrischer Grundelemente. Diese Segmentierung wird durch die kom-
binierte Charakterisierung der topologischen Konnektivität und der räum-
lichen Anordnung des Salienz-Exzentrizität-Graphen realisiert. Das Ergeb-
nis dieser Extraktion und Repräsentation geometrischer Grundelemente
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aus HDR-Bildern ist robust gegenüber unübersichtlichen Hintergründen
und komplexen Vordergründen. Dies wird in der visuellen Objekterken-
nung mittels der 3D-integrierten geometrischen Grundelemente aus diesen
Salienz-Exzentrizität-Graphen demonstriert. Die experimentelle Evalua-
tion beweist eine hohe Präzision, welche beispielsweise beim Greifen oder
Manipulieren von komplexen Objekten benötigt wird.
Visuelle Selbstlokalisation mittels Schnitt von Dichtekugeln
Humanoide Roboter müssen ihre 6D-Lage relativ zu dem Weltkoordinaten-
system bestimmen können um in menschlich zentrierten Umgebungen
agieren zu können. Dies impliziert zwangsläufig eine Umweltrepräsentation
mit aufgabenspezifischen Informationen. In dieser Art von Repräsentation
werden die Umweltobjekte relativ zum Modellkoordinatensystem registriert.
Dadurch enthalten extrahierte geometrische Merkmale genug Information
zur Abschätzung der 6D-Lage des Roboters. Die Objekterkennung und
der Abgleich (matching) mit der Umweltrepräsentation definieren die kine-
matische Kette für die globale Lokalisierung in einer aufgabenspezifischen
Umweltrepräsentation.
Beitrag dieser Arbeit ist eine Methode, welche gleichzeitig beide kritischen
Punkte erfüllt, die sich während der Erstellung dieser kinematischen Kette
ergeben: i) Die Koppelung visueller Merkmale mit Grundelementen der
Umweltrepräsentation. ii) Die optimale 6D-Lageschätzung des Roboters.
Die Neuheit des Beitrages stützt sich auf zwei wesentliche Aspekte:
• Unsicherheitsmodell der visuell geschätzten Tiefe: Die um-
fassende Analyse der Unsicherheit der visuellen geschätzten Tiefe
wurde auf Grundlage von Referenzmessungen durchgeführt. Diese
präzise Datenerfassung ermöglicht die Nutzung überwachter Lern-
methoden, um ein neuartiges Modell der visuellen Tiefenunsicherheit
zu generieren. Das Modell ist rechnerisch effizient sowohl für die
Schätzung der Unsicherheitsverteilung der Tiefe als auch für die
Korrektur des systematischen Fehlers der Tiefenschätzung des hu-
manoiden Roboters.
• Schnitt von Dichtekugeln für die Lageschätzung: Es wurde
ein neuartiges Konzept für die Datenassoziation und Lageschätzung
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basierend auf “Multilateration” entwickelt. Dieses berechnet den
Schnittpunkt der probabilistischen und geometrischen Dichtekugeln1.
Dies ermöglicht die optimale Integration der visuellen und geome-
trischen Grundelemente bezüglich ihrer Unsicherheit für die opti-
male Schätzung der Lage des Roboters. Der Prozess ist durch eine
geschlossene Lösung zur Bestimmung der Position (mit der maxi-
malen verbundenen Dichte) mittels der konjunktiven Kombination
der Dichtekugeln beschrieben. Das Ergebnis ist die optimale Schät-
zung der 6D-Lage des Roboters mit bestmöglicher Integration der
visueller Merkmale unter Berücksichtigung ihrer Unsicherheit.
1Kugelkörper, deren implizite Flächen eine Dichte enthalten, die mithilfe der Unsicher-
heitsprofilfunktion beschrieben wird.
1 Introduction
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.” Lao Tzu.
Artificial systems—from the simple lever to the state-of-the-art super
computers—have shaped and are strongly transforming the physical and
social structure of the human kind. Emerging from this evolving scientific,
technological and social process, there is a particular interesting field
involving not only fascinating cutting-edge machines and sophisticated
methods but also embracing the nature of the humankind itself, namely
the research on anthropomorphic robots.
Anthropomorphic robots—also called humanoid robots—impose challenges
on a wide multidisciplinary scientific community from mechanical and elec-
tronic engineering to computer, cognitive and social sciences. The ongoing
efforts to address these challenges are (at least) twofold motivated. On
the one hand, the technological innovations are driven to cope with the
demand for service robotics including disaster relief, health care, elderly
nursing, household assistance and entertainment. On the other hand, there
is an intrinsic human desire and need to understand the physiological and
cognitive human constitution. These facts are driving diverse scientific
endeavors to develop better comprehension—and consequentially a more
accurate model—of the complex human structure. These efforts are con-
cretely reflected in advances in biomechanics and artificial intelligence.
The pragmatic importance of anthropomorphic robots lies on their consti-
tution and body structure. The morphologic composition of a humanoid
robot allows the mapping between the human body and the physical
structure of the robot. This fact leads to various advantages for human-
oid robots compared to other robots or even automation systems. The
main advantage of this mapping enables humanoid robots to handle the
ubiquitous made-for-humans equipment and infrastructure. This crucial
aspect makes humanoid robots different to other systems allowing their
seamless application and integration into the society without modifying or
requiring supplementary infrastructure.
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Humanoid robots require autonomous and intelligent perception-action
subsystems capable to accomplish complex coordinated skills for useful co-
operative and interactive tasks. This covers wide engineering and research
spectrum ranging from embodiment-dependent skills [1] like sensor fusion
and motion control to pure-abstract skills such as symbolic reasoning and
planning [2]. In particular, visual perception involves both types of skills
for recognizing and interpreting the environment. The fundamental visual
perception stages and questions are presented the following section.
1.1 Perceptual Fundamental Questions
The multimodal1 skills of a humanoid robot should be organized in a
technical cognitive architecture in order to execute an intelligent and
knowledge-based perception-planning-action cycle [3]. In such an cognitive
architecture, the role of perception is to transform sensor signals (stimuli)
to internal representations (percepts) useful to generate directed actions
and reactions to achieve tasks. It can be observed that—independently
from the sensing modality—the perceptive skills for robot task execution
have three interconnected functional stages:
• Pre-execution alignment: During this stage, the robot pose and
state of the world have to be acquired and reflected upon the in-
tern representation. The processes in charge of this representation
alignment provide the initial and indispensable assertions and meas-
urements for qualitative and quantitative task planning.
• Execution trailing: Perceptive skills are responsible for verification
feedback during task execution. This implies prediction, detection
and tracking of the conducting actions.
• Post-execution alignment: Once the task has been (at least
partially) completed, perceptive skills determine the state of the
world in order to reflect unplanned or unexpected changes upon the
internal represented state of the world. This stage is tightly related
to the initial pre-execution alignment. At this stage, a priori and a
posteriori knowledge about the state of the world must be integrated.
1The use of multiple heterogeneous input and output channels in a system.
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Depending on the sensing modality, the perceptual capabilities of a robot
are either concerned with the outer state of the world through exteroceptive
sensing skills or are focused on the inner state of the robot by proprioceptive
skills [4]. Due to its unobstructive nature and flexible applicability, visual
sensing is the most dominant exteroceptive sensing modality for humanoid
robots [5]. This can be partially accomplished by artificially emulating the
human vision system through active stereo vision. In previously discussed
functional stages, the active stereo visual perceptive skills have to reliably
contribute to answer two tightly interrelated fundamental questions:
• What is it? The answer to this question is the main objective of
semantic perception [6]. This answer implies a linking path from raw
sensor data to symbolic representations of the entities in the world.
In order to bridge this signal-to-symbol gap, different processes have
to be considered including sensing, attention and recognition. The
goal of these processes is to generate a suitable representation of the
entities in the world along its efficient storage and management.
• Where is it? In addition to the recognition of objects, the visual
perception system has to assert the position and orientation (6D-
pose2) of the objects in the world in order to acquire the scene-layout
of relevant objects and its relation to a given context. This spatial
skills are essential for localization and interaction in terms of planning,
navigation, grasping and manipulation. This means, active visual
object recognition with pose estimation and visual self-localization.
1.2 Objectives
The principal research objective of this thesis is to discuss, understand and
implement the essential environmental vision-model coupling for humanoid
robots. Concretely, the coupling of model-based visual environmental
object recognition with model-based visual global self-localization and its
interrelated data handling are the ultimate goals to be achieved. These
skills require novel methods to overcome the current sensing and matching
limitations. The proposed algorithms and their efficient implementation
2The pose of an object in 3D space is uniquely defined by a 3D vector location and
three orientation angles.
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in a platform independent software system has to enable humanoid robots
to attain the bidirectional vision-model coupling. The developed methods
apply active stereo vision and use geometric CAD models of real made-
for-humans environments. The core applications are tasks involving self-
localization and object recognition for grasping and manipulation. The
scientific and technical goals of this thesis are:
• Model-based visual environmental object recognition: The
humanoid robot has to dependably solve visual assertion queries. A
visual assertion query is a request to recognize and estimate the 6D-
pose of rigid environmental objects. The addressed environmental
elements in this thesis expose nearly Lambertian3 characteristics.
For instance, door-handles, electric appliances, cupboards, etc.
• Model-based visual global self-localization: The humanoid
robot has to reliably determine its 6D-pose relative to the reference
coordinate system of the model. The estimated pose has to provide
the description of its uncertainty distribution for its subsequent
consideration in plans and actions.
1.3 Experimental Platform
The experimental application domain used in this study pertains real
everyday made-for-humans environments such as the kitchen environ-
ment within the collaborative research center on humanoid robots of the
SFB5884. The humanoid robots ARMAR-IIIa and ARMAR-IIIb [7] are
the platforms where this thesis has been developed and experimentally
evaluated. Figure 1.1 shows the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa in the so-
called robot kitchen and the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIb in the motion
capture laboratory.
The humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa has 43 degrees of freedom (DoFs)
distributed on various subsystems; one active head, two arms with five-
fingered hands, a torso and a holonomic platform [7]. The visual perception
3A lambertian surface is characterized by its isotropic luminance. This restriction is
partially relaxed by metal and glass elements in the environment (see chapter 5).
4The collaborative research center 588 “Humanoid Robots - Learning and Cooperating
Multimodal Robots” founded by the Deutsche Forschungs-Gemeinschaft DFG.
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uses the active head of the humanoid robot exposing 7 DoF. Four DoFs
are located within the neck as lower pitch, roll, yaw and upper pitch. The
remaining DoFs are located in the eyes arranged into one common tilt for
both eyes and two independent eye pan actuators. Each eye consists of two
CCD Bayer pattern cameras with a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels with and
maximal frame rate of 60 FPS [8]. The humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIb and
the motion capture system Vicon Mx®. This system is used to provide the
ground truth measurements for the development of the visual uncertainty
model and its evaluation.
Figure 1.1: The experimental platform. a) The humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa.
b) The humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIb and the capture system Vicon Mx®.
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1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are related to the robust and accurate
visual manifold sensing needed for efficient processing of HDR images
generated by the ARMAR systems. Second, a model-based visual object
recognition method with improved recognition robustness and accurate
geometric resolution is proposed. Third, a model-based self-localization
method is proposed for determination of the robot pose relative to areas
of interest in the environment of the robots.
1.4.1 Robust and Accurate Visual Manifold Sensing
The focus of this thesis is related to the visual sensing process. Moreover, a
novel methodology for image acquisition on humanoid robots is envisaged.
This visual manifold sensing overcomes the limitations imposed by both
the complex hardware of a humanoid robot and the environmental con-
ditions in real applications. The proposed visual sensing method enables
robots equipped with standard cameras5 to acquire quasi-continuous6
high-dynamic-range (HDR) images with high signal-to-noise ratio. This
visual sensing method consists of two process:
• Temporal-fusion: The first step necessary to acquire the visual
manifold is a method based on multiple image fusion for signal de-
noising and range enhancement [10]. The main advantage of the
method is its pixel-wise stability and robustness against arbitrary
multimodal distributions of the irradiance sensor signals. This con-
tribution is supported by experimental evidence which clearly ratifies
the improvement of the image and consequently a higher robustness
of the visual tasks.
• Exposure-fusion: The second step necessary to acquire the visual
manifold manages the ubiquitous high-contrast image content. The
severe rate-distortion quantization effects produced by both the
5Off-the-shelf cameras providing range-quantized (8-bit), low-dynamic-range (LDR)
based on color filter array CFA (Bayer pattern) sensors, such as the IEEE-1394a
DragonFly cameras [9] in the humanoid robots ARMAR-IIIa and ARMAR-IIIb.
6Due to the raw images nature, the density property of real numbers is not hold.
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single-auto exposure mechanism and the narrow resolution of the
analog-to-digital converter of the camera limit the dynamic range of
the acquired images. Using low-dynamic-range (LDR) cameras, the
proposed method [11] enables the acquisition of accurate HDR images
to properly capture complex and heterogeneously lighted scenes. The
use of HDR images with mobile robots remained unexplored despite of
its evident advantages. The novelty and importance of the proposed
HDR imaging method for robot perception relies on two elements:
– Improved radiometric calibration: An improved method
for estimating the artifact-free radiometric calibration is pro-
posed. Based on the proposed continuous, nonlinear and reci-
procity consistent calibration model, the fusion of differently
exposed images allows the synthesis of high-dynamic-range im-
ages with superior quality for image processing. This novel
method significantly improves the HDR images accuracy for
feature extraction.
– Optimal exposure control: The optimal selection of expo-
sures is determined adaptively according to the radiometric cali-
bration and the granularity of the exposure set of the camera(s).
This selection minimizes the amount of exposures necessary
to precisely ensure high sampling-density reducing the visual
manifold acquisition time.
1.4.2 Model-Based Visual Object Recognition
The appropriate visual manifold acquisition enables the consistent extrac-
tion of geometric-primitives of the scene with a high degree of independence
from pervasive deteriorating photometric effects. State-of-the-art methods
for geometric-primitive extraction are not capable to manage high-dynamic-
range images without parameters (usually thresholds) which dependent
on particular image content. Since these parameters can hardly be locally
and automatically estimated, the robustness and applicability of the geo-
metric methods for object recognition were limited. In order to address
this problem, a novel non-iterative and parameter-free (without image
content dependent parameters) method for geometric saliency extraction
and representation is presented [11]. The proposed method allows the
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precise recognition of complex objects in real world scenarios with varying
illumination conditions. This is one major contribution of this thesis sup-
ported with experimental evidence. In this method, the integral solution
of following scientific issues was achieved:
• Improved recognition robustness: Achieved by the proper ex-
traction of structural saliences. This means, the selection of visual-
features does not depend primarily on their saliency magnitude but
mainly on their geometric constitution. This enables wide applica-
bility through high sensitivity without performance trade-off.
• Accurate geometry from radiance saliency graphs: The com-
bination of the topological connectivity and the spatial arrangement
of the structural image saliencies provides the propitious insight
into the underlying geometric composition of the scene. A novel
characterization of these combined cues profitably unveils and simul-
taneously segments the geometric-primitives such as line segments,
corners and free-form curves. This approach offers various advantages
compared to state-of-the-art methods. For instance, the proposed
method exhibits no discretization in the local orientation of the
geometric-primitives and (in contrast to other approaches) the ra-
diance saliency graphs expose no degeneration when dealing with
complex foregrounds or cluttered backgrounds.
1.4.3 Model-Based Visual Global Self-Localization
In model-based approaches, the visual recognition and model matching
of these environmental elements contain enough information to estimate
the 6D-pose of the robot. The extraction of this vision-model coupling
requires a method which reliably creates a kinematic chain linking the visual
perception to the world model representation. An important contribution of
this thesis is a method for attaining this kinematic chain by simultaneously
solving both critical issues, namely the data association (visual-features to
shape-primitives) and pose estimation (shape-primitives to optimal pose
assessment) through a novel multilateration concept. This is based on the
intersection of probabilistic-and-geometric primitives called density spheres.
The introduction of this new entity allows the simultaneous solution of
the data association and pose optimization. This is achieved by means
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of the proposed closed-form solution for the robot location estimation.
In these terms, the robot location is the point with maximal associated
density resulting from the conjunctive combination of density spheres. In
this formulation, the density profile of the spheres corresponds to the
visual depth uncertainty distribution of the humanoid robot system. This
uncertainty density profile is achieved in a sound novel manner within this
thesis through supervised learning. Detailed description, mathematical
derivation and algorithms are provided.
1.5 Outline
• Chapter 2 presents a perspective of the state-of-the-art on technol-
ogy and methodology for visual perception for humanoid robots. The
focus is placed on relevant work in robot vision for object recognition
with 6D-pose estimation and vision-based 6D global self-localization.
Especial emphasis is paid to visual perception capabilities in human-
centered environments.
• Chapter 3 presents and discusses the aspects involved in the selec-
tion and development of the proposed geometrical and topological
world model representation. The indexing structures and query mech-
anisms necessary for recognition (used during the visual assertion
queries and visual global self-localization) are described. The detailed
presentation of the transformations from standard CAD models (in
form of interchange files) to the proposed sensor-independent graph
and geometric representation is provided. This is conveniently illus-
trated with examples of the experimental scenarios. The evaluation
of the developed representation and querying is provided.
• Chapter 4 presents the proposed visual sensing method for human-
oid robots. A consistent treatment of the irradiance signals for robust
image acquisition and optimal dynamic-range expansion through
image fusion is presented.
• Chapter 5 presents the environmental visual recognition method.
A detailed presentation of the proposed method for extraction of
3D geometric-primitives is provided. The synergistic cue integration
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(homogeneity, edge and phase rim) for extraction of 2D geometric-
primitives is presented. The consolidation of 3D geometric-primitives
by calibrated stereo vision is introduced. The effectiveness and
precision of the proposed method are experimentally evaluated with
various natural and artificial illuminations on different environmental
objects ranging from rather simple doors up to complex electric
appliances.
• Chapter 6 introduces a novel uncertainty model supporting visual
depth perception for humanoid robots. The supervised learning
approach models the visual uncertainty distribution using ground
truth data. The validation and discussion of the attained model are
presented.
• Chapter 7 introduces the proposed method for matching visually
perceived 3D geometric-primitives with the world model representa-
tion while optimally estimating the 6D-pose of the humanoid robot.
The probabilistic and geometric closed-form solution for robot pose
estimation is presented.
• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary, critical evaluation
of the contributions and briefly describes the future work.
2 State-of-the-Art
In this chapter, a perspective of the level of knowledge and development
achieved on visual perception for humanoid robots is presented. The focus
is placed on robot vision for object recognition with 6D-pose estimation
and vision-based 6D global self-localization. A compact and representa-
tive selection of the contributions to visual recognition and localization
for humanoids robots is presented in order to examine the achievements
and limitations of previous work. This examination also clarifies various
particular aspects which differentiate the visual perception for human-
oid robots from other non-anthropomorphic systems. Subsequently, the
structural and conceptual foundation of this thesis, namely the proposed
arrangement of spaces and information flows for the environmental visual
perception in humanoid robots is outlined. Notice that in order to provide
a comprehensive insight into the context and contributions of this thesis,
each of the subsequent chapters presents additional work on particular
methods. In this manner, this chapter allows a global perspective on the
state-of-the-art meanwhile the locally focused and precise discussions on
particular methods are provided in the corresponding chapters.
2.1 Humanoid Visual Perception
The research on visual perception for humanoid robots is a special domain
in robot vision. In the 70s and 80s, there were various remarkable pioneers
working on this particular domain, namely the first anthropomorphic robots
and the earliest contributions to vision-based environmental perception.
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Figure 2.1: a) The first humanoid robot WABOT-1 [12]. b) The musician
specialist robot WABOT-2. Both images were extracted from [13]. [©1973-1987,
Humanoid Robotics Institute, Waseda University Tokyo].
The very first humanoid robot WABOT-1 (see figure 2.1-a) was developed
at Waseda university in Tokyo by I. Kato [12]. WABOT-1 was equipped
with artificial eyes according to [13] as:
[sic]“The WABOT-1 was able to communicate with a person in Japanese
and to measure distances and directions to the objects using external
receptors, artificial ears and eyes, and an artificial mouth”.
Despite having a visual system, the principal goals of WABOT-1 were
focused on limb control, stabilization and system integration. Later, the
successor humanoid robot WABOT-2 [14] (see figure 2.1-b) exposed very
specific but remarkable complex skills. According to [13]:
[sic]“The robot musician WABOT-2 can converse with a person, read
a normal musical score with its eye and play tunes of average difficulty on
an electronic organ”.
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The capacity to read sheet music using images captured with a low resolu-
tion television camera was an impressive and certainly one of the very first
vision-based object recognition and interpretation systems in humanoid
robots. In the following years, other similar projects emerged adopting
similar goals and approaches. For example, the humanoid robot Saika [15]
and the WABIAN (Waseda bipedal humanoid robot) [16]. Among these
studies, an outstanding project in humanoid robot vision appeared at the
end of the 90s in the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). The
Cog humanoid robot [17] was developed with focus on developmental struc-
ture and integration of multiple sensors and motors for social interaction
(see figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: The humanoid robot Cog. a) The upper-torso with twenty-one
DoFs distributed on the head and two arms. b) The visual system included four
NTSC cameras, two per eye (see [18]). The vergence was possible due to the pan
rotation per eye and a coupled tilt axis. Extracted from [17]. [© 1999 - Springer].
In this upper-torso humanoid robot with 21 DoFs, various systems were
integrated including visual, auditory, vestibular, kinesthetic and tactile
sensors. The visual research was conducted in areas concerning the un-
derstanding of human cognition [19], particularly in smooth-pursuit for
tracking, eye movements (in terms of saccades), binocular vergence and
ocular reflexes just to mention a few.
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In general, early vision, social behavior and human-robot interaction by
expressive feedback were the goals of the Cog project. In subsequent
years, the visual skills for manipulation and scene analysis were also
investigated but only in a simplistic way in order to provide input for
research on biological-like processes. Other research groups in academia
and a few enterprises (Hitachi in 1985 with the WHL-11 biped robot,
Honda in 1986 with the experimental model E0, Sony in 2001 with the
Sony QRIO “Quest for cuRIOsity”, Fujitsu in 2001 with the miniature
humanoid HOAP-1, etc.) all over the world are interested in the research
and application of humanoid robots not only as a platform for cognition
research but also for education, entertainment, service and assistance. In
order to make humanoid robots capable of such scenarios, there were (and
many still are) challenges to be solved in terms of embodiment aptitudes
and intelligence. From these early stages, there were two distinguishable
research directions committed with these challenges: On the one hand, the
researcher focused on motion control, stabilization, walking, stair climbing
and other dancing-like complex behaviors. This essential research direction
is the one concerned with the intelligence necessary to manage the own body
of the humanoid. This sequential development in a noteworthy enterprise
is shown in figure 2.3. On the other hand, there is an ongoing research
focusing on the indispensable intelligence for recognizing and manipulating
objects in order to realize general and complex tasks. Since the first
research direction is a fundamental one, there is a tendency to assume that
this must be completely achieved in order to move towards the second
direction. However, both research directions are tightly complementary
(see more on this topic in [20]). In the case of humanoid robots with static
hips or wheeled platforms, the research on the second direction could omit
or simplify various aspects of the stabilization, walking and whole body
balancing. Consequently, by employing such physical embodiments, it is
possible to concentrate on the problems of recognition and manipulation. A
notable example of these endeavors at early stages was the action selection
in reaching and grasping objects based on vision in [21]. In this work,
the authors (M. Inaba and many others in his research group) used the
“remote brain robot” approach which enables external computations outside
the robot. The humanoid robot with 35 DoFs could stand up, reach
and grasp objects coordinating legs and arms. In these experiments, the
authors applied model-based vision to recognize static polyhedral objects
(see [22]).
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Figure 2.3: The Honda robot evolution, from biped walking experimental ma-
chines to full integrated humanoid robots. From left to right; The first Honda
biped experimental platform E0 in 1986 followed by E1, E2 and E3 (1987-1991).
Later on, the experimental platforms E4, E5, E6 (1991-1993) evolved in terms of
walking speed and terrain capabilities. Subsequently, the first Honda humanoid
research platform was the P1 (175 kg @ 1,915mm) with upper limbs and torso
powered by external sources. Afterwards, the P2 (210 kg @ 1,820mm) was
the first platform capable of walking up and down stairs as well as pushing
shopping-cars and other task with external powered sources. The P3 (130 kg @
1,600mm) was the first platform to have fingered hands and suitable weight for
real applications in human-centered environments. Finally, the humanoid robot
Asimo (2000-2011) is not only an improved version of the platform P3 in terms
of weight and power requirements. Asimo also exposes autonomous capabilities
including recognition of humans and objects as well as prediction and planning
of complex trajectories. [©1987-2012 Honda Motor Co. Ltd.]
Another early example group was the visual guided homing for human-
oid service robots in [23]. This was one of the first approaches of visual
self-perception (particularly for servoing) for humanoid robots. In this
contribution, the humanoid service robot HARO-1 used dense reconstruc-
tion methods from stereo in order to conduct geometric and kinematic
analyses of its own arms. Despite of its limitations in accuracy, camera
calibration and reconstruction quality, the experiments showed that the
visual modality provides flexibility and adaptability for humanoid robots.
Furthermore, there are various significant contributions [24, 25] using the
humanoid robot platform iCub [26, 27]. These recent contributions focus
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either on single objects or developmental learning. The parallel evolution
in terms of embodiment capabilities, computational power and robot vision
methods gradually enabled humanoid robots to cope with more complex
and realistic challenges. Notable contributions [28, 29] illustrate these
advances using the experimental platform of this thesis ARMAR-IIIa,b
(see section 1.3).
2.1.1 Visual Self-Localization
The following survey presents recent contributions to humanoid vision for
self-localization and object recognition methods with 6D-pose estimation.
The selection of the survey is based on impact within the robot vision
community and novelty of their approaches.
Model- and Stereo-Based Self-Localization
The first notable work on visual-based self-localization on humanoid robots
is the contribution of S. Thompson et al. in [30] (see figure 2.4). Similar
to most of the early works in visual perception for humanoid robots,
the authors exploited dense stereo reconstruction. The reconstruction
was considered superior to local visual-features such as point features
(for instance, the scale invariant feature transform, SIFT in [31]) due
to the lower data association complexity involved during matching and
the necessary information for footstep planning. The visual localization
conducted in [30] is actually a 3D reduction (two DoF for position and
one DoF for orientation) of the 6D problem by assuming a flat ground.
The arguments supporting this strong reductionism were the inherent
noise of dense stereo vision, high computational cost of 6D search, the
robot odometry and dimensionality reduction of planar localization. The
humanoid robot H7 (see figure 2.4-a) was the experimental platform of
the method [30]. This robot was equipped with the SVS (Small Vision
System [32]) which provides low resolution (320x240 pixels) images. Thus,
the minimal and maximal depth were limited to 1-3m.
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Figure 2.4: The model- and vision-based self-localization of the humanoid robot
H7 [33] by dense stereo reconstruction and particle filter. a) The humanoid
robot H7 has spherical markers located at strategically locations in order to
determine its reference pose during the experimental evaluation. b) Two video
frames showing the walking path of the robot while visual self-localization takes
place. c) The experimental setup for visual self-localization. d) The results
of the experimental evaluation are visualized within the virtual environment
by overlaying the sensor reconstruction and the ground truth walking paths
attained with the markers. Extracted from [30]. [© 2005 - IEEE].
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Despite the strong assumptions and limited degrees of freedom, the authors
were capable to apply state estimation based on sequential Monte Carlo
filtering [34]. Specifically, the particle filter was used to determine the
state vector 𝑆𝑡 at time 𝑡
𝑆𝑡 := [𝑥𝑡, 𝑦𝑡, 𝜃𝑡]𝑇 . (2.1)
The application of this method requires three models:
• Environment model: Made from known dimensions of the obsta-
cles which were registered by markers (see figure 2.4-c).
• Sensor model: Formally described in terms of the probability
𝑃 (𝑣𝑡|𝑠𝑡). It quantifies the likelihood of having the dense reconstruc-





where 𝑑𝑖 represents the distance from the dense reconstruction surface
to the camera along the optical axes located at 𝑁 discrete angular
steps of the field of view. This probabilistic sensor model 𝑃 (𝑑𝑖|𝑠𝑡)
determines the likelihood using the distance between the measured
depth and expected depth from the virtual model 𝑧𝑑𝑖 . This similarity










where the standard deviation 𝜎 depends on the depth as
𝜎 =
(︂
1 + exp [−𝑑𝑖 * 0.001]
)︂−1
. (2.4)
This depth deviation incorporates the disparity resolution effects
(see a detailed model of this aspect in chapter 6).
• Motion model: This was done with the robot odometry using
the kinematic model and joint encoders of the humanoid robot H7
without explicitly considering friction, sliding or other drifting effects.
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The experimental evaluation of this approach was realized as illustrated in
figure 2.4-b. The results showed that the application of the particle filter
in humanoid robots is a plausible and powerful technique to incorporate
environmental knowledge while integrating sensor and motion commands
in a noise tolerant manner. Despite the achieved results, the necessary
texture omnipresent in the environment, the computational complexity of
the dense reconstruction (even with reduced precision) and the reduced
nature of the environment imposed serious limitations for a general ap-
plication of the approach. In summary, this method is a model- and
vision-based dynamic localization which enables the tracking of the robot
pose by means of Bayesian filtering. The global or initial localization needs
to be known in advanced in order to initialize the hypothesis particles.
The main contribution of the work is the use of particle filters as an
adept mean to integrate uncertain observations with model-based world
representations. The main disadvantage of the approach is the limited
visual-feature representation due to the textured requirements. Another
concern is the tight dependency on odometry. This is an important issue
because, in general, the drift produced by sliding or friction effects of
the feet limits the applicability of the proposed method (see quantitative
analysis on this issue in the motivation of [35]).
Monocular-Based Self-Localization
A significant contribution to real-time simultaneous localization and map-
ping SLAM1 using monocular vision for humanoid robots was presented
by Stasse et al. in [35]. This approach applies a different strategy for the
visual localization of humanoid robots [30]. This method for dynamic local-
ization is an extension of the monocular visual SLAM of A. Davison et al.
[37, 38] by integrating information from the pattern generator and various
proprioception measurements such as odometry and a 3-axes gyroscope
during the state estimation. In that work, the camera state vector x̂ is
composed of 3D position vector r𝑊 , orientation quaternion q𝑊 𝑅, velocity
vector v𝑊 and angular velocity vector 𝜔𝑅. The visual-features used as
1“Simultaneous Localization And Mapping”, is the wide spread usage of the acronym
http://openslam.org/. The first appearance of the acronym was at the “Software
Library for Appearance Modeling” in the work of H. Murase et al. [36] http:
//www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/software/softlib/slam.php
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landmarks are sparse point-features (SIFT [31]) with their associated image
patches (11x11 pixels, see figure 2.5). In the initial work of A. Davison, the
camera self-localization process required no odometry neither other source
of information. The camera pose was modeled with perturbations with
Gaussian distributions in translation V𝑊 and Ω𝑅 rotation velocities. This
model assumptions enable the application of the Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) to estimate and track the camera pose. This process is formulated
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Furthermore, this approach was extended by incorporating angular veloci-
ties measured by a 3-axes gyro sampled at a 200Hz from the humanoid
robot HRP-2. The formal inclusion of this information was solved by uni-
fying the camera frame and the gyro frame in the EKF formulation of the
processes (from eq. 2.5). The experimental evaluation (see figure 2.6) with
two elliptical trajectories showed the plausibility of the extended approach
to enable the dynamic localization and mapping in humanoid robots in
general environments. Although this visual SLAM implementation was
capable to dynamically localize the humanoid robot, the method is capable
to track only an initial state which is determined by a small set of manually
annotated markers:
“When only based on vision the single camera SLAM currently requires
a small set of features with pre-measured positions to be specified to
bootstrap tracking. In our experiments, a set of well-chosen salient features
(a mixture of natural features and some hand-placed targets) mostly on
the wall in front of the robot’s starting position were chosen by hand.
It is relatively important that these features are well-spread in the
image at the start of motion since they effectively seed the rest of
the map, which will be extrapolated from the initial robot motion
estimates they provide.” Extracted from [35].
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Figure 2.5: The monocular visual SLAM [38] is the basis of the dynamic visual
self-localization of the humanoid robot HRP2 [35]. a) Visualization of the
constant velocity model eq. 2.5. b) The feature probability distribution. c) The
feature points with image patches. d) Regions where the visual-features are
estimated. Extracted from [35]. [© 2006 - IEEE].
This extract from [35] states that strongly constrained setups are required
for the system to work. It also expresses the very limited nature of the map,
namely a representation not useful for robot interaction, (see discussion
and proposed world model representation in chapter 3). In [35], the robot is
capable of dynamically localize itself only after being globally localized per
hand on salient markers. The authors discussed an alternative to reduce
these hard constraints by means of robot odometry. In any case (due to
the lack of visual-feature association) the asserted position and orientation
are only linked to the initial unknown pose of the robot. This problem
cannot be tackled by similar schemas. This requires novel representation(s)
and data association method(s) to optimally match visual-features with
known objects in the environment.
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Figure 2.6: Experiments on visual SLAM in the humanoid robot HRP-2 using
pattern generation, monocular vision and gyroscope information in a circular
trajectory with 0.75m radius. a) The humanoid robot HRP-2 walks autonomously
while simultaneously localizing and creating a scattered map. b) The visual-
features (on the left image) and estimated state (in the 3D visualization window)
are shown at the first turn of the walking trajectory. c) Notice the rather large
uncertainty distribution ellipses created while finding visual-features on the back
wall. d) The maximal uncertainty is reached shortly before the loop closure.
e) Afterwards, the loop closure is completed. The drift is corrected and the
sparse map is adjusted. Extracted from [35]. [© 2006 - IEEE].
In summary, the pure vision-based self-localization of humanoid robots
is only partially solved. The well-established paradigm for vision-based
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dynamic localization is the result of intensive research in this field over
the last two decades. In particular, the work of S. Thompson, O. Stasse
and A. Davison clearly shows the critical gap between these paradigms for
humanoid robot vision, namely the vision-based global localization with
application specific environmental representations. The global localization
implies two important elements: i) A world model representation to
globally reference the attained poses and recognized objects. ii) A scalable
data association method to match the uncertain visual-features with the
shape-primitives of the object models in the world representation.
2.1.2 Environmental Visual Object Recognition
The application of humanoid robots in everyday scenarios requires high
level of intelligence for perception, planning and action coordination to
efficiently realize given tasks. There are various key elements to achieve
such complex robot behaviors. Some of these key elements have been
partially shown in the work of K. Okada et al., particularly the contri-
butions [39, 40, 41]. The conceptual approach of this work provides the
robot with a full-fledged world model representation containing necessary
information to allow the robot to accomplish complex assignments. The
implemented representation accelerates the developmental process com-
pared to other conceptual approaches such as those in artificial intelligence
and neuroscience as discussed in [2]. Since this knowledge-based represen-
tation supports various complex problems (for example grasp planning
or focus of attention) for task execution, the sensor-based adaptation to
partially modeled, unknown or dynamic situations was the contribution of
K. Okada et al. Obviously, handcrafted representations are not suitable
for general and autonomous application of humanoid robots. However,
the integration of sensor-based verification methods in a flexible manner
was an important step toward autonomous humanoid robots. The key
elements to be integrated in a vision-based behavior verification system
for humanoids for daily tasks are:
• Unified representation: The first key is an integrated represen-
tation for motion planning [42] and sensory verification including
vision and force sensor. This integrated representation has been
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adapted and extended by other researches with interesting results,
for example, fusing vision with force in [43, 44].
• Knowledge models: The second key element is the incorporation of
knowledge representation models of force events, visual attention and
manipulation strategies (see examples of diverse information sources
in figure 2.7). The information added to the world representation
and the derived capabilities are directly coordinated with a behavior
management. The particular information used to coordinate these
tasks consists of the following elements:
– Information about location: A 6D frame where the hu-
manoid robot has to be located in order to visually capture
environmental and non-attached objects (see the coordinate
frame in figure 2.7-a).
– Grasp information: Defined either as a 6D frame or a sub-
space relative to the geometric description of the objects. This
is an extended object-centered representation which notably
reduces the search space for grasping. It also fixes the target
to “look at” while an action is being conducted (see examples
at the oven, plate and kettle on the right side of figure 2.7-a).
– Manipulation information: Appears in two different forms
depending on the object and the desired behavior: i) As a single
6D frame where the robot has to apply contact in order to
realize a target transformation. ii) As a sequences of 6D-poses
of the object in order to realize a task, For instance, vacuuming
the carpet or puring by manipulating the tip of a kettle (see
figure 2.7-b).
• Behavior management: Consists of a planner-based motion com-
ponent coupled with a sensory verification system. The sensory
verification system is capable to determine which sensing modality
will provide the most important information during each phase of
the task execution. This means, the system is able to generate and
verify the motion plans not only by detecting and updating locations
but also by predicting and recognizing events such as contacts with
the furniture and other forms of complex awareness, for instance,
visual detection of water flow.
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Figure 2.7: The enhanced world model representation for complex tasks by the
humanoid robot HRP-2. a) The handcrafted knowledge of spot on the floor,
handle represented by triangular prisms and cylinders attached to the objects.
The attention subspace is shown with an example kettle (depicted with a sphere
at the tip). b) The “sensory navigation” is illustrated with behavior verification.
Extracted from [39]. [© 2006 - IEEE].
The visual perception methodology of the approach has been presented in
[40]. The core of this methodology is a multi-cue 3D object recognition
process. It incorporates CAD models, visual-features and color histograms.
This visual perception exploits the world model representation in two
ways:
• Quasi-perceptual imagery: An internal long-term and short-term
memory by means of mental imagery2 in order to attain visual-
features from hypothetical configurations (both from robot and
objects). These hypotheses were used for the similarity measurement
during state estimation.
• Feature selection: A priority selecting source of salient visual-
features, concretely the selection of robust visual-features from CAD
models.
2A quasi-perceptual experience, it resembles a visual experience, but occurs in the
absence of the external stimuli (see [45]).
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Figure 2.8: Experimental results extracted from the approach in [39] for visual
verification during task execution in humanoid robots. a) The model-based
unified representation for motion planning and visual recognition. b) The input
image of the humanoid robot with the marked attention zones. [© 2006 - IEEE].
The strategy used by the authors was an extension of the ideas previously
presented in [30]. In particular, the integration of models into the visual
perception by means of particle filters was revisited. Nevertheless, the
novelty of this approach was the inclusion of three different cues merging
geometric and appearance information:
• 3D-Shape cue: The first cue, the so-called shape information is
a hybrid concept exploiting the distance from the camera to the
object(s) in the field of view of the humanoid robot. This cue also
contains information of the object geometry in terms of surface
subdivision. The formal representation is the probability 𝑃𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒(𝑧|𝑥),
where 𝑧 represents visual and model information given the full body-
pose and object-pose 𝑥. This likelihood is obtained as follows:
– First, the selection of a set of salient points is done with the
help of a structural tensor analysis which is a concept found
in various visual-features such as Harris [46, 47] or Shi-Tomasi
features [48].
– The extracted point feature sets from the left and right images
of the stereo rig were matched by means of correlation. The
camera calibration is used in order to estimate the 3D location
of the point features. This 3D point set 𝑃 is coupled with
the CAD model of the object(s) by the inclusion of a depth
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threshold and the selection of visible reference faces of the
objects 𝐹 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑓 .
– These 3D point sets and visible faces of the object(s) are inte-
grated by a distance metric between salient points and points
on the surfaces. This was denoted by the function 𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡. This









where the standard deviation 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 was user defined. In sum-
mary, this cue introduces information from appearance salient
points by estimating the similarity to those points found on the
scene object(s) (see figure 2.9).
• HSV-Color histogram cue: For each composed hypothesis con-
taining object- and robot-pose, a color-based probabilistic metric is
estimated as follows:
– The rectangular region where the object is completely visible
on the image plane is used to extract a color histogram ℎ𝐵𝑥
represented in HSV color space.
– The same operation is then executed using virtual cameras and
object(s). The resulting histogram is called references histogram
and is denoted as ℎ𝐵𝑟𝑒𝑓 .
– Finally, the estimation of the similarity between both histograms
is done based on the Bhattacharyya distance (see concept in
[49]) plugged into a Gaussian kernel
𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟(𝑧|𝑥) = exp
[︂




where the standard deviation 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 was also user defined and
the Bhattacharyya distance 𝐵 is expressed using the normalized













• 2D-Straight edges cue: A cue specially designed for objects with
texture or color saliency was proposed using a mixture of object-
centered and viewer-centered representations. This process attains
the likelihood between the edges of the object(s) in the scene and
those in the configuration hypothesis. This likelihood is denoted as
𝑃𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒(𝑧|𝑥) and its computation consists of three phases:
– The image edges are extracted by the filter in [50]. From those
edge pixels, a subdivision approach is performed to extract the
straight edges as short line segments denoted by 𝐸2𝐷.
– The model edges of the CAD object are projected to the camera
plane according to the hypothetic configuration (6D-pose of the
object and configuration of the robot). The resulting edges are
called reference line segments 𝐸2𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑓 .
– In order to determine the similarity between both sets, a fixed
length subdivision of the reference edge line segments 𝐸2𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑓
is done, namely 𝑒1𝑟𝑒𝑓 , ..., 𝑒𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑓 . Later, these subsegments are
matched against the real image edges 𝐸2𝐷 by a thresholded
function 𝐷(𝐸2𝐷, 𝐸2𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑓 ), namely a normalized angular and eu-
clidean distance between segments. The similarity distance is







where the standard deviation 𝜎𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 is (in the same manner as
in the shape and color cues) user defined.
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Figure 2.9: Visual object recognition using multiple cues from [40]. a) A
successful object match. However, the pose still needs to be refined. b) A miss
match trial. The bottle was recognized as a glass. c) The histogram cue similarity
map 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟(𝑧|𝑥) (eq. 2.7). d) The salient 3D feature points are illustrated for
the same scene. [© 2007 - IEEE].
2.2 Discussion
In the last decades, the research on environmental robot vision has focused
mainly on the creation of maps for localization and navigation. The duality
of the problem faced within this field has been expressed in the acronym
SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping). There are remarkable
advances in this field, particularly in humanoid robots or more general
platforms using vision [51, 52, 53]. However, the developed methods
and proposed representations are not suitable for interaction in terms of
grasping and manipulation with humanoid robots because of the following
reasons.
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• Sparse representations: Due to the data association complex-
ity [54, 52], the commonly used visual landmarks for robot state
estimation are only partially significant. This occurs systematically
in the visual SLAM community through the application of the com-
mon paradigm, namely extracting, storing and matching of point and
appearance features such as SIFT [31] and SURF [55] (see approaches
using this paradigm in wheeled robots [37] and the previously dis-
cussed biped humanoid robot in [35]). Point features (landmarks)
used in these methods provide scattered and viewpoint-dependent
information, limiting the visual awareness to those combined feature
regions and viewpoints. There is a recent tendency to integrate
more significant landmarks like line segments [56] and other higher-
order structures as presented in [51, 53]. The early advances in this
direction are very promising for comprehensive visual perception.
• Semantic enrichment: In relevant contributions to visual localiza-
tion (see [35, 38]), the assessed poses are only linked to the unknown
initial pose (see criticism in section 2.1.1). This crucial fact strongly
restrains these approaches specially in the case of humanoid robots
because these kind of robots require plenary environmental informa-
tion to consistently interact with their environment. This limitation
arises from the lack of semantic association, specifically, the semantic
connection between visual-features and world model representation.
Note that the visual semantic association is more than an unidirec-
tional connection between the absolute 6D-pose of the robot and the
world coordinate system. This visual association is the first missing
link necessary to establish a generalized bidirectional visual linkage
delineated in section 2.4. Solving these issues requires a novel data
association paradigm using semantic endowed representations.
• Metric enrichment: According to recent literature, the uncertainty
distribution and precision of the pure visual SLAM methods are
attained only in simulation or are not properly compared to reliable
ground truth data. At the present time, there are very few works in
the field of humanoid robots (see [30]) which compare their estimated
poses against ground truth systems. Even in these approaches, the
authors present no quantitative results and their only qualitative
comparisons are visualization of the 2D navigation path of the robot.
In the majority of the visual SLAM methods, results are generally
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qualitatively evaluated in terms of compelling subjective impressions
on image overlay or other similar augmented reality applications.
This occurs due to the lack of metric representations coupled with
appropriate means to attain ground truth 6D-poses of the robot. This
is a key aspect to be addressed to empower humanoid robots with
the necessary skills to precisely recognize environmental elements for
self-localization, grasping and manipulation.
• Sensing paradigm: Recent works in service robotics partially
achieve semantic and metric enrichment (see [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]).
However, they apply range sensors such as lasers [59] or structured
light projection [60] in different segments of the spectrum (see a
recent approach with the humanoid robot HRP-2 in [62]). Never-
theless, these solutions are restrictive due to time performance and
because of the application of active-sensors makes it impossible for
multiple robots to operate in the same space. Moreover, the sensing
range that these systems can capture are reduced to short-range
indoors applications. However, in the case of medium- to long-range
applications, the necessary sensing devices are rather large, heavy
and require high power consumption which is another limitation in
light mobile robots. Based on these restrictions, these approaches are
still inadequate for humanoid robots. Therefore, the passive vision
paradigm used in this thesis is still the most appropriated sensing
paradigm for humanoid robots.
The enhanced world model representation discussed in section 2.1.2 shows
its proficiency for complex task. However, the key elements (gasping
planning, focus of attention, visual-feature labeling, etc.) are partially
solved by hand annotations. Hence, its application is limited for general
scenarios where the humanoid robots have to interact with previously
non-annotated environments. Nevertheless, this approach revealed the
importance of effective and efficient sensor-based prediction, verification
and adaptation. There is a wide variety of approaches based on model-
based visual object recognition using multiple cues such as edge, rim and
region segmentation (for a detailed presentation see the surveys [63, 64,
65, 66]). In figure 2.10-a, simple and salient structures in minimalistic
CAD models were the dominant type of object(s) in real-time tracking and
grasp planning [67]. Approaches using single color free from objects have
been successfully achieved in humanoid robots (see figure 2.10-b, [68]).
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Figure 2.10: Assumptions in visual object recognition for humanoid robots.
This reduced the flexibility of the method due to the necessary overhead, ex-
tensive representation size, dependency on full image containment and ideal
segmentation. The use of high contrast background (colors and materials)
in controlled lighting setups produce (prominent saliency) shortcuts for the
simplification of the visual perception (see figure 2.10-c). In addition, the
a priori scene layout (implicitly or explicitly implemented) in the methods
restricts their application in general scenarios (see [41]). Moreover, various
approaches which are robust to occlusion and lighting conditions have been
proposed in humanoid robots [69]. However, the object complexity, the
texture assumption and the appearance dependency are limiting factors
for the application in the environmental vision (see figure 2.10-d). Most
of these methods are unsuitable for humanoid robots because they hold
assumptions preventing their application for environmental perception
involving self-localization, grasping and manipulation. Assumptions which
make these approaches difficult to handle environmental visual perception
are:
• Containment: Most of the approaches focus on simple structured
objects which are easily to segment. These objects are significantly
smaller than the 3D field of view of the humanoid robot [69]. Thus,
the application domain consist of objects fully contained in the
images even at manipulation distances.
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• Prominent saliency: The domain of application is reduced to
objects which present striking characteristics either in texture, color,
contrast or shape [70, 71].
• Reduced complexity: Most of the existing works reduces the
complexity of the objects and scenarios [40]. There are few methods
which overcome this restrictions [68]. However, these approaches
require extensive sensor- and instance-dependent training to produce
efficient matching representations.
• A priori information: Especially in humanoid robots, the visual
recognition algorithms are often reduced to partial detection. This
occurs when the methods are explicitly or implicitly provided with
background information about the scene. Usually, this information
indicates which objects are in the field of view while providing hints
about their spatial distribution, for instance, “on the top of a table”
[40] or “tray” [41]. This a priori information makes the methods
unsuitable for general environmental visual model coupling.
• Controlled environment: Even the relative low complexity of
structured environments such as offices or houses are still difficult to
handle by the visual perception system of humanoid robots. This
occurs because existing approaches do not consider sufficiently the
importance of the visual manifold acquisition and focus often only
on feature extraction and matching mechanisms. This results in a
low quality signals flow from the physical space into the visual space.
The acquired low quality visual manifold destabilizes or prevents
the successful application of almost all feature extraction methods.
For instance, scenarios with slightly deficient illumination are still
difficult to handle. The same situation occurs when an ubiquitous
wide-intra-scene radiance range is found. For example, the direct
light source like a lamp or the back-lighting of a window in the
background.
These four issues cause serious problems which have to be solved in order to
equip humanoid robots with a general 3D model-based object recognition
system for self-localization, grasping and manipulation.
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2.3 Environmental Visual Perception Skills
In the literature, self-localization is divided into two categories, fine (also
called dynamic) and global localization (see [72]). The first category deals
with the continuous state (dynamic-pose) of the robot and the second
category is addressed in this thesis. It determines the 6D-pose of the robot
in the world coordinate system (see chapter 3).
Numerous approaches and robust solutions yield to the use of visual SLAM
to solve the vision-based dynamic localization problem. However, less
attention has been given to global localization with task-specific maps,
namely localization with semantic and functional knowledge necessary
for humanoid robot applications. This situation occurs due to: i) The
lack of mature sensor-based methods for the automatic generation of task-
specific world model representations. ii) The absence of robust, efficient
and scalable methods for visual entity association.
In this thesis, the focus is placed on the solution of the second aspect.
Specifically, emphasis is placed on the association between visual-features
and shape-primitives in order to achieve a robust and precise global
localization. The problems to be solved are:
• Visual manifold acquisition: How to attain an optimal visual
transducer connecting the visual space with the internal representa-
tions of objects and places.
• Data association: How to efficiently associate visually acquired
geometric structures with a world model representation.
• Perceptual uncertainty: How to model and manage the com-
bined perceptual and actuator uncertainty arising from the visual
recognition methods and actuator deviations.
• Pose estimation: How to optimally integrate the information pro-
vided by multiple perceptual structures according to their uncertainty
in order to obtain a reliable and 6D-pose estimation.
In this thesis, prominent object saliency and controlled circumstances in
the environment are not assumed. On the contrary, the materials (surface
properties) and illumination of the experimental setups (see section 1.3)
have been intentionally chosen without simplification to achieve a general
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visual perception. Furthermore, since the humanoid robot has to be
able to visually explore its surroundings, the visual containment is not a
plausible assumption for the objective of this thesis. In other words, the
only a priori information available for this visual perception system is “the
humanoid robot has to be within the physical space modeled in the world
model representation”. Regarding the complexity of the environmental
objects, the scope is set to those objects typically found in household
scenarios or office environments, such as electric appliances, furniture,
walls, windows, etc. (see chapter 5). In order to be useful for vast domains,
the particular world model and the humanoid robot embodiment used in
the system development and experimental evaluation must not be directly
reflected neither in the proposed methods nor in their implementation.
Addressing these scientific questions is relevant to a wide spectrum of
robotic platforms and applications.
2.4 Stratification
In order to systematically design the vision model coupling system by
comprehensibly introducing and arranging the underlying concepts with
their interrelations, the following architecture for model-based environ-
mental visual perception is proposed (see figure 2.11). The stratification
is the natural embedding of spaces in a hierarchal structure. In this thesis,
stratification is the generalization embracing spaces beyond visual recon-
struction.In other words, it is the hierarchal embedding (see the upper part
of figure 2.11) of the (a) physical, (b) visual (with perspective, affine, met-
ric subspaces), (c) egocentric and (d) world model representation space for
humanoid robots. This concept is based and extends the influential ideas
presented in [73] for the visual stratification. Specifically, the stratification
for model-based environmental visual perception for humanoid robots
involves four heterogeneous interrelated spaces. The delimitation of each
space allows a better understanding of the information flow from signals







Figure 2.11: The stratification for model-based environmental visual perception
for humanoid robots. The light gray elements of the stratification are not handled
in this thesis. Their inclusion allows a better comprehension of the nature and
scope of the visual perception for humanoid robots (see [74]).
• Physical space: This is the most concrete space. It depicts the
segment of the tangible reality (stationary objects) which has been
modeled and stored in the world model representation. Concretely,
it includes the humanoid robot, furniture, rooms and building of the
application environment.
• Visual space: This space embraces the projection of the physical
space to the inner spatial percepts3. This is done by means of optical
sensor transformations and active vision4 components. The visual
scene information “streams” inside this space forming a transducer
between the physical space and this sensor-dependent space. Visual
sensing, feature extraction and 2D-to-3D percept composition take
place in this space.
3Percept is the perceptional input object, a mental impression of something perceived
by the senses, viewed as the basic component in the formation of concepts (see
cognition within artificial intelligence in [75]).
4Active vision systems interact with the environment by controlling viewpoint, exposure
and other acquisition parameters instead of passively observe the scene with a fixed
configuration. Usually, active sensing operates on sequences of images rather than
single image, see [76].
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• Ego space: The ego space is the short-term spatial storage for 3D
percepts and global self-localization. It is a container space which
stores the visual percepts obtained from different viewpoints (3D
structures resulting view fusion) by controlling the robot actuators.
• Model space: The model space is a long-term storage containing
the geometrical and topological description of the physical space
entities. The indexing and hypothesis structures used for model
matching and pose estimation are represented in this space.
Bidirectional Information Flows
The stratification is conceived to identify, clarify and organize the forma-
tion of the two fundamental and complementary information flows for
environmental model-based visual perception (see figure 2.11).
• Vision-to-model: This flow is the signal → forward link (see lower
left red flow in figure 2.11). It shows the information from the
physical space to the ego space. It propels the information flow from
sensor signals to multiview 3D percepts by means of active vision
processes. Its role is to meaningfully reduce the vast amount of
information obtained from the cameras and time varying kinematic
configuration of the robot. This is done by extracting significant
spatial structural features which can be efficiently matched with the
world model representation. The robot employs this flow to connect
the physical reality with the world model by transforming the photon
counts from the camera sensors into structural 3D percepts.
• Model-to-vision: This flow is the symbol ← backward link (see
lower right blue flow in figure 2.11). It illustrates the information
flow from the model space to the ego space. Its main role is to provide
the necessary information to match 3D structural percepts with their
corresponding shape-primitives in the world model representation.
This flow is also concerned with the association and prediction of
the pose and appearance of the elements of the world during task
execution. The processes driving this flow manage the symbolic
and geometric information necessary to realize semantic endowed
perception.
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• Vision model coupling: Based on both information flows, the
vision ↔ model coupling (see lower recurring flow in figure 2.11)
arises from the synergy produced by task driven composition and
coordination of the information flows. Singularly for the environmen-
tal vision, the stratification reveals a cyclical relationship between
the recognition of environmental objects and the 6D-pose of the
robot [77]. Due to this view-pose interdependency, in order to solve
the question “where is the robot ?”, it is mandatory to address the
question “what is in the surroundings of the robot ?”.
3 World Model Representation
The process of visual perception for humanoid robots requires two interde-
pendent representations. First, the world model representation—the one
discussed in this chapter—is concerned with the formal description of the
physical entities found in the application domain. Second, the visual-feature
representation focuses on image acquisition and extraction of structural
saliencies. Both representations must be highly connected in terms of
similarity for association during detection and matching processes. In
order to properly establish a link between these representations, the world
model has to consists of concise descriptions of object shapes1 arranged
according to their spatial relations. Thus, the world model representation
should be implemented in a hierarchical structure reflecting the spatial
layout. In a complementary manner, the visual-feature representation
requires a sensor-dependent language which allows the formal description
of the object shapes found in the images.
1“Shape will mean the geometry of a locus of points, which will typically be the points
on the surface of a physical object, or the points on an intensity edge or region in
an image”. Extracted from [78].
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In the following sections, representation criteria, viewpoint dependency and
shape-primitive selection are introduced. The presentation considers the
restrictions found in the visual perception process for physical interaction
in terms of localization, grasping and manipulation.
3.1 Representation Criteria
An appropriate world model representation for visual recognition must
satisfy various criteria in order to efficiently establish the association
between visual-features and shape-primitives. These criteria allow the
qualitative comparison and ranking of diverse representations (see [79]).
Particularly, the following criteria have a fundamental role in the visual
perception for humanoid robots:
• Scope: A representation has to provide means to describe a broad
variety of shapes with adjustable granularity. The scope of this thesis
lies on the human-centered environments including a wide spectrum
of objects ranging from rather simple doors up to complex structures,
for instance, the basket of a dishwasher machine. The scope also
includes fixed and far distant elements such as walls, furniture, ceiling
lamps, etc.
• Sensitivity: The representation has to preserve subtle differences
between similar objects. This is of crucial importance for reliable
recognition and pose estimation. The proposed representation must
address a wide range of shapes with fine details without reducing
the storage or processing efficiency.
• Uniqueness: The shape description of a particular object must be
identified from different views for comparison. This criterion implies
that another instance of the same object will produce an “identical”
representation. This restriction enables the comparison of shapes.
This assertion must be hold with respect to a comparison function2.
2A function that can filter slightly nuances produced by the inherent numerical and
ordering effects of the computational representation.
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• Stability: This criterion requires that a slightly change in the shape
of an object will produce changes with proportional magnitude in
its representation. This is a desirable characteristic for recognition
and a fundamental for classification (see [80]).
• Efficiency: This is a core performance criterion of the world model
representation. There are two aspects to be considered; processing
and storage. Processing efficiency depends on: i) The computational
complexity required to generate the corresponding representation
(data structures) from an input shape. ii) The complexity neces-
sary to recall shape-primitives for matching. The storage efficiency
depends on the amount of space necessary to store the generated
shape-primitives. The total complexity of a representation is the
result of the processing complexity plus the storage complexity. Usu-
ally, the total complexity is balanced in a trade-off to reduce the
overall workload at the critical phase of recognition.
• Scalability: A representation capable to progressively incorporate
elements in a wide range without decreasing its performance is a cen-
tral key for robot applications. Therefore, the proposed mechanism
for data recalling most integrate new objects without entirely recom-
puting all previously stored data structures. Notice that after the
insertion, modification or removal of elements in the world model rep-
resentation, an inherent amount of re-indexing is ineluctable. Thus,
the proposed indexing schema is critical for on-board applicability
and long-term autonomy (see [51]).
• Extensibility: Humanoid robots use different sensing modalities,
for example, vision, haptics, sound, etc. Each of those modalities
requires a particular information source provided by a suitable repre-
sentation. This fact muss be taken into account by enabling dynamic
extensions of the world model representation through forward com-
patibility of attributes and data structures. For instance, the world
model representation could be extended from its geometric and topo-
logical structure to a cognitive representation by integrating semantic
and functional attributes for symbolic planning (see [81]). The key
to fulfill this criterion is to incorporate abstract and generic indexed
attributes which are concretely and coherently implemented accord-
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ing to the particular extension of sensing modalities or recognition
approaches.
• Stochastic furnishment: The application of probabilistic methods
for robotics (see [82]) provides various important advantages. For
instance, the optimal integration of different sources of information
(weighted according to their certainty) enables better adaptation and
improves the robustness of the systems (see [38]). This requires that
the underlying representation provides means to manage dynamic
probabilistic attributes. Therefore, a comprehensive representation
must include such stochastic mechanisms.
3.2 Viewpoint Dependency
The spatial relation of the elements composing an object requires a reference
frame. Its selection determines the data structures to be stored. This
selection also circumscribes the searching methods. In the literature (see
surveys [78, 66]), there is a pervasive twofold division of reference frames:
• Object-centered: The selection of a single global frame attached to
the object constitutes the so-called primitive-based representations.
• Viewer-centered: These are appearance-based representations
with multiple local frames associated with viewpoints form which
the object is captured (usually by images) in order to be represented.
Both representation categories have advantages and disadvantages which
usually act complementary to each other (see [83]). For instance, object-
centered representations are concise and accurate in terms of metrics while
viewer-centered representations depend on the resolution of the captured
or rendered images. Another complementary property is redundancy.
Viewer-centered representations contain a high degree of redundancy while
the object-centered descriptions are condensed.
The view dependency of the application domain narrows the selection of
the representation. In the case of environmental visual perception, the
following aspects must be considered:
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• Pose: A view-based representation is a partial summary of the ap-
pearance of the object. Therefore, stereotypic viewpoints have higher
representativeness and provide better visual-features for matching
(see [84]). This implies critical biased spatial distributions of the
recognition results. This condition is imposed by the relative 6D-pose
between the camera(s) and the object(s). The distribution of the
recognition rate is negatively biased because there are configurations
where the appearance-based recognition methods systematically fail
despite of the sufficiently (conclusive geometric) information neces-
sary to recognize and assert both the identity and pose of the object.
This is a key argument to avoid viewer-centered representations for
environmental visual perception. On the contrary, based on object-
centered representations, it is plausible to recognize and estimate
the pose of the object (even from non-stereotypical views) as long as
there is enough geometric information available in the scene.
• Composition: Both representation categories are limited in terms
of object composition. Object-centered representations can hardly
store all possible attributes with sufficient granularity and preci-
sion without incurring in storage efficiency issues. Viewer-centered
representations also present these and other even more restrictive
processing issues. A remarkable example depicting these problems
is the viewer-centered representation called aspect graphs [85]. They
are collections of distinctive image nodes which are connected by
links to other image nodes sharing common spatial region(s) of the
object. Determining the minimal set of image nodes which soundly
capture the structure of the object established a research field. This
research field was abandoned after the contribution of S. Petitjean
et al. in [86]. In that work, it was shown that under perspective
transformation the complexity of the aspect graph of (rather simple)
smooth algebraic surfaces is of order 𝑛18, where 𝑛 stands for the
surface degree3. When using viewer-centered representations, the
amount of views grows at an intractable rate. This is a reason to
avoid viewer-centered representations. In contrast to such enormous
complexity, object-centered representations have superior properties
3The algebraic surface order 𝑛 is the degree of the polynomial shape of the surface,
namely the maximum intersection points between a straight line and the surface.
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in terms of object aggregation4. The independence of the viewpoint
enables the exploitation of object-centered representations in scenar-
ios where objects may partially occlude each other. For instance,
when a humanoid robot obtains the representation of a cupboard,
the particular structure and appearance of the door is not associated
with the representation of the handle. Thus, the feature extraction
system and the world representation are capable of properly working
together in the presence of diverse materials, colors or geometric
compositions of the objects. This is key argument for selecting an
object-centered representation for visual perception in humanoid
robots.
• Occlusion: The partial visibility of the objects is produced by three
facts: i) Self-occlusion occurs in all opaque objects in the world. ii)
The field of view is not only limited by the photometric precision of
the optical system but also by the base-line length in the head of the
humanoid robot. iii) In application where various objects have to
be detected, the occlusion produced by other objects is omnipresent
and unavoidable. The partial visibility produced by self-occlusion is
implicitly considered within viewer-centered representations. How-
ever, during recognition there are four strong assumptions to be
fulfilled for these descriptions to work: i) Objects can be conclusively
segmented from the background. ii) Objects experience only self-
occlusion. iii) Objects are entirely contained in the image. iv) It is
possible to conduct a vast sensor and instance-dependent learning
stage in advance. Since these restrictions clearly exclude the condi-
tions in environmental visual perception for humanoid robots, it is
necessary to reflect upon the effects of partial visibility within object-
centered representations. Due to their nature, an object-centered
representations cannot be easily endowed with an occlusion-tolerant
mechanism. There are approaches [87] concerned with the visibility
analysis in object-centered representations. However, this is still
an active research field which can be reasonably mitigated by local
means. The practical solution to the occlusion problem lies in the use
of local shape features which—despite being partially occluded—still
allow robust object recognition (see section 3.3).
4The physical attachment of objects by rotational or prismatic joints.
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• Transformation: The physical interaction with the environment
in terms of grasping and manipulation by humanoid robots implies
rigid and non-rigid5 transformations reflected in changes of pose
and structural constitution of objects. Due to the nature of the
object-centered representations, it is possible to describe hierarchical
organizations of objects by parametric 6D rigid transformations. In
order to realize such dynamic spatial arrangements, a scene graph6
is commonly used (see an interesting example which visualizes the
uncertainty in the transformations in [90]). The scene graph con-
tains efficient multiple resolution data structures, space partitioning
and traversal methods necessary to describe environments, enable
photorealistic visualizations [91] and enable physical simulations [92].
These approaches have been widely studied and extensively used in
medical domains, robotics (see [93, 94]), scientific simulators, video
games and augmented reality applications just to name a few. In
contrast, viewer-centered representations cannot expeditiously cope
with the hierarchical organization of the objects under parametric
transformations. Moreover, viewer-centered are not endowed with
extensibility means for various important aspects such as physical
simulations, efficient on-demand generation of novel images from dif-
ferent viewpoints or semantic enrichment for planning and reasoning.
• Accuracy: Object-centered representations are explicit, attribute-
based, symbolic and metric descriptions. Therefore, their accuracy
and precision depend on their numerical resolution (for example,
using floating point real numbers [95]) and the assumption of a
closed-world [96]. Consequently, assertions in these representations
are accurately done because the visual measurement resolution is
lower than the numerical representation. In contrast, viewer-centered
representations are based on exemplary manifestations of the objects.
Hence, the information only implicitly stored is not accurate outside
these exemplary viewpoints. Particularly in image-based representa-
tions, the perspective transformation, lighting effects and dynamic
range of the devices (physical or simulated) used to obtain the images
5Non-rigid transformations are beyond the scope of this thesis (see approaches on
representation and recognition of non-rigid objects and transformations [88, 89]).
6A data structure used to hierarchically organize and manage the contents of a spatially
organized scene (see example in http://www.coin3d.org).
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notably restrict the visual measurement resolution. Accordingly, a
visual assertion based on a viewer-centered representation hardly
can be more accurate than the minimal spatial resolution of a pixel.
This is another key argument for selecting object- instead of a viewer-
centered representations in the context of vision-based localization,
grasping and manipulation.
• Matching: An additional consequence of the reference frame is
the establishment of a proper association space necessary to match
visual-features against shape-primitives. These spaces can be cat-
egorically separated according to [79] into correspondence space,
transformation space and hybrid spaces as combinations of both. In
the correspondence space, the matching of visual-features is done by
relational expansion of association nodes. These nodes are represen-
tations linking visual-features to shape-primitives. For example, the
interpretation tree [97] is an important foundation of the matching
methods based on the correspondence space. However, due to the
combinational complexity (even with accelerated extensions [98]), its
straightforward application is prohibitive in cluttered scenes. In the
transformation spaces, visual-features are mapped into a tailored
parametric voting space or a prototypical characteristic space. In
these spaces, the visual-features are matched with shape features
in very efficient manners. In voting spaces, matching is realized by
selecting the highest voting bin or cluster from which coordinates
it is possible to attain the corresponding match. Widespread ex-
amples of these transformation spaces are the generalized Hough
transform [99], geometric hashing [100] and tensor voting [101]. In
the characteristic spaces, matching is performed by classifiers such
as nearest-neighbor [102], support vector machines [80] or various
neural network approaches [36]. Due to its nature, the matching
process operating on viewer-centered representations is restricted
to classification, clustering or projection to special tailored spaces
[103]. In contrast, object-centered representations are not limited to
a particular matching schema. This occurs because explicit repre-
sentations allow the matching to be conducted in all these spaces,
namely at the attribute level in corresponding space or, alternatively,
the matching process can be done in an expedient prototypical space
designed for a particular purpose (see [71]). In these cases, the
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object-centered representation is mapped into a prototypical space
in order to realize matching by classification. In summary, the flexi-
bility of object-centered representation is very convenient because
it allows the integration of heterogeneous matching methods with
diverse sensing modalities in a wide spectrum robotic applications.
3.3 Shape-Primitives: Related Work
Based on previously discussed viewpoint dependency and representation
criteria, the world model addressed in this thesis is an object-centered
representation. This frame of reference partially delineates the structure of
the world model representation. However, the complete outline must also
consider other aspects which depend on the particular shape descriptor
of the shape elements of the object representation, namely, the shape-
primitives. These atomic elements are usually selected according to the
particular sensing modality and matching approach. In order to state
founded arguments about the particular selection of shape-primitives in
this thesis, a basic survey on shape-primitives for visual recognition is
presented.
3.3.1 Blocks-World
In visual perception, light and relative poses are cofounded in the appear-
ance of the objects. The extraction of visual-features from this cofounded
manifestations captured by images can be robustly characterized by the
discontinuities (in structure, chrominance or luminance) of the surface of
the objects. These discontinuities are usually called (geometric, color or
intensity) edges. They provide a high degree of invariance of viewpoint
and lighting effects compared to image patches or other visual-features (see
[79]). This happens in a remarkable manner while analyzing single color
polyhedral with homogeneous color with high-contrast background illumi-
nated by controlled lights. In such setups, the geometric edges of an object
are so close related to its visual edges that the necessary mapping between
the object-centered representation and the visual-feature representation is
trivial (see figure 3.1). This simplification was called “blocks-world” [104].
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These setups were used during the initial stages of artificial vision. The
research on blocks-world ended with the MIT demo copy [105]. In this
demonstration, a robot was capable to reproduce a given scene by visual
analysis and manipulation using a hand-eye calibrated system. There were
various seminal contributions provided by the MIT Robot including visual-
feature extraction, pose estimation and grasping methods. Despite the
insights gained through these approaches, the blocks-world scenarios were
far from the solution of free form objects, occlusions, shadows, textures,
etc.
a) b) c)
Figure 3.1: The “blocks-world” setup, extracted from [104]. a) Source scene
with two polyhedral objects. b) Extracted edges by the Roberts gradient operator.
c) A novel viewpoint of the scene. [© 1963 - MIT Press].
3.3.2 Generalized Cylinders
The search for object representations for free-form objects brought diverse
extensions of the blocks-world. The first extensions were curved edges.
The contribution of the work of A. Guzmán et al. in [106] was the
introduction of spatial constrained parts. However, the nature of the line
drawings used in this method made it unfeasible for complex applications.
Subsequently, a more flexible representation based on space curves and
circular cross-section functions called generalized cylinders was proposed
by G. Agin et al. [107] (see figure 3.2). In this representation, the
objects are described as segments produced by grouping parallel point
traces obtained from laser range systems. Further research in this direction
allowed M. Zerroug et al. [108] to apply generalized cylinders using intensity
images. Despite the success in these simple and other complex military
scenarios, the generalized cylinders lacked of wide representation scopes
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and presented high instability. Additionally, generalized cylinders were
not appropriate to manage occlusion nor complex lighting setups found
in everyday applications. Nevertheless, the formal inclusion of analytical
constraints within the shape-primitive representation appeared for the first
time in the generalized cylinders. This key concept enabled the matching
of visual-features to shape-primitives with the help of a solid theoretical
body of computational geometry. Since the circles along the axis had to
be obtained by fitting noisy and occluded data. The low stability and high
sensitivity of the representation were limited. Thus, this restricted the
generalized cylinders application.
a) b) c)
Figure 3.2: Generalized-cylinders. a) Contour lines of a toy horse acquired by
laser projection and captured by television cameras [107]. b) Results of the
range data analysis compactly represented by circles along the transformation
axis. c) A different viewpoint of the scene. [© 1973 - IEEE].
3.3.3 Model-Based Representations
With a different motivation, geometric constraints have also been pro-
posed into model representations in industrial applications (at the General
Motors) within the work of W. Perkins et al. in [109] (see figure 3.3).
With this approach, a machine vision system was developed to estimate
the pose of complex curved objects using intensity images and geometric
models. The so-called concurves models were generated and analyzed
offline in order to find the visual-features which were likely to be found in
the images.
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.3: The model-based representation of W. Perkins for visual object
recognition [109]. a) Example of a digitized input image. b) Intermediate results
of the image processing pipeline illustrating lines and edge points. c) The model
superimposed on the gray-scale image shows the robustness of the system even
with the presence of occlusions and complex clutter. [© 1978 - IEEE].
This key concept had significant consequences for the following representa-
tions including this thesis. It made clear that pure data driven (bottom-up)
approaches are less capable than those which consider each model sepa-
rately and strategically use its representation to plan an optimized search
of visual-features in a top-down approach. Although this model-based
representation overcomes many of the limitations of previous representa-
tions, it had still intrinsic limitations as well. These limitations were: i)
Strong assumptions of the relative pose between camera and objects. ii)
The representation restricted objects having a dominant plane with salient
boundary edges, namely the concurve features.
3.3.4 View Constraints and Perceptual Organization
Later on, the model-based representations were enhanced by considering
the image formation process. Specifically, the effects of projection from 3D
scenes to 2D images. The first outstanding work to present a systematic
approach of projective consistency constraints using models was introduced
in the SCERPO system [110] (see figure 3.4). Similar to the work of
W. Perkins, the recognition and pose estimation of the approach of D. Lowe
[110] has been done in a top-down manner. It was performed by the
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application of the perceptual organization founded on Gestalt7 principles:
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 3.4: The SCERPO system, a model-based vision system for 3D object
recognition from a single 2D image by D. Lowe [110]. a) Input image of a bin
with disposable razors. b) Edge pixels resulting from Laplacian convolution.
c) Straight lines from a scale-independent segmentation algorithm. d) Highly
ranked perceptual groups of line segments using Gestalt concepts such as paral-
lelism, collinearity and proximity of endpoints. e) Superimposition of matches
between line segments and consistent viewpoints. f) Recognition results are
displayed (considering occlusion) on top of the input image. [© 1987 - Elsevier].
“Perceptual organization refers to the ability to impose organization on
sensory data, so as to group sensory primitives arising from a common
underlying cause. The existence of this sort of organization in human
perception, including vision, was emphasized by Gestalt psychologists. Since
then, perceptual organization ideas have been found to be extremely useful
in computer vision, impacting object recognition at a fundamental level by
significantly reducing the complexity.” Extracted from [112].
The key idea of the SCERPO system was to use various Gestalt perceptual
criteria (parallelism, collinearity and proximity of endpoints) to group line
segments in constrained configurations. These constrained configurations
7See a survey of up-to-date methods on perceptual organization in [111].
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correspond to object models which are likely to be invariant over a wide
range of viewpoints. In order to reduce the combinational explosion during
the feature matching, a novel probabilistic ranking and grouping was
introduced. The influence of this work can be seen in most of today visual
recognition approaches. In particular, the two important contributions
are:
• Gestalt geometric patterns: The reinforcement of structural
regularity by means of Gestalt principles is a suitable strategy in
man-made object recognition.
• Single viewpoint projection: The coupling constraints between
visual-features and shape-primitives using viewpoint consistency are
fundamental for robust recognition and efficient validation.
Despite the advances provided by the viewpoint constraints and perceptual
organization, the SCERPO system had limitations as well. The geometric
primitives used in the representation were limited to line segments. The
amount and quality of the line segments were strongly limited by the edge
extractors available at that time. Due to the interest in having general
geometric-primitives and perceptual grouping schemes, this research split
in two directions: i) Recognition in terms of projective constraints denom-
inated “alignment problem”. ii) Recognition by intrinsic shape properties
called “geometric invariants”.
3.3.5 Visual Alignment
In case of visual recognition is considered as an alignment problem, the
visual-features are fitted8 to the shape-primitives of the object repre-
sentation. This definition and approaches can reduce the complexity of
shape-primitives to points, point pairs or line segments. For example, the
work of D. Huttenlocher et al. [113]. In that approach, the transformation
from 3D model points to 2D image points is done using edges connected
by point pairs found along the contour of the object (see figure 3.5).
8A rigid transformation for minimizing an objective alignment function is estimated.
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.5: Edges connected by point pairs, a representations for visual align-
ment [113]. a) Test input image for visual object recognition. b) Detection of
edge segments using Canny filter [50]. c) Result of the recognized instances
shown by overlayed lines. [© 1990 - Springer].
In order to prevent mismatches, the complete contour of the object was
tracked and the estimated pose was verified for consistency. These concepts
have been implemented into an affine voting schema which allows object
recognition in cluttered and partially occluded scenes. Despite of the high
robustness achieved (about 99% success recognition according to [114]),
their assumption of an affine transformation (weak perspective instead of
full projective transformation) and the high computational complexity (in
textured images or complex models) restricted its wide application.
3.3.6 Geometric Invariants
An alternative visual recognition approach is to use computationally inex-
pensive properties which capture the shape of the object independently of
its pose. This allows pose invariant comparison of objects. These proper-
ties are called geometric invariants. In these approaches, the recognition
consists of finding projective invariants in the images which are stored as
characteristic model properties. These ideas have been deeply analyzed.
The most important contribution has been the discovery: “there is no
viewpoint invariant for general 3D shapes”, (see [115, 116]). Following
this lack of generalization, the research focused on a visual dictionary
(case-based invariants) which could be used to recognize a broad scope
of shapes. These ideas were successfully implemented in various systems.
For instance, the work of A. Rothwell in [117] (see figure 3.6).
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.6: Geometric invariants in solids of revolution [117]. a) Solid objects
with diverse revolution profiles. b) Extracted linked edge points. c) The resulting
revolution surfaces with superimposed axes. [© 1990 - Oxford University Press].
Geometric invariant approaches use small collections of lines and points
as representation primitives. The main limitations of these approaches
is the need for grouping during feature extraction (as in section 3.3.4).
Additionally, sensor noise has strong effects in the invariance matching.
This occurs due to the lack of redundancy in the estimation of similarity
between model invariant properties and structures found in the images. The
absence of general matching schemes and the limited amount of geometric
shapes with invariant features limited the research and wide application
of geometric invariants. When these limitations became more apparent, a
new rapidly growing tendency in the field of visual representations and
matching appeared, the appearance-based methods. These methods exploit
an alternative concept, the visual manifold learning (see highly influential
work in [36]).
3.3.7 Geometric Modeling Systems: CAD-CAM
The representation primitives used in previous model-based approaches are
subsets of lines, line segments or points from an over simplified geometric
representation of the objects. This kind of shape-primitives dominated
the research of computer vision during the first three decades. During
this period, intensive research on representations was taking place in
parallel within the fields of computational geometry, computer graphics
and manufacturing. Computer aided design CAD and computer-aided
manufacturing CAM methods have been founded in these representations
[118] (see figure 3.7). In the work of A. Requicha et al. in [118], the math-
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Figure 3.7: Geometric modeling representations for solids (extracted from
[118]). a) constructive trees are formal representations of 3D models based
on boolean operators (inner nodes) acting upon shape-primitives (leaves nodes).
b) two examples of translational and rotational sweep representations. c) the
boundary representation consists of the metric (vertex coordinates) and the com-
binatorial levels (vertex incidences) defining edges and faces as shape-primitives
of the objects. [© 1980 - ACM].
ematical properties9 of each representation including spatial enumerations
(voxels) and geometric-primitives, such as Platonic solids, spheres, cones,
etc. were presented. Based on CAD-CAM representations, most model-
based approaches use the boundary representation for visual perception.
This occurs because these representations provide direct access to the
shape-primitives (points, edges and surface) while keeping the connected
structure of the object. This linked structure is necessary to cope with
partial occlusions. The proper application of boundary representations
implies, these explicitly object-centered representations are comprehen-
sive containers in terms of geometric invariants, perceptual organization
and alignment methods. In other words, the CAD-CAM representations
subsume and surpass previous alignment (in section 3.3.5) and invariant
representations (in section 3.3.6). Furthermore, the primitive incidence in
boundary descriptions allows graph conceptualizations of the models.
9See mathematical validity, completeness, uniqueness and conciseness in [118].
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This enables a huge body of discrete mathematics for matching visual-
features to shape-primitives. These advantages are the main arguments
why most recognition approaches based on CAGM (Computer-Aided
Geometric Modeling) use of boundary representations.
3.3.8 Graph-Based Geometric Representations
An early work on recognition of machined surfaces from 3D solid models
using boundary descriptions and graph theory was presented by S. Joshi et
al. [119] (see figure 3.8). In that work, the authors presented the attributed
adjacency graph (AAG) for the recognition of machined surface features
from 3D boundary representations. Their contribution was a formal
graph schema for surface identification based on convexity attributes.
The proposed boundary representation (a bidirected graph) allowed the
extraction and matching of features such as holes, slots, steps, etc. This
method evolved in specific tool applications (see [120]).
Figure 3.8: The attributed adjacency graph (AAG) of a polyhedral object [119].
a) The visualization of the model shows the indices used to identify the object
faces. Notice the arrows for occluded faces. b) The AAG representation shows
the face incidence. This attributed adjacency graph has a unique node for every
face. For every line there is a unique edge connecting two nodes sharing the
common line. Every edge has a numeric attribute with value 0 if the faces
sharing the edge form a concave angle or a value 1 if the faces form a convex
angle. This particular use of attributes and recognition has been designed for
manufacture planning. [© 1988 - Elsevier].
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3.3.9 Hybrid Representations
At the end of the geometric invariant era (see section 3.3.6), the appearance-
based methods dominated the research fields for object representation and
matching for visual recognition. The rationale was, the feature extraction
such as edge detection and region segmentation were not stable enough for
general object and scene recognition due to photometric effects, complex
textures and non optimal lighting setups. Therefore, the community moved
away from geometric primitives and started to consider image regions (small
image patches) as the key for representation and matching. There were
various important contributions within this research field including a large
number of algorithms focusing on point-based scale invariant features and
descriptors such as SIFT [31] and SURF [55]. A remarkable contribution
(in terms of hybrid representations using point-based features and geometric
constraints) is the work of F. Rothganger et al. [121] (see figure 3.9). In
that work, the authors present local affine-invariant descriptors from image
patches with spatial relationships. This representation provides advantages
in terms of feature detection (because of the broad variety of high quality
feature extractors) and structural stability (due to the geometric structure
in the spatial relations of the features).
Figure 3.9: Hybrid representation including image patches and spatial relation-
ships. The rectified patch and its original region are illustrated by means of
forward 𝑅 and backward 𝑆 matrices. Extracted from [121]. [© 2006 - Springer].
The combination of geometric information with appearance-based informa-
tion allows robust and efficient recognition. This is illustrated in [122]. In
this work, the authors present a markerless system for model-based object
recognition and tracking (see figure 3.10).
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a)
b) c) d)
Figure 3.10: Combined representation for model-based visual object recognition
and tracking [122]. a) The off-line capturing and labeling of key-frames is used
to generate the representation including appearance and geometric structure in
the form of a CAD boundary model. b) The object to be recognized. c) Result
of the recognition with pose estimation. The multiple point-features and black
lines show spurious associations. d) A different viewpoint shows the robustness
of the system. [© 2003 - IEEE].
This representation combines viewer-centered and object-centered charac-
teristics. In the offline generation of the representation, various views of
the object (so-called key-frames) were captured with calibrated cameras.
Manual labeling was done in order to register the views. The result is a
set of 3D points associated with affine image-patch descriptors. Based
on this information, a 3D model of the object can be generated and used
for tracking by meas of image rendering from novel viewpoints. The pose
estimation used to initialize tracking has been done by the POSIT (Pose
from Orthography and Scaling with ITerations) method from [123]. Finally,
the tracking was robustly achieved by integration of a M-estimator (based
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on [124] and RANSAC [125]) along with key-frames from previous loca-
tions using an adequate adjustment method. The combined representation
improves the system performance in terms of robustness and efficiency
for online recognition and pose estimation compared to their previous
work in [126]. The critical disadvantage of these representations is that
the acquisition of labeled features requires a huge overhead for real scale
applications.
3.3.10 Qualitative Analysis
The discussed representations show a perspective of visual recognition cov-
ering areas of interest in environmental visual perception. In the literature,
there are numerous model representations—mostly combinations—used
for visual perception. The properties, criteria and aspects introduced in
this section serve two purposes: i) Define a catalog of concepts used along
this thesis. ii) Categorically compare different shape-primitives to identify
the most convenient ones.
Because of the difficulties for measure all properties under compatible
conditions, the evaluation in table 3.1 and table 3.2 addresses qualitative
observations. Based on this analysis, the world model representation for
this thesis is proposed (in section 3.4). Concretely, a computer aided
geometric model (CAGM) based on boundary representation contained in
a multilevel graph schema is used. This representation provides all the ad-
vantages of the geometric model-based representations while incorporating
features for probabilistic indexing.
Furthermore, the envisaged visual perception for humanoid robots requires
a representation which provides explicit metric information in a compact
and efficient form. Since the pioneer work on robot vision of [104], it has
been shown that a geometric model for the representation of entities in
the world can lead to a successful perception-planning-action cycle. More
recently, this has been generalized using CAD for visual tracking while
monitoring task execution [67, 102, 122]. By employing geometric models
in form of CAD representations, it is possible to enable robots to recognize
and localize previously unseen model instances without sensor-dependent
representations.














































































3.3.1 Blocks-World O L L R H C AK
3.3.2 Generalized Cylinders O U N R L CP A
3.3.3 Concurves O L H R M CP AX
3.3.4 Gestalt Organization O M H S M C AX
3.3.5 Primitive Alignment O L H S M V AX
3.3.6 Geometric Invariants O L M S M CT AX
3.3.7 CAGM: CAD-CAM
Graph/Geometric Based VO M H D H CP AX
3.3.9 Hybrid:
Appearance and Geometric VO H N S M CP AX
Table 3.1: Qualitative analysis of the representations based on shape-primitives
according to the viewpoint dependency (section 3.2). Notation: High, Medium,
Low, Undefined, None, Object-centered, Viewer-centered, Restricted static,
Static, restricted Dynamic, Correspondence space, VoTing space, Prototypical
space, A self-occlusion, Known object(s) occlusion and X unknown object(s)
occlusion. Gray cells indicate the best quality per column.
This advantage arises from the lack of training required in appearance-
based visual recognition approaches (from the pioneers in this field [36] up
to the recent advances [69, 127]). Implicitly, the sensor-independence of
the representation expands the potential of robots by reducing the amount
of information for representation allowing the access of compact models
from various sources via Internet.
Moreover, most of todays industrial consumer packaged goods (such as
groceries), durable goods (instruments and tools), major appliances (such
as furniture and electronic appliances), vehicles and even buildings and
cities are being designed with CAD systems. Thus, creating models for
robotic applications will be significantly supported by web technologies in
the near future. A remarkable example of evidence is the public Google
3D Warehouse10. The model acceptance criteria for the so-called “3D-
Dictionary” are very rigorous.
10The Google 3D Warehouse is a free online repository designed to store, share and
collaborate on 3D models, visit http://sketchup.google.com/3dwarehouse/


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































68 3 World Model Representation
This results in high quality models—even with GPS registration—which
can support various metric, virtual and augmented reality applications,
ranging from 3D entertainment and virtual navigation to disaster manage-
ment, urban logistic planning, autonomous vehicles and humanoid robot
applications. Other evidence supporting the plausibility of model-based
approaches are advances in automatic acquisition of environmental models
with metric and functional enrichment [129, 130, 60]. These methods are
based on active-sensors (non-human like modalities) and require heavy
post-processing stages.
3.4 Multiple Level Graph Representation
The proposed world model representation (denoted as W) is a multiple
level graph based on novel and existing concepts. The graph representation




{𝑂𝑖}𝑛𝑖=1 , 𝒰 := 𝐼 ∈ R4x4
}︂
, (3.1)
where the object models 𝑂𝑖 are also embedded graphs for them selves
with geometric and topologic information described in the world model
coordinate system (denoted as 𝒰 ∈ 𝑆𝐸3 expressed in homogeneous coordi-
nates). In order to provide a sequential and deductive presentation of the
multiple level graph representation W, a spatial hierarchy is introduced
(in section 3.4.1) which leads to a detailed formalization of object models
(in section 3.4.4). Indexing mechanisms necessary to match visual-features
with shape-primitives are introduced (in section 3.4.5). Subsequently,
important aspects involved in the data conversion from CAD interchange
files to the formal representation W are discussed and illustrated with
examples (in section 3.4.6). Afterwards, the evaluation and analysis of
some experimental scenarios is presented (in section 3.5). Finally, a dis-
cussion about the qualities, advantages and limitations of the proposed
world model representation are presented (in section 3.6).
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3.4.1 Spatial Hierarchy
The envisaged spatial hierarchy is established by the arrangement of all11
𝑛 = |W| object models within the world model representation according to
the spatial enclosing principle. The spatial enclosing of an object model
𝑂𝑖 is defined by the subspace extraction function12
Θ(𝑂𝑖) : 𝑂𝑖 ↦→ S𝑖 ⊂ R3, (3.2)
which determines the 3-dimensional subspace S𝑖 occupied by the object
model. Consequently, an object model 𝑂𝑗 is denoted to be fully contained
𝑂𝑗 ≻ 𝑂𝑖 within the object model 𝑂𝑖 if and only if the subspace occupied
by S𝑗 = Θ(𝑂𝑗) is a proper13 subspace of S𝑖 = Θ(𝑂𝑖), namely
𝑂𝑗 ≻ 𝑂𝑖 ⇔ S𝑗 ( S𝑖 ⇔ Θ(𝑂𝑗) ( Θ(𝑂𝑖) . (3.3)
3.4.2 Directed Hierarchy Tree
As consequence of the directed ranking sustained (by eq. 3.3), the object
model 𝑂𝑗 is placed in a lower hierarchical level compared to the hierarchy
level of 𝑂𝑖. The generalization of this containment produces an ordered
relation formalized by an acyclic directed graph, namely a directed hi-
erarchy tree T(W,Θ). In this formal hierarchy, the object models 𝑂𝑖 are
connected to subordinate (fully contained) object models 𝑂𝑗 in a lower
hierarchy level, namely 𝑂𝑗 ≻ 𝑂𝑖. By observing the connectivity degree of
the nodes in the spatial hierarchy tree, three different types of nodes are
distinguished:
• Root node: There is one single root node 𝑂W which is an abstract
entity embracing the complete spatial domain of the representation
𝑂𝑖 ≻ 𝑂W : ∀𝑂𝑖 ∈ W. (3.4)
11The cardinality of a set W is denoted as |W| ∈ N.
12A minimalist example of a subspace extraction function is the establishment of
the coordinates of a bounding box from the points describing the object model.
Finer spatial resolution can be attained using more sophisticated methods such as
voxels [118], convex hull [131], octrees [132] or implicit surfaces [133].
13The full containment is defined by the strict subspace, denoted as (. This implies
self-enclosing is not possible.
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• Leaf nodes: There is at least one leaf node 𝑂𝑙 which encloses no
subordinate object models
𝑂𝑖 ≻ 𝑂𝑙 : @ 𝑂𝑖 ∈ W. (3.5)
• Inner branch nodes: Finally, there are nodes 𝑂𝑏 which are neither
leafs nor the root 𝑂W node. They enclose at least one subordinate
object model
𝑂𝑖 ≻ 𝑂𝑏 : ∃ 𝑂𝑖 ∈ W. (3.6)
Figure 3.11 represents an exemplary directed hierarchy tree. At the upper
left corner, the subspace Θ(𝑂W) contained by the root node 𝑂W delimits
the whole spatial domain of the world model representation W. Due to the
acyclic structure of the hierarchy tree, it is possible to add, remove or even
change the composition of an object model without affecting other spatially
unrelated object models. This is the structural key for scalability.
3.4.3 Spatial Transformations
Depending on the object model and the application, a directed link of
the hierarchy tree ℒ𝑖𝑗 := (𝑂𝑖, 𝑂𝑗) ⇐⇒ (𝑂𝑗 ≻ 𝑂𝑖) connecting two nodes
can contain a parametric transformation. An instance of such a dynamic
transformation mechanism is a rigid transformation describing mostly
parametric rotations, translations, or combinations of both. The dynamic
mechanism can be expressed with
Figure 3.11: The directed hierarchy tree T(W,Θ) from an exemplary world
model representation W consisting of 𝑛 = 14 object models. The hierarchy tree
is topologically organized by the spatial enclosing principle (stated in eq. 3.2
and eq. 3.3). The subspace contained by each model object is depicted as a gray
rectangle. An instance of a parametric transformation 𝑃 (𝐿W1) (eq. 3.7) shows a
subtree which can be dynamically modified by parameters.
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𝑃 (ℒ𝑖𝑗) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝒯 (𝑇, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜃) ∈ 𝑆𝐸3 ⊂ R4x4, if 6D-Transformation:
𝑇 -Translation vector and 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜃-angles
ℛ ∈ 𝑆𝑂3, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜃 ∈ R if 3D-General-Rotation:
𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜃-angles
𝐿 ∈ R6, 𝜔 ∈ R, if 3D-Axis-Angle-Rotation:
𝐿-Axis and 𝜔-angle




The connected collection of dynamic transformations 𝑃 (ℒ𝑖𝑗) within the
directed hierarchy tree T(W,Θ) describes the kinematic tree T𝑃 (W,Θ).
Dynamic changes in the kinematic tree transform the positions and orien-
tations of the object models. For instance, the subtree rooted at 𝑂1 (see
figure 3.11). These dynamic modifications would generate inconsistencies
in the spatial hierarchy changing the containment of the object models.
In order to avoid these inconsistencies and to hold the spatial hierarchy
coherence, the spatial enclosing order is determined at the initial-state14
of the world model representation. Hence, the spatial hierarchy is not
modified by dynamic kinematic transformations in subsequent world model
states.
3.4.4 Object Model
The world model representation W is an object-centered representation
based on CAGM (see section 3.3.7). Therefore, the boundary description
is used to describe object models. An object model is formally a graph15






14The world model state is the particular configuration of all values of the parametric
transformations of the world model (in eq. 3.7) at certain time.
15The proposed definition of object-graph is equivalent to the standard mathematical
graph by considering all vertices, edges, triangular faces and composed faces as
attribute nodes, whereas the arcs interconnecting them are defined in the incidence
list within each of theses attribute nodes.
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where 𝑉 stands for the ordered set16 (a list) of vertices, 𝐸 represents
the edge set, 𝐹 denotes the triangular face set and 𝐶 stands for the
composed face set. In the following sections, a detailed description of
these elements is introduced followed by the description of their collective
incidence structure.
Vertices
The points in 3D space describing the metric structure of an object model
are called vertices 𝑣𝑘 ∈ R3. The ordered list of 𝑚 vertices constituting the







The metric information of an object model (such as size) is implicitly con-
tained within this vertex list. The object model metrics are decoupled from
its topologic structure. This can be easily illustrated by a transformation
affecting only the location of the vertices. For instance, a non-isotropic
scaling transformation 𝜓 ∈ R3x3 expressed as
𝜓(𝑣𝑘) = 𝑣𝑘 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔{𝑠, 𝑠2, 𝑠3} 𝑣𝑘, 𝑠 > 1, 𝑠 ∈ R, (3.10)
affects the size and ratios of the object model but does not change the
topologic structure defined by the following shape-primitives.
Edges
CAGM representations are polyhedral approximations of the object shapes.
In these representations, line segments joining adjacent vertices are called
geometric edges. Hence, edges arise at the intersection of two surfaces.
This means according to [118], the CAGM representation is circumscribed
to homogeneous 2D topology polyhedra. Formally, an edge is defined as
𝑒𝛼𝛽 := (𝑣𝛼, 𝑣𝛽) | 𝑣𝛼, 𝑣𝛽 ∈ 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖) ⇒ 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ N+ ,where (1 ≤ 𝛼 < 𝛽 ≤ 𝑚).
(3.11)
16This ordering is required for the description of shape-primitives such as edges,
triangular faces and composed faces.
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The edge 𝑒𝛼𝛽 connects the vertex 𝑣𝛼 to the vertex 𝑣𝛽. Its length is
determined by the 𝑙2 norm of the translation vector
Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) := ||𝑣𝛽 − 𝑣𝛼|| ∈ R+. (3.12)
Due to the vertex ordering (𝛼 < 𝛽), there is no ambiguity (neither loops
nor multigraphs) in the edge composition. Consequently, the object model








𝑣𝛼 ⊗ 𝑣𝛽 |𝛼 < 𝛽
}︂
, (3.13)
where ⊗ is the Cartesian product. Thus, the cardinality 𝑝 of the edge set
𝑝 ≤ 𝑚(𝑚− 1)2 (3.14)
is upper bounded by the vertex list cardinality 𝑚 = |𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)|. Now that the
vertices and edges are defined, it is possible to introduce the valence of a
vertex 𝜈(𝑣𝜒) : 𝑣𝜒 ∈ 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖) ↦→ N+ as the amount of edges connected to 𝑣𝜒,
𝜈(𝑣𝜒) :=
⃒⃒⃒⃒
{𝑒𝛼𝛽 | (𝜒 = 𝛼) ∨ (𝜒 = 𝛽)} ⊂ 𝐸(𝑂𝑖)
⃒⃒⃒⃒
. (3.15)
The valence of a vertex reflects its connectivity degree and is impor-
tant when applying filtering procedures in composed searches (see sec-
tion 3.4.5).
Triangular Faces
The description of general smooth surfaces is approximated by surface
subdivision. Depending on the application, this process can be realized
with methods (see examples in [134, 135]). Independently of the selected
method, the result is a net of planar polygonal17 oriented faces forming
closed sequences. In the case of constructive solid geometric (boolean
17A planar polygon is defined as “a closed plane figure bounded by three or more line
segments that terminate in pairs at the same number of vertices and do not intersect
other than at their vertices”. Extracted from [136].
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composition of polyhedron shapes), the polygonal faces naturally describe
the surfaces in an explicit and computationally accessible manner (see
examples in section 3.3.7). Due to the simplicity of a triangle net (which
can be described with linear equations) translated into computational
advantages18, most common polygonal surfaces used in CAGM representa-
tions are triangular faces. A triangular face denoted as 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 is uniquely
defined by three non-collinear vertices 𝑣𝛼, 𝑣𝛽 and 𝑣𝜒 holding the order
constraint (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒). The indices order 𝛽 and 𝜒
is important to be unrestricted because it determines which of the two
possible face-orientations is intended. The face orientation is expressed by
the unitary normal vector ?̂? from
𝑁(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) = (𝑣𝛽 − 𝑣𝛼) × (𝑣𝜒 − 𝑣𝛼) ∈ R3, (3.16)
where × stands for the cross product. In these terms, the area of a
triangular face 𝐴(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) is expressed as
𝐴(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) =
1
2 ||𝑁(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒)|| ∈ R
+. (3.17)







defines the boundary of the object model 𝑂𝑖. Its cardinality 𝑞 is upper





, where 𝑝 = |𝐸(𝑂𝑖)| stands
for the cardinality of the edge set (eq. 3.14) and 𝑘 = 3 denotes the three
edges of the triangular faces.
Now, it is possible to present a concept involving both edges and faces.
The angle of aperture 𝜔 of an edge 𝑒𝛼𝛽 at the vertex 𝑣𝛼 is the angular
relation
𝜔(𝑒𝛼𝛽 , 𝑣𝛼) = arccos
(︂ ̃︀𝑁(𝑣𝛼, 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) · ̃︀𝑁(𝑣𝛼, 𝑓𝛼𝜒𝜂))︂, (3.19)
where ̃︀𝑁(𝑣𝛼, 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) is the normal vector associated to the vertex 𝑣𝛼 when
defining smooth surfaces by triangular approximation (see section 3.4.6).
18For example, convex structure, coplanarity, easy accessibility, verbosity, etc.
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The edge angle of aperture is bounded as 0 ≤ 𝜔(𝑒𝛼𝛽 , 𝑣𝛼) ≤ 𝜋. The maximal
edge angle of aperture is defined by considering both incident triangular
faces (see figure 3.12) as





Figure 3.12: The maximal angle of aperture of the edge 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑒𝛼𝛽 , 𝑣𝛼) (from
the subdivision of the smooth surface in blue lines) is expressed as the maximal
angle of aperture between the normals involved in the incidence on both triangular
faces 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 and 𝑓𝛼𝜒𝜂. This property is correlated with the edge visible saliency.
Although the use of triangular faces 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) have computational
advantages, there are higher discriminant polygonal faces. For instance,
common and easy to recognize environmental elements, such as rectangular
surfaces in doors, tables, etc. (see segmentation based on rules in [129])
can be useful for visual recognition. The subdivision of such polygonal
faces into triangular sub-faces generates virtual edges19. Despite their
continuous physical composition, the area of these rectangular surfaces
is only implicitly-stored within the world model representation. These
two issues, virtual edges and implicit-stored attributes, avoid the proper
world model indexing for object recognition using correspondence matching
methods. These issues were avoided in the proposed representation with
the help of the visibility attribute and composed face entity.
19These edges are auxiliary elements used to describe complex surfaces by simpler
triangular nets in order to provide computational advantages.
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Visibility
The binary visibility attribute for edges
Δ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) : 𝐸(𝑂𝑖) ↦→ {0, 1} (3.21)
and faces
Δ(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) : 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) ↦→ {0, 1}, (3.22)
are introduced. These attributes are used to express whether the elements
can physically manifest and be observed20 on images from at least one
reachable viewpoint. Based on these attributes, the amount of visible
edges connected to the vertex 𝑣𝑘 is called non-virtual valence 𝜈(𝑣𝑘) ↦→ N+

















The non-virtual valence is useful for querying and recognition by geometric
incidence expansion. In section 3.4.5, these attributes can be used to dis-
miss invisible shape-primitives. The detection and removal of indiscernible
elements improves the processing performance and reduces the storage
space of the world model representation.
Composed Faces
A composed face is defined as a collection of coplanar triangular faces
sharing a common orientation and adjacent edges. Formally, a composed






⊂ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖), (3.24)
where all triangular faces are subject to common orientation
∀𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒, 𝑓𝜂𝜄𝜅 ∈ 𝑆ℎ ⇔ ̃︀𝑁(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) · ̃︀𝑁(𝑓𝜂𝜄𝜅) > 𝜖 (3.25)
where (·) denotes the scalar or inner product and 𝜖 ≈ 1 is a threshold
which considers numeric errors of the floating-point representation. The
20Manifestable properties are presented in section 3.4.6 and section 3.5.
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common non-visible edge between two triangular faces is expressed as
∀𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝑆ℎ ∃ 𝑓𝜂𝜄𝜅 ∈ 𝑆ℎ then
⃒⃒⃒⃒{︂




(𝜂, 𝜄), (𝜂, 𝜅), (𝜄, 𝜅)
}︂⃒⃒⃒⃒
= 1, (3.26)
In addition, all triangular faces 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 contained in a multiple face 𝑆ℎ store a
reference to the composed face where they belong 𝐾 : 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) ↦→ N, namely
𝐾(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) = ℎ ⇔ 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝑆ℎ. (3.27)
This reference is necessary during recognition and matching validation.
For example, when using the area as a filtering cue. Hence, the area of a





Finally, the set of composed faces of an object model 𝑂𝑖 is denoted as
𝐶(𝑂𝑖) := {𝑆ℎ}H . (3.29)
This can also be an empty set (see figure 3.13). Finally, the definition of
a composed face 𝑆ℎ does not imply a convex shape as in the case of the
triangular faces (see figure 3.30).
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a) b)
c) d)Figure 3.13: Element-wise decomposition of an object model. The object model
is a graph 𝑂𝑖 := (𝑉,𝐸, 𝐹,𝐶) consisting of one list and three sets: i) A vertex list
𝑉 (𝑂𝑖) (eq. 3.9). ii) An edge set 𝐸(𝑂𝑖) (eq. 3.13). iii) A triangular face set 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖)
(eq. 3.18). iv) A composed faces set 𝐶(𝑂𝑖) (eq. 3.29). a) The vertex list 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)
contains metric information of the object model. b) The triangular face set 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖)
holds the topologic structure simultaneously defining the surface boundary and
edge connectivity. Notice the non-occluded (from this particular viewpoint)
visible edges are shown in continuous-black lines, whereas the still visible but
occluded edges are displayed in dashed-black lines. The virtual edges 𝑒𝜏𝜐 are
(as expected non-visible Δ(𝑒𝜏𝜐) = 0, see eq. 3.31) shown by dotted-colored lines.
c) The triangular face set is shown with transparency for better visualization.
d) The composed face 𝑆{1,8,4},{1,5,8}.
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Redundancy
An important observation about the composed face entity is the following
fact. All edges 𝑒𝜏𝜐 whose incident triangular faces 𝑒𝜏𝜐 ∈ 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 and 𝑒𝜏𝜐 ∈ 𝑓𝜂𝜄𝜅
are inside a composed face 𝑆ℎ are virtual edges and are denoted as
(𝑒𝜏𝜐 ∈ 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) ∧ (𝑒𝜏𝜐 ∈ 𝑓𝜂𝜄𝜅) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒, 𝑓𝜂𝜄𝜅 ∈ 𝑆ℎ) ⇒ 𝑒𝜏𝜐. (3.30)
The direct consequence is that all virtual edges are non-visible
Δ(𝑒𝜏𝜐) = 0, ∀𝑒𝜏𝜐 ∈ 𝐸(𝑂𝑖). (3.31)
Incidence Structure
Because of the topologic cycles of the boundary description, an object
model is a graph (eq. 3.8). The vertices, edges, triangular faces and








𝑉 ∪ 𝐸 ∪ 𝐹 ∪ 𝐶
}︂
. (3.32)
In this thesis, there are structural differences to previous graph-based world
model representations. For instance, in the attributed adjacency graph
(AAG) used for object-representation in section 3.3.8, the arcs of the graph
store attributes which are specially selected for a particular detection, for
example, the convex and concave edges (in figure 3.8). In contrast, the
proposed graph representation in this thesis, the arcs of the graph are
pure geometric adjacencies. These arcs do not hold additional structural
attributes. This has been done for the purpose of keeping generality for
wider applicability with diverse and complementary sensing modalities.
This design guideline has no detrimental performance or robustness effects
for searching or matching shape-primitives (see section 3.4.5 for more
details). In order to study and exploit the incidence structure of the object
models, the conveniently pairwise decomposition of the incidence function
Π(𝑂𝑖) is presented as follows:
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Figure 3.14: The tripartite graph structure of the object model 𝑂𝑖 :=
(𝑉,𝐸, 𝐹,𝐶). The incidence structure of the object models is described by the
incidence functions Ψ, Φ, Λ and their right-inverse counterparts (from eq. 3.33
until eq. 3.38). The composed face set 𝐶(𝑂𝑖) is linked only to the triangular
face set 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖). This mapping is stored in the attribute of the triangular face
𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝑆ℎ as 𝐾(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) (eq. 3.27).
Vertices ←→ Edges
The structural composition of the edges implies the surjective21 function
Ψ : (𝑉 (𝑂𝑖), 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)) ↦→ 𝐸(𝑂𝑖) between pairs of vertices and edges
Ψ(𝑣𝛼, 𝑣𝛽) =
⎧⎨⎩
𝑒𝛼𝛽 , if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝑒𝛼𝛽 ∈ 𝐸(𝑂𝑖))
𝑒𝛽𝛼, if (𝛽 < 𝛼) ∧ (𝑒𝛽𝛼 ∈ 𝐸(𝑂𝑖))
∅, else
(3.33)
21A function is called surjection or “onto” if every element of its codomain has a
corresponding element in its domain and multiple elements of its domain might
be mapped onto the same element of the codomain. The inverse mapping of a
surjection is called right-inverse.
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with a right-inverse21 function denoted as ̃︀Ψ : 𝐸(𝑂𝑖) ↦→ (𝑉 (𝑂𝑖), 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖))
̃︀Ψ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) =
⎧⎨⎩
(𝑣𝛼, 𝑣𝛽), if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝑒𝛼𝛽 ∈ 𝐸(𝑂𝑖))





The triangular face composition is described by three non-collinear ordered
vertices or through its boundary edges. By considering the incidence of the
vertices, the surjective mapping function from vertex triplets to triangular
faces Φ : (𝑉 (𝑂𝑖), 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖), 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)) ↦→ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) is expressed as
Φ(𝑣𝛼, 𝑣𝛽 , 𝑣𝜒) =
⎧⎨⎩
𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒, if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖))
𝑓𝛼𝜒𝛽 , if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝜒𝛽 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖))
∅, else.
(3.35)
Analog to eq. 3.34, the right-inverse function mapping from triangular
faces to vertex triplets ̃︀Φ : 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) ↦→ (𝑉 (𝑂𝑖), 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖), 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)) is
̃︀Φ(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) =
⎧⎨⎩
(𝑣𝛼, 𝑣𝛽 , 𝑣𝜒), if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖))




By considering the incidence of edges and triangular faces, the surjective
mapping from edge triplets to faces Λ : (𝐸(𝑂𝑖), 𝐸(𝑂𝑖), 𝐸(𝑂𝑖)) ↦→ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) is
expressed as
Λ(𝑒𝛼𝛽 , 𝑒𝛼𝜒, 𝑒𝛽𝜒) =
⎧⎨⎩
𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒, if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖))
𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒, if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝜒𝛽 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖))
∅, else.
(3.37)
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In the same manner (as eq. 3.34 and eq. 3.36), the right-inverse maps from
faces to edge triplets ̃︀Λ : 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) ↦→ (𝐸(𝑂𝑖), 𝐸(𝑂𝑖), 𝐸(𝑂𝑖)) is expressed as
̃︀Λ(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) =
⎧⎨⎩
𝑒𝛼𝛽 , 𝑒𝛼𝜒, 𝑒𝛽𝜒, if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖))
𝑒𝛼𝜒, 𝑒𝛼𝛽 , 𝑒𝜒𝛽 , if (𝛼 < 𝛽) ∧ (𝛼 < 𝜒) ∧ (𝛽 ̸= 𝜒) ∧ (𝑓𝛼𝜒𝛽 ∈ 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖))
∅, else.
(3.38)
The partial mapping functions Ψ(𝑂𝑖), Φ(𝑂𝑖) and Λ(𝑂𝑖) summarize the global
mapping function Π(𝑂𝑖) (see figure 3.14). The pairwise decomposition
enables a compact description of algorithms within this thesis. This
formulation clearly unveils the fact that object models 𝑂𝑖 are tripartite
graphs. This occurs because 𝑉 (𝑂𝑖), 𝐸(𝑂𝑖) and 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖) are disjoint sets,
namely their elements are not directly adjacent (see figure 3.15). This
means, when finding the connection from one vertex to another, the
particular connecting edge or one of the two possible incident triangular
faces is required. Likewise, in order to establish the link between two
edges, the common vertex or triangular face must exist in the object model.
In the same manner, the incidence of two triangular faces is determined
by either common vertex or edge. This linkage is of critical importance
for recognition and validation using correspondence methods as in the
interpretation tree [98]. Finally, the set of composed faces 𝐶(𝑂𝑖) is not
considered directly in the partial incidence mapping. This occurs because
this is not a fundamental set but an agglutination, namely a derived subset
of 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖). Because of the bidirectional linkage of edges, faces and composed
faces, the set 𝐶(𝑂𝑖) has an important role for recognition. Due to this
bidirectional linkage, it is possible to efficiently extract the composed faces
(see section 3.4.5).
3.4.5 Probabilistic Indexing
The world model representation of this thesis includes efficient mecha-
nisms for information retrieval. The information to be recalled consists
of geometrically structured subsets of shape-primitives. The mechanisms
deriving this information retrieval are based on the exploitation of scalar
attributes of the shape-primitives. This association is done by efficient
search queries. These foundations have been inspired by the methods in
[137, 138, 139].
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Figure 3.15: The incidence graph functions of an object model are explicitly
stored in the composition of the shape-primitives. This planar representation
(from figure 3.13) shows the virtual edges (displayed by dotted-lines, for instance
𝑒1,8) and composed faces (such as 𝑆{1,8,4},{1,5,8}). This visualization provides
an insight into the storage and recalling complexity of a rather simple object.
Notice that a few nodes of the graph are repeated to embed the object model in
the plane, for example at the vertices 𝑣15 and 𝑣16 or the edges 𝑒6,10 and 𝑒5,9.
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The attributes used for indexing object models are scalar magnitudes
which can be systematically organized according to their relevance within
a particular task. The concept of relevance is context-dependent and
it varies from one search query to another (see the peek-effect in [137]).
Additionally, within a particular search query, the relevance of an element
has a likelihood interpretation which leads to a coherent formulation for
filtering and matching in probabilistic robot perception.
Due to its object-centered nature, the indexing schema is viewpoint in-
dependent in the world model representation of this thesis. This is a
fundamental difference compared to other approaches which index dif-
ferent combinations of shape-primitives according to projective or affine
transformations. Examples of those approaches are the projective con-
sistency constraints (see section 3.3.4), the visual alignment (presented
in section 3.3.5) or geometric hashing (see [100]). In order to provide
a sequential formulation of the proposed indexing schema, the formal
definition of the object model indexing is presented (in section 3.4.5).
Afterwards, the probabilistic aspects involved in the search procedures are
introduced (in section 3.4.5).
Attribute-Based Indexing
The search of a particular shape-primitive is realized by filtering scalar
attributes fulfilling metric criteria. This mechanism can be efficiently
computed by organizing the shape-primitives in a monotonic progression.
The scalar attributes vary from one shape-primitive to another. For
example, the length of an edge Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) (eq. 3.12), the area of a face 𝐴(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒)
(eq. 3.17), the valency of a vertex 𝜈(𝑣𝑘) (eq. 3.15), etc. (see figure 3.16).
Additionally, the attributes differ from one query procedure to another.
For instance, searching for a visible edge while detecting a door handle or
searching for a composed face based on the perceived area of a rectangular
surface. An important example of attribute-based indexing is the length
Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) of the visible edges Δ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) = 1 | ∀𝑒𝛼𝛽 ∈ W. Its importance relies
on the fact that length is a very discriminant cue for visual recognition,
especially when using calibrated stereo vision. Therefore, the example of
edge length as indexing attribute is successively used along this chapter in
order to facilitate the derivation of formal definitions.
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Indexing List
The edge length indexing requires a sorted list22 storing all numerical
references (from now on indices) to the edges existing in all object models
within the world model representation. The indexing list 𝑍 : 𝑢 ∈ N+ ↦→ 𝑒𝛼𝛽
is an ordered set. Its comprehensible arrangement is determined by a
predicate function which compares the indexing attribute from the shape-
primitive. In the edge length example, this predicate function is the
function Γ (eq. 3.12). The indexing arrangement of the edge length









𝐸(𝑂𝑖) | Γ(𝑍[𝑢]) ≤ Γ(𝑍[𝑢+ 1]), (3.39)
where the angular brackets are used for the definition of the indexing list.
Next, the direction of the arrow on top of the predicate function −→Γ defines
the predicate increasing or decreasing direction of the elements in the list.
Finally, the square brackets 𝑍[𝑢] stand for the reference (also known as




|𝐸(𝑂𝑖)|). Because the indexing list contains all23 visible and
salient edges of the world model, only the indices24 are stored in order to
avoid unnecessary memory usage and processing overhead.
Indexing Search
The search of a shape-primitive in an indexing list is an inexact predicate
comparison which is optimally25 computed using a binary search. The
selection criterion steering such binary search is a two-tuple ℓ consisting
of the scalar perceptual cue 𝑎 and the progression direction 𝑑, namely
ℓ(𝑎 ∈ R, 𝑑 ∈ {▷, ◁}). (3.40)
22Associative arrays (such as hash tables) were not considered due to: i) The multiple
hashing collisions occurring in symmetric elements. ii) The fact that the estimation
and querying of the PDF in the attribute space (see section 3.4.5) using other data
structure (rather than a list) is less efficient.
23See discussion about virtual and non-salient edges in section 3.4.6.
24The integer value corresponding to the memory allocations were the instance is stored.
This is actually inspired by the in-memory database systems [140].
25The worst performance case is of order 𝑂(𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥)).
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The value 𝑎 should lie within the sorting attribute boundaries of the
indexing list Γ(𝑍[𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛]) ≤ 𝑎 ≤ Γ(𝑍[𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥]). The direction parameter 𝑑
is necessary to determine the first element in the progression which is
either (◁) bigger or (▷) smaller than the scalar value 𝑎. This parameter
takes into account the cases where the selection value 𝑎 lies between two
elements in the indexing list, namely Γ(𝑍[𝑢]) < 𝑎 < Γ(𝑍[𝑢 + 1]). In such
situations, the direction parameter determines which is the first index
fulfilling the criterion ℓ(𝑎, ▷) ↦→ 𝑢 or well ℓ(𝑎, ◁) ↦→ 𝑢+ 1. An indexing search
0 : ℓ(𝑎, 𝑑) ↦→ {(𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥) ∈ N+ ∪ ∅} is uniquely parametrized by the








(∅, 0), if (𝑎 < Γ(𝑍[𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛])) ∨ (𝑎 > Γ(𝑍[𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥]))
(𝑢, 0) if Γ(𝑍[𝑢]) ≡ 𝑎
(𝑢+, 𝛿+) if (Γ (𝑍[𝑢+]) > 𝑎) ∧ (𝑑 = ◁)
(𝑢−, 𝛿−), if (Γ (𝑍[𝑢−]) < 𝑎) ∧ (𝑑 = ▷),
(3.41)
where 𝑢+ and 𝑢− denote the indices satisfying the criterion ℓ(𝑎, 𝑑) with
a positive or negative distance to the selection value 𝑎, namely 𝛿(𝑢±) =





Figure 3.16: The attribute-based indexing search. This example shows visible
edges indexed by increasing length order. The upper part of the figure shows the
continuous attribute space SW(Γ) (notice the single sample in the zoom-circle).
The lower part of the figure shows the indexing list 𝑍 where the elements are
consecutively located in a discrete space. The indexing search 0 is marked with
a gray dark region in both spaces. The selection criterion ℓ is displayed with
both selection directions (◁, ▷) and corresponding length deviations 𝛿(𝑢±).
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Interval Search
The concept of indexing search 0 is extended to an interval search by
defining two different attribute values 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 within the domain of
the sorted list Γ(𝑍[𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛]) ≤ 𝑎0 < 𝑎1 ≤ Γ(𝑍[𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥]). The search interval is
expressed (in terms of eq. 3.41) as
















Figure 3.17: The interval search 0([𝑎0, 𝑎1], 𝑍) determines shape-primitives
fulfilling an interval criterion. This figure shows edge length indexing and the
value pair [𝑎0, 𝑎1]. The interval search is the basis for probabilistic queries for
coupling visual-features with shape-primitives of the world model representation
(see section 3.4.5).
Probabilistic Search Queries
The scalar attribute value of each shape-primitive extracted by a predicate
function (for example Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽)) is a sample point along the one dimensional
continuous space called attribute space SW(Γ) ⊂ R+. The indexing of these
sample points provides an efficient mechanism to search shape-primitives
either by single value or through a range of values. In addition, an
adept shape retrieval mechanism must provide selection metrics based
on likelihood. Therefore, the analysis of the distribution of the shape-
primitives can provide the means to achieve search queries according
to their relevance in terms of likelihood criteria. In this context, the
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relevance depends on whether the matching process (performing the search
queries) requires to attain the most likely elements (expected cues) or
the less frequent elements (discriminant cues) within the attribute space.
According to the objective, the analysis can be categorically split into:
• Global analysis: The global analysis concerns with the probability
density function (PDF) of the sample values 𝑃 : R+ ↦→ R. It provides
the basis for estimating the density associated with any particular
location along the attribute space SW. The estimated PDF also
enables the assessment of the probabilities within intervals defined
by frontier values. The estimation of the density of shape-primitives
according to particular attributes allows the composition of queries
in a conditional probability sense (see chapter 7).
• Local analysis: The distribution analysis of shape-primitives within
a fraction of the attribute space provides the key to handle uncer-
tainty considerations for noise prone selections, namely the manage-
ment of uncertain perceptual cues (𝑎’s in eq. 3.40). This is realized by
locally determining elements found above certain confidence density.
The density spread and profile of the uncertainty are determined
according to the perceptual deviation from the visual uncertainty
model (see details in chapter 6).
Global-PDF Search Queries
Following the edge length example, the probability density function 𝑃Γ
is approximated by non-parametric kernel density estimation of the edge
length 𝐷Γ(𝑎) ([141]) as follows
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where the 1D-Gaussian kernel is applied with bandwidth 𝜍 attained by the





















where the 𝑝-raw moment 𝜄𝑝 allows a compact representation of the standard














Figure 3.18: The probability density function 𝑃Γ(𝑎) is approximated by kernel
density estimation 𝐷Γ(𝑎) (eq. 3.43). Notice the three different length selection
criteria 𝑎0, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2. The associated density of the first two locations is the
same 𝐷Γ(𝑎0) = 𝐷Γ(𝑎1) despite their length difference (𝑎1 > 𝑎0) and the absence
of samples directly under 𝑎1. This singular situation shows the importance of
the density analysis to minimize or maximize the probability of a search query.
The global maximal density is found at 𝑎2. At the lower left and right limits,
the black dotted-lines show the tendency of the density distribution.
The continuous density function 𝐷Γ enables generalized estimations of the
probability density along the attribute space (length of edges) even in
intervals with no samples. The density estimation of each sample inside
the indexing list 𝑍 allows direct and fast comparisons (see figure 3.19).
The modifications of the world model representation affecting the length
or the amount of edges require the re-computation of this look-up table in
order to coherently reflect the world model structure.
A direct use of the probability density function 𝑃Γ for visual perception
is the estimation of the probability of an interval. This likelihood metric
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enables the selective integration of perceived visual-features. This improves
the computation performance while creating the association between visual-
features and shape-primitives. This reduces the amount of combinations
to be considered in order to attain the matching. It also maximizes the
probability of a successful outcome. The continuous approximation of the
interval probability is denoted as










where the continuous-normalization factor 𝜖𝑐 ensures the whole scope
unitary integration. The discrete version (eq. 3.48) is the sum of density












Figure 3.19: The indexing list is also a look-up table of the density distribution
reflecting the implicit PDF of the samples 𝐷Γ(Γ(𝑍[𝑢])). Notice that the discrete
profile of the look-up table is not a direct discretization of the samples (in
figure 3.18). This occurs because of the irregular distribution of the edge length
in the continuous domain SW(Γ).






where the summation limits are estimated by indexing searches (as pre-
sented in section 3.4.5 in eq. 3.41). The discrete normalization factor 𝜖𝑑
differs from its continuous counterpart 𝜖𝑐 only by magnitude but plays the
same role, ensuring the (whole scope) unitary integration.
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Local PDF Search Queries
The coupling between the world model representation and the visual-
features requires the management of the uncertainty of the visual per-
ception. In order to achieve this, two elements are required: First, a
ground truth uncertainty model of the visual perception is needed. The
role of this model is to estimate the spatial uncertainty distribution of
the visual-features, namely the continuous confidence profiles of the ex-
tracted visual-features. Second, the matching of visual-features with
shape-primitives must integrate the visual uncertainty model to simultane-
ously and efficiently compute multiple correspondences. The mechanism
extracting these coupling hypotheses requires the selection and ranking
of shape-primitives according to the perceptual uncertainty. A process
selecting and locally ranking the shape-primitives is called local PDF search
query 0 : ℓ𝛾 ↦→ (𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥) ∈ N+ and is parametrized by a profile
selection criterion ℓ𝛾 . This criterion is a 3-tuple (similar to eq. 3.40)
ℓ𝛾( 𝑎 ∈ R+⏟  ⏞  
perceptual cue
, 𝛾(𝑎, 𝜍 ∈ R+) ↦→ (0 ≤ 𝛿𝑎 ≤ 1) ∈ R⏟  ⏞  
uncertainty profile PDF at location 𝑎




where the perceptual cue 𝑎 is used to find the shape-primitives within the
attribute space. Next, the profile function 𝛾 is obtained from the uncer-
tainty model, namely the result of a particular query at the perceptual
location 𝑎 (see section 6.7.2). Notice that the uncertainty profile function
varies from one depth to another, this is the reason why the uncertainty
spreading and perceptual correction must be locally estimated (see sec-
tion 6.7.2). Finally, the minimal probability density which is still within
the aimed confidence level is denoted as 𝛿0. This formalization considers
a general profile function 𝛾 instantiated at each particular combination
of attribute and shape-primitive. An example of local PDF search query
in the context of edges sorted by length using a Gaussian profile can be
expressed as
𝛾(
perceptual cue⏞ ⏟ 







perceptual correction⏞  ⏟  
𝑓𝜇(𝑎) ]2
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𝑎0 = 𝛾−1− (𝑎, 𝛿0) = 𝑓𝜇(𝑎) −
√︀
−2𝑓𝜎(𝑎)2 ln(𝛿0)⏟  ⏞  
left frontier displacement
, (3.51)
𝑎1 = 𝛾−1+ (𝑎, 𝛿0) = 𝑓𝜇(𝑎) +
√︀











= 0([𝑎0, 𝑎1], 𝑍), (3.53)
where the systematic error curve (also called perceptual correction) 𝑓𝜇(𝑎)
and spread behavior (standard deviation) 𝑓𝜎(𝑎) are provided by the un-
certainty model. The lower 𝑎0 and upper 𝑎1 interval boundaries are
determined by the local inverse profile function at the minimal density 𝛿0



























Figure 3.20: A local probabilistic search query 0 is defined by the profile
selection criteria ℓ𝛾 composed by the perceptual cue 𝑎, uncertainty profile
function 𝛾 at the location 𝑎 and minimal density 𝛿0. The selection of the
elements in the sorted list 𝑍 include their associated density values according to
their evaluation in 𝛾. Notice that the search interval is delimited by determining
the frontier values 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 (from eq. 3.51 and eq. 3.52 respectively). The 𝛾
evaluation of the local probabilistic search is shown at the lower part.
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Query Composition
The conclusive matching of visual-features with shape-primitives requires
the coupling of (at least) four points in general position [124]. In order
to achieve the associations containing these points, it is possible to for-
mulate queries which simultaneously restrict the DoFs of the association
candidates and increase the discriminant selection of visual-features. This
query composition is accomplished by relational calculus. In particular,
boolean operators such as conjunction or disjunction. Due to its nature,
the conjunction composition is of great importance. The aim of generating
such boolean composed queries is supported by the fact that conjunction
composition reinforces (drastically reduces) the possible association candi-
dates. The association hypothesis are pairs consisting of one visual-feature
and one shape-primitive. This mechanism is efficiently implemented by cal-
culating only the minimal amount of selection of elements (from eq. 3.42).
This can be formally expressed as
𝑄∩
(︂












where the notation {·} represent a sublist from 𝑍 and the special conjunc-





, 𝑢𝑦⏟ ⏞ 
0([𝑎2,𝑎3],𝑍)




The conjunctive composed query 𝑄∩ contains edge pairs satisfying length
criteria. The 3-tuple also contains the combined likelihood. The query
composition can use the global and local PDF search queries to achieve
complex likelihood searches. Moreover, the composition of queries can
incorporate additional operators. These operators can use other attributes
of the shape-primitives. For instance, the conditional connectivity of
boundary primitives (from eq. 3.33 to eq. 3.38). In figure 3.21, the selection
of two edges 𝑒𝛼𝛽 and 𝑒𝛼𝜒 connected by a common vertex 𝑣𝛼 is shown. This
creates selecting procedures based on probabilistic and tuple relational
calculus. This exceeds the capabilities found in the database structured
query language SQL (see section 3.5). The composed queries exploitation
is closely related to the matching approach.





















Figure 3.21: Example of a conjunctive composed global probabilistic search
query. On the top, each element in the indexing list 𝑍 stores three scalar values:
i) A reference to the shape-primitive instance. ii) An attribute value from the
indexing predicate Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽). iii) The associate density obtained by kernel density
estimation 𝐷Γ(Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽)). The range determined by the indexing searches (eq. 3.41)
with arguments 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 is highlighted. The integration of the density in the
interval approximates the 𝜖𝑑 normalized probability 𝑃Γ([𝑎0, 𝑎1]). On the left, the
indexing list 𝑍 is placed orthogonal to itself in order to display the conjunctive
Cartesian product in the composed query 𝑄∩. For visualization purposes, the
computation of all combinations is displayed. However, during a query only the
elements within the red rectangle are computed. Finally, the composition by
means of conditional queries is shown by the selection of two edges 𝑒𝛼𝛽 and
𝑒𝛼𝜒 connected by a common vertex 𝑣𝛼. This effective mechanism combines the
probabilistic analysis with the graph structure of the world model.
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3.4.6 Conversion from CAD Models to W-Representation
In the last two decades, there has been a considerable development of
CAD methods towards design and production of all classes of objects,
houses, buildings and even the urbanization process. This trend in CAD
systems yields to the development of sophisticated tools and assorted
formats for interchange of CAD models. Today it is possible to exchange
digital models without loss of information. This is possible due to the open
standardization of the interchange file formats, for example COLLADA
[143]. Although there is a wide variety of interchange formats for different
CAGM purposes, the main targets of these computational representations
are the interactive computer aided design and visualization (CAD) and the
computer aided manufacturing (CAM). These two application domains
are related to sensor-based recognition applications. The information
structures in these domains are not (at least directly) adequate for use in
sensor-based systems such as visual perception for robots. The solution to
this inconvenience is to convert the information provided by the interchange
files in the proposed world model representation W. This process has to
be carefully done from the initial exportation of the CAD or CAM models
to the importing into the world model representation and its serialization
in a convenient format for sensor-based recognition. In the following, these
stages are presented and discussed.
CAD-Exporting
There are various aspects affecting the accuracy, complexity and aggre-
gation (see section 3.1) of the object models in a CAD interchange file,
namely i) model consistency, ii) surface subdivision and iii) semantic and
functional object segmentation. Since the two CAD environmental models
(see figure 3.22 and figure 3.23) used in the experimental evaluation of
this thesis were manually created, these three interchange aspects were
carefully controlled at the generation of the models and verified by the
algorithms presented in section 3.4.6.
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Figure 3.22: CAD model of a complex robot kitchen. The first of the two
experimental application setups used to evaluate the methods of this thesis. The
setup is a functional full-fledge kitchen environment. This CAD model consists of
|W| = 1, 033 object models with a total of
∑︀|W|
𝑖




|𝐹 (𝑂𝑖)| = 58, 480 triangular faces defined by
∑︀|W|
𝑖




|𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)| = 32, 262 vertices (see table 3.3).
The developed methods and their implementation into a portable software
system must be capable of using existing CAD models from other sources.
In order to anticipate this issue, a software architecture has been proposed
and implemented to enable the integration of additional CAD formats by
implementing only a minimal file-loader module which maps particular
ordering and specific features of additional formats. This is required for
other file formats rather than IV Open Inventor or WRL Virtual Reality
Modeling Language. A workaround is to convert other non-supported
formats26 to IV or WRL formats by means of open source tools27. Once
the formatting is done, the analysis and assertion of model consistency,
surfaces subdivision and object segmentation is managed as follows.
26PLY, STL, OBJ, 3DS, COLLADA, PTX, V3D, PTS, APTS, XYZ, GTS, ASC, X3D, X3DV and ALN
27http://meshlab.sourceforge.net
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Figure 3.23: The CAD model of a simple minimal mobile kitchen. This
experimental setup is a minimal transportable kitchen with an operational
sink, dishwasher and refrigerator. The CAD model consists of |W| = 50
object models with a total of
∑︀|W|
𝑖
|𝐶(𝑂𝑖)| = 1, 582 composed faces from∑︀|W|
𝑖
|𝐹 (𝑂𝑖)| = 6, 438 triangular faces defined by
∑︀|W|
𝑖




|𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)| = 3, 325 vertices (see also table 3.3).
Model Consistency
The most common use of CAD models is interactive design, visualization
and extraction of scalar properties such as volume, areas and lengths. There
might be situations in which the models have two overlapping faces or
some edges have only one incidence surface instead of two (called dangling
edges in [144, 118]). For example, window glasses (in the figure 3.22).
These issues are not critical for the aim of visualization. However, when
converting a CAD model from an interchange file exposing these issues, the
resulting world model representation W will be damaged because the formal
definitions of W are not valid, more specifically the properties defining the
homogeneous 2D topologic polyhedron discussed in section 3.4.4 are not
fulfilled.
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This causes inconsistencies during querying, filtering or even worse, it yields
to unpredictability states during pose estimation. The detection of such
irregularities is done straightforward by a set of conditional verifications
based on the W formalism (in eq. 3.9 up to eq. 3.34). However, the
automatic correction of these issues is not a trivial problem. In the two
CAD models used for the evaluation of the proposed methods, the detection
of these irregularities is preformed by software and the corrections were
done manually using available 3D-modeling tools28.
Surface Subdivision
Another important aspect while exporting CAD models for their conversion
or inclusion into the world model representation W is the surface subdi-
vision. This substantial aspect is controlled by the angular subdivision
threshold. This is the angle which corresponds to the minimal aperture
(see eq. 3.19) for a curve to be divided into two different segments. For
example, the figure 3.24 shows two subdivisions of the same object model
with different angle of aperture. The selection of this angle depends on the
target application. This means, a trade-off between resolution and saliency
of the subdivision faces. For instance, when the visual localization of an
element is intended, the angle is rather wide, whereas the angle must be
kept narrow for applications involving manipulation (see the subdivision
used in models for grasp-planning in [145]) in order to properly plan stable
contact points. The angle of aperture is of special interest when using
visual-features which are sensitive to curvature, for instances edges. In this
thesis, the angle of aperture was selected at both limits (see figure 3.24)
and exported in two versions, a low-resolution (wide angle of aperture)
and high-resolution (narrow angle of aperture) CAD interchange files (see
details in table 3.3). This was done with the purpose of quantitatively eval-
uating this aspect while qualitatively analyzing the effects of the surface
subdivision (see section 3.5).
28CAD models were modeled with ProENGINEER (Wildfire 4.0®) and subsequently
exported to the Open Inventor IV format (see section 3.4.6).
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Figure 3.24: The effects of two angles of aperture for surface approximation
are illustrated at the water faucet. This element is drastically affected during
subdivision because its shape creates very deviating polygonal approximations
depending on the angle of aperture. a) The narrow angle of aperture (fine
granularity) generates accurate shape approximations with large amount of
polygons. The narrow angle of aperture generates non-perceptible edges and
faces. b) The wide angle of aperture reduces the amount of shape-primitives.
Object Segmentation
The segmentation of elements composing the environment into encapsu-
lated objects modeled and stored in CAD representations requires criteria
which consider spatial relations, functional dependencies and semantic as-
sociations of the elements. The formulation of these criteria based on rules
and heuristics can support the autonomous acquisition of complex models.
This approach has yielded and some promising results (see [130, 146])
which support the use of CAD representations acquired by active-sensors.
In this representation, the spatial object segmentation is done with the
boundaries of the physical composition of walls, doors, cupboards and
shelves (see figure 3.25). The functional aggregation of the elements has
been realized manually. For example, the location of the rotation axis
doors or the translation vector of drawers were added during the model
creation. The semantic information in the world model representation are
the names of the object models with rotational or prismatic joints such as
electrical appliances, doors and drawers.
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Figure 3.25: Object separation by geometric, functional and semantic criteria.
The robot kitchen environment shows the composition of environmental elements.
The segmented and labeled sink shows a composition ideal for illustrating
redundancy reduction, surfaces division and visual saliency detection.
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W-Importing and Storing
Once the CAD interchange file has been properly generated for sensor-
based recognition, import the models into the world model representation
has to consider various aspects of the CAD files (see figure 3.26). The
redundancy of the elements and additional information for visualization
(called shape hints) for smooth surfaces, materials and units must be
consider and filtered. The following sections discusses these aspects leading
to important considerations for the redundancy removal and extraction of
composed faces. Finally, the serialization and storage of the world model










Figure 3.26: The Open Inventor is a scene graph and CAD format. This
subgraph is a visualization of the first nodes of the model in figure 3.22.
Vertex Redundancy
A notable characteristic of the serialization of CAD files is the redundancy
in terms of vertex repetition. This occurs because the list of shape prim-
itives (usually triangles, strips, fans or convex polygons such as quads)
enumerate the vertex coordinates in a sequential order. For example, in
the object model of figure 3.13, the coordinates of the vertex 𝑣4 appear
five times as follows: 𝑓1,4,2, 𝑓2,4,3, 𝑓1,8,4, 𝑓3,4,7 and 𝑓4,8,7 (see example with
seven occurrences in figure 3.27).





Figure 3.27: An example of a vertex 𝑣𝑘 with seven occurrences in the CAD
model. This repetitive occurrences are removed for graph indexing (see sec-
tion 3.4.4). The green lines show the incident edges to 𝑣𝑘 (see eq. 3.33) and the
red lines denote edges associated by face incidence (see eq. 3.35).
This vertex redundancy occurs because the explicit and redundant storage
of the coordinates (in the device memory either CPU or GPU) notably
improves the rendering performance (shading, occlusion culling, ray trac-
ing) and other operations necessary for visualization. In the proposed
representation, each vertex is unique and its linkage has to be stored for
the graph incidence (as introduced in section 3.4.4). The generation of
a table with unique vertex identifiers and coordinates helps to fuse close
located vertices (within a small threshold radius) and identify multiple
references to the same vertex. This determines whether a vertex has been
listed before. This simple operation implies a comparison of vertices while
loading the object models from the interchange file. This noise tolerant
comparison requires many floating point operations (calculating the 𝑙2-
norm) and the vertices have many occurrences. Thus, the process needs
considerable time for computation (see details in table 3.3).
Edges Redundancy
In section 3.4.4 an important fact has been discussed: The visibility of
virtual edges (eq. 3.31). This equation states, there are edges whose only
function is to act as auxiliary elements for the surface subdivision. This
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means, that these edges are not perceptible. Consequently, this attribute
can be used to detect which edges are considered for the indexing (as
presented in section 3.4.5). The figure 3.28 illustrates these observations.
Disregarding the virtual edges is actually the first step towards a non-
redundant and visually representative model. The next step is to avoid
edges which are not robustly perceptible due to their short length or
non-salient aperture. Thus, length filtering is performed by selecting a
lower and upper length thresholds (see section 3.5) based on the calibrated
3D field of view of the humanoid robot (see figure 3.29).
a) b) c)
Figure 3.28: The detection and removal of object model redundancies. a) The
virtual edges 𝑒𝜏𝜐 are removed for indexing and visualization. b) This stage
notably reduces the amount of edges for visual matching.
Figure 3.29: Removal of visually indistinguishable edges (based on length and
angle of aperture) filters the visually salient edges.
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Face-Vertex Oriented Incidences
When defining smooth surfaces, the representation in CAD interchange
formats (such as in figure 3.26) provides normal vectors associated to
vertices in the definition of each face (see figure 3.12). For example, in
a triangular face 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒 used to approximate a smooth surface, there are
three different normal vectors. Each of these normal vectors corresponds
to a vertex ̃︀𝑁(𝛼, 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒), ̃︀𝑁(𝛽, 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) and ̃︀𝑁(𝜒, 𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) ∈ R3. This information
is fundamental for various tasks. In particular for visual perception, this
orientation vector determines the angle of aperture of the edge. Thus, the
maximal angle of aperture of an edge determines whether or not the edge
is considered for indexing (see figure 3.29).
Extraction of Composed Faces
The detection of virtual edges supports the extraction of composed faces
𝑆ℎ (eq. 3.24) by incremental expansion of triangular faces connected by
(at least) one virtual edge. This process is efficiently done by the sequen-
tial analysis of the face set 𝐹 (𝑂𝑖), namely verifying the faces references
𝐾(𝑓𝛼𝛽𝜒) (eq. 3.27), common orientation (eq. 3.25) and edge connectivity
(eq. 3.26). The resulting composed faces are analyzed to determine addi-




Figure 3.30: The composed faces 𝐶(𝑂𝑖) of an object model are classified by
convexity. This example shows selected surfaces by area and convexity.
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W-Serialization and Storage
After a CAD model has been converted into the world model representation
W, it is possible to serialize W into an extensible markup language. The
XML encoding is used due to its extensibility, simplicity, generality and
usability (see figure 3.31). The serialization allows the storage and trans-
mission29 of the representation avoiding the re-computations of detection
and removal of redundancies, composed face extraction and indexing. The
XML serialized world model representation is a direct mapping of the
indices and properties of the shape-primitives. Thus, the time required to
load the XML file into the memory of the visual perception system is only










Figure 3.31: XML serialization of the world model representation. The arrows
show the correspondence between mathematical concepts and implementations.
This XML shows two object models from figure 3.23.
3.5 Evaluation
The evaluation of the world model representation W considers the setups
presented (in figure 3.22 and figure 3.23). Each model was exported
with two different subdivision (at both extrema 12𝜋 and 17𝜋) angle of
apertures and summarized (in table 3.3). In order to simultaneously
evaluate both CAD models and the proposed world model representation,
a characterization of the shape-primitives is presented (in section 3.5.1).
Afterwards, the indexing and analysis of the PDFs of the edges and
composed faces are presented (in section 3.5.2).
29Diverse binary serializations can be selected to efficiently transfer the representation.
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W-Model Aperture Models Vertices Edges T-Faces C-Faces
Robot- 𝜋/2 1033 33411 14408 23758 5982
Kitchen 𝜋/7 1033 36262 89767 58480 10685
figure 3.22 Ratio 1.00 1.09 6.23 2.46 1.79
Mobile- 𝜋/2 50 1875 5307 3538 1269
Kitchen 𝜋/7 50 3325 9657 6438 1582
figure 3.23 Ratios 1.00 1.77 1.82 1.82 1.25
Table 3.3: Transformation effects of the angle of aperture for surface subdivision.
The two setups were exported with the maximal and minimal angles of aperture
producing different representations. The connectivity increment in terms of
edges in the high resolution robot kitchen is more than six times the size of








(expressed as T-Faces) is higher for the low resolution versions. This occurs
because the narrow angle of aperture forbids the fusion of small partial surfaces
into larger composed faces.
3.5.1 Characterization of Shape-Primitives
Vertex Characterization
Each vertex of an object model has a connectivity degree called valence
𝜈(𝑣𝑘) ↦→ N+ (eq. 3.15). This property enables the search according struc-
tural characteristics. For instance, the vertex at the corner of a box 𝑣𝑐
should have valence 𝜈(𝑣𝑐) = 3. However, due to subdivision effects, some
vertices have a higher degree. The extraction of these structures requires
more elaborated filtering routines. The key to unveil these structures
is to omit the incidence of virtual edges 𝑒𝜏𝜐 (eq. 3.31) while computing
the valence of a vertex, namely the non-virtual valance 𝜈(𝑣𝑘) (eq. 3.23).
Figure 3.32 illustrates the relation of both valences.
Edge Characterization
The two important characteristic properties of an edge 𝑒𝛼𝛽 are its angle of
aperture (𝜔(𝑒𝛼𝛽) eq. 3.20) and its length Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) (eq. 3.12). Based on these
properties, it is possible to determine whether an edge can be perceived as






























































Figure 3.32: The vertices characterization in terms of valence 𝜈(𝑣𝑘) and non-
virtual valence 𝜈(𝑣𝑘) from the robot kitchen setup in figure 3.22. a) The
plot shows the frequency and relation between the direct connectivity of the
vertices (eq. 3.15) and their non-virtual valence. b) The concept is illustrated
for the vertices obtained from the model with narrow angle of aperture (the
high resolution version). Similar pattern arises when analyzing the mobile
kitchen setup. However, since the amount of vertices is significantly smaller, the
visualization is less representative and therefore omitted.
This off-line analysis enables the selection of edges which are more likely to
be found in images. In figure 3.33 and figure 3.34, the detailed presentation
and application of this concept is clearly presented with a comparison of
the resolution effects. In each of these plots, there are two remarkable
clusters. The most populated is distributed along the null angle of aperture
𝜔(𝑒𝛼𝛽) = 0 and the (less salient) one along the perpendicular angle of
aperture 𝜔(𝑒𝛼𝛽) = Π2 . Their existence is evident when realizing that many
edges are dividing either the coplanar surfaces or there are many edges
arising at the intersection of perpendicular planes located at 𝜔(𝑒𝛼𝛽) = Π2 ,
for instance the doors or drawers (see figure 3.23). This characterization
shows an important fact. Only a small percentage of the edges (less than
11.5%) are visual significant for recognition. This amount is even smaller
when considering fixed occlusions, namely the edges which are occluded
from the reachable space.
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Robot  Kitchen Edge E(Oi) Characterization (Zoom)a) b)
Figure 3.33: Edge characterization of the robot kitchen figure 3.22. a) Model
edges are shown by two different subdivisions. Red circles illustrate edges from
low resolution model. Blue crosses represent edges using high resolution model.
The cyan vertical dotted lines (located at 50 and 1000mm) delimit the visually
detectable edge length. The horizontal magenta lines (placed at 0.06125𝜋 and
0.75𝜋) delineate the discernible edge aperture. b) The zoom of the discernible
region. Only 4184 ≈ 11.538% of the edges are discernible in the low resolution
model and 7124 ≈ 7.936% in the high resolution model.

























































Mobile Kitchen Edge E(Oi) Characterization (Zoom)a) b)
Figure 3.34: a) Edge characterization of the mobile kitchen figure 3.23. b) Only
1034 ≈ 19.483% of the edges in the low resolution model and barely 1094 ≈
11.328% edges in the high resolution model are discernible.
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3.5.2 Indexing and Probabilistic Search Queries
Edge Length: The PDF of the edge length is necessary for probabilistic
search queries. In section 3.4.5, the PDF enables the selective filtering
of edges. The PDFs (in figure 3.35 and figure 3.36) show the results
obtained using both model setups. These plots are conceptually discussed
in figure 3.18. When plotting large amounts of samples, a regular sampling
of the PDF is required. For instance, in the high resolution kitchen with
89767 edges, a discrete increment step with a resolution of 3mm was
selected (see figure 3.35).
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Figure 3.35: a) The edge length distribution (estimated by KDE, eq. 3.43)
of the robot kitchen (in figure 3.22) is non-parametric and multimodal. The
region with minimal length has maximal density. This occurs because the small
triangular faces (used to approximate curved surfaces) are dominant in terms of
frequency. b) The region zoom contains edges with length shorter than 1,000mm.
This zoom enables a better visualization of the mean edge length Γ𝜇(𝑒𝛼𝛽) for
both resolution models. The bandwidth (eq. 3.45 and eq. 3.46) is visualized for
both resolutions.
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Figure 3.36: The edge length distribution (from eq. 3.43) of the mobile kitchen
setup (in figure 3.23) is (in same manner as figure 3.35) non-parametric and
multimodal. a) The plot shows the full length distribution. b) The plot shows
the region zoom containing the distribution of the edges shorter that Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) <
900mm. A remarkable fact of this edge length distribution (in both setups
and resolutions) are the two modes, one at the the very short edge length
(approximately Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) < 100mm) and the second located between 400mm
< Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) < 800mm. The second region is very significant for visual recognition
because there are many elements (high frequency) which are visual salient at
manipulable distances for the humanoid robot.
Face Area: As discussed in this chapter, the visual recognition of elements
in the environment can be observed by the extraction and matching of
supported properties such as length and structural composition. Another
alternative is the recognition of planar polygonal faces represented by
composed faces 𝑆ℎ. Using the area attribute for recognition requires to
index and analyze the composed faces of the object models in the world
model.
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The figure 3.37 and figure 3.38 show the distribution of the area of the
composed faces in both setups. These results simultaneously illustrate the
resolution comparative (using both angles of aperture) and the interest
region in the zooms. This allows to focus on the search and matching
of elements which are found less often (therefore more restrictive) for a
conclusive match.
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Figure 3.37: The area distribution of the composed faces (eq. 3.43 using the
predicate function in eq. 3.28). This particular distribution was obtained from the
robot kitchen setup (see figure 3.22). a) The plot shows the full area distribution.
b) The plot shows the region zoom containing the distribution of the composed
faces which are smaller that 𝐴(𝑆ℎ) < 18x105mm2. The two different versions
(in blue and red lines) of the same model (due to different angles of aperture)
expose slightly variations. The scale is in square millimeters (mm2). This has
the effect of a wide rage in the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.38: The area distribution of the composed faces from the model mobile
kitchen (see figure 3.23). In analogy to figure 3.37, the area distribution of the
composed faces in the upper plot shows that most of the composed faces are in
the low area region of the plot. This occurs because the surface subdivision of all
rounded chamfers (all over the doors and surfaces of the model) generate small
rectangles which are over representative for the PDF. This is also an important
criterion to search for faces whose area is beyond this region.
Query Performance: In order to evaluate the representation in terms of
time performance during the search of shape-primitives, different queries
have been executed with large amount of trials (1000 per configuration). In
these trials, the parameters were changed dynamically (within the scope of
the particular attribute and shape-primitive) to obtain a reliable analysis
of the system behavior. Based on these results, it is possible to determine
which are the shortest, mean, longest and standard deviation response




































Figure 3.39: The time performance of the search interval (eq. 3.41 and eq. 3.42).
The plot shows in the horizontal axes the distances 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 (the lower and
upper boundaries) of the interval search. The vertical axis is the maximal elapsed
time. Each configuration was evaluated with 1000 trials. This large amount of
searches enables to determine the shortest 0.0109ms, longest 0.0213ms response
times. The mean performance time is 0.0128ms with an standard deviation of
34.392𝜇s.
3.5.3 Serialization and Storage
Once a CAD model has been converted into the world model representation
W, it is serialized as presented in section 3.4.6. The results are shown in
terms of file size, processing and loading times in table 3.4.
W-Model Aperture CAD kb XML kb Filter ms Loading ms
Robot Kitchen 𝜋/7 19397 41327 3300 1950
figure 3.22 𝜋/2 7889 16944 1575 1470
Mobil-Kitchen 𝜋/7 1867 4284 746 740
figure 3.23 𝜋/2 975 2370 192 160
Table 3.4: The serialization of the world model representation W. Results
using the narrow and wide angles of aperture versions of both models
in terms of storage size. The processing time required to import (from
IV format) and generate the representation is given. Finally, the time
necessary to load the serialization for recognition modules is provided.
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3.6 Discussion
In this chapter, a formal and computational world model representation for
environmental visual perception for robots was introduced. The proposed
representation provides coherent and proficient descriptions of physical
entities found in made-for-humans environments. The representable scope
of this graph-based representation is general without imposing sensor-
dependence, neither requiring complex instance specific training. These
guidelines ensure the wide collaborative integration of diverse sensing
modalities for robots sharing portable and network-accessible world model
representations.
Particularly, in order to be used in vision-based recognition, the high sensi-
tivity and uniqueness criteria are mandatory for the proposed world model
representation. These criteria were held by geometric shape-primitives ca-
pable of reflecting subtle differences with adjustable granularity by surface
subdivision. The geometric shape-primitives expose these characteris-
tics with remarkable stability and accuracy. Due to the compact and
generalized nature of these geometric shape-primitives, the model-based
geometric representation is efficient in terms of processing and storage.
This efficiency was achieved by a topological composition. In this man-
ner, geometric shape-primitives can be hierarchically and multimodally
organized in order to arrange vast amounts of models. The sustaining of
such hierarchical composition is positively reflected into high scalability,
whereas the multimodal organization based on indexing schemes allows
optimal and complex attribute-based search procedures.
In addition, the object-centered nature of the model-based geometric rep-
resentation enables the storage of extensible data structures necessary
for probabilistic perception, semantic planning and symbolic reasoning.
The resulting extensibility also provides means to handle dynamic para-
metric transformations present in plenty of environmental objects. These
hierarchically organized transformations are ideal for depicting complex
aggregations in household environments such as electric appliances or
manipulable furniture. The selected boundary geometric elements such
as vertices, edges and polygonal faces can be conveniently used as local
shape-primitives. This is the key to manage occlusion and self-occlusion in
environmental visual perception. These achieved fundamental criteria are
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based on the analysis of four decades of research on object representations
for visual detection and recognition. Section 3.3 presented a selection
of researches supporting these arguments. Particularly important is the
qualitative comparison in section 3.3.10 which is summarized in table 3.2
and table 3.1. These statements are supported by the evaluation of the
proposed representation using two different setups in section 3.5.
Although these arguments and evidence clearly support the use of a
model-based representation approach, a solely geometric model-based
representation cannot soundly address all visual perception task for robots.
The limitations of geometric model-based representations are:
• Circumscription: Model-based approaches imply a closed-world
which cannot be hold in all made-for-humans domains [147].
• Changes: The dynamic modifications of the world either transient
or lasting [148] cannot be thoroughly represented by pure geometric
models. This occurs when the alterations of the objects forbid their
soundly and enduring representation.
• Composition: The limited representativeness or granularity of the
models restrain the representable objects [149]. For instance, plants,
food, etc. (see also [80]) cannot be soundly and efficiently represented
by CAGM methods.
• Consistency: The inherent modeling inconsistencies between mod-
els and real instances complicate the association between visual-
features and model descriptions. This can lead to negative effects.
For example, the so-called hallucinations in [?].
A pure model-based approach would insufficiently address these issues. The
comprehensive solution—would at least—require a combined egocentric
and allocentric visual and spatial memory [150] which must include not
only the models but also their spatio-temporal varying transformations
(including some sort of appearance information) of all recognized and
registered model instances.
Based on previously discussed facts, a model-based visual perception
approach can provide bounded but solid basis required to achieve the
essential environmental visual awareness for autonomous intelligent robots.
This basis has to supply answers to the what and where questions (discussed
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in section 1.1) within the assumed closed-world model. The development
of the basis for comprehensive visual perception requires the answers to
visual queries while reliably managing the natural conditions in real made-
for-humans scenarios with non-controlled illumination, complex structures
and materials. These conditions place the challenges at the robustness,
precision, scalability and wide applicability of the proposed approach.
In the following chapters, novel methods for visual sensing and feature
extraction cope with this challenges by means of image fusion and edge
graphs representations.
4 Methods for Robust and
Accurate Image Acquisition
4.1 Visual Manifold
The visual perception system of a humanoid robot should be able to attain
and manage the vision model coupling. This essential link between the
physical reality and the world model representation has to be supported by
diverse visual skills. The efficiency, robustness and precision of these skills
directly depend on the extracted visual-features. The amount, represen-
tativeness and repeatability of the visual-features rely upon the stability,
accuracy and dynamic range of the sensed visual manifold.
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Therefore, in order to properly capture the visual manifold for vision model
coupling, two complementary methods are presented:
• Optimal irradiance signals: A novel method is introduced for
consistent and stable image acquisition based on multiple image
fusion. The method reliably captures the visual manifold by optimally
estimating the sensor irradiance signals.
• Expanding dynamic range: Humanoid robots are confronted
with high-contrast scenes, dynamically varying illuminations and
complex surface materials. The wide intra-scene radiance is usually
beyond the standard dynamic range of the camera sensors. A novel
method for synthesizing accurate high dynamic range (HDR) images
for complex heterogeneously lighted scenes is presented to enable
humanoid robots to cope with real environmental conditions
Since both methods are based on multiple image fusion, their synergistic
combination acquires the visual manifold with a high signal-to-noise ratio
and high dynamic range. The experimental evaluation (in Sections 4.6
and 4.8) corroborates the quality and suitability of the methods.
4.2 Hardware Limitations and Environmental
Conditions
The particular morphology of a humanoid robot allows various advantages
for their application (see details in chapter 1). However, this fact also
imposes restrictions on their effectors and sensors. Specifically, the visual
perception through stereoscopic vision is restricted by:
• Physical constraints: These conditions restrain the stereo base-
line length, size and weight of the cameras and lenses (see figure 4.1).
• Complex perturbations: Inside a humanoid robot several de-
vices coincide. The simultaneous operation of sensors and actuators
produces electric, magnetic, mechanical and thermal perturbations
which deteriorate the quality of the sensor signals (see figure 4.2).
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• Circumscribed resources: Autonomous humanoid robots have to
dependably execute complex tasks supported by limited memory
and computational power available on board. Early approaches
using remote computation (outside the humanoid) have been investi-
gated, for instance in [21]. This paradigm limited the autonomy and
application potential of humanoid robots.
• Extensive requirements: The resources for visual sensing skills
change dynamically, for example, the resolution, frame rate and
geometric configuration of the cameras for vergence, smooth-pursuit,

















Figure 4.1: Implementation constraints to be considered for integrated image
acquisition processes of a humanoid robot. a) The humanoid robot ARMAR-
IIIa [7]. b) This humanoid robot is equipped with four cameras, six motors,
a gyroscope and six microphones [8]. During task execution, these devices
simultaneously work in a perception-planning-action cycle.
Even under these conditions, the visual perception system of a humanoid
robot requires consistent and stable sensor observations in order to attain
the vision model coupling. A multiple image fusion method based on
density estimation is introduced in section 4.5 for overcoming these limi-
tations. The stability and robustness of this method cope with arbitrary
multimodal distributions of the irradiance signals.




Figure 4.2: Environmental difficulties to be considered for robust image ac-
quisition for humanoid robots. a) An everyday scene in a made-for-humans
environment where humanoid robots have to recognize objects and estimate
their positions and orientations. b) The pseudo-color deviation image shows
the camera instability and detrimental artifacts produced from different noise
sources.
The proposed fusion method is suitable for both gray scale and color
images using color filter arrays such as the wide spread Bayer pattern [152].
The resulting fused images improve the global stability and precision of
the visual perception processes (see experimental evaluation in section 4.6).
Furthermore, the performance of the method allows the acquisition of
semi-dynamic1 scenes in real applications.
4.3 Visual Acquisition: Related Work
There is a wide variety of methods for improving the quality of cap-
tured images. These methods can be split in two main categories; image
rectification through enhancement and image synthesis by fusion.
Image enhancement: The methods in this category deal with the in-
verse problem of estimating an optimal “noiseless” image from a single
noisy image. For more than four decades, image denoising and image
enhancement algorithms have achieved considerable progress in image
restoration.
1The content of the scene and the robot remain static during visual sensing.
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Most image enhancement methods are based on rank and neighborhood
filters (see extensive survey in [153]). For instance, the k-nearest neigh-
bors [154] and non-local means filters [155, 156, 157] provide considerable
results without blotchy artifacts when using small windows. Their compu-
tational performance (up to 500 FPS using a GPU as reported in [158])
decreases quadratically depending on the applied window. Nevertheless,
when noise affects a region beyond one or two pixels the resulting images
show severe blotchy artifacts. This occurs because the perturbations are
arbitrarily distributed with non-causal nature in terms of intensity varia-
tions, in particular figure 4.10). Thus, the robustness of these methods
is not adequate for everyday humanoid robot applications. Recently, the
method in [159] showed outstanding results with highly contaminated
images. However, that approach has proven to be computationally expen-
sive. The method requires more than 3 minutes even with low resolution






Figure 4.3: Combined environmental and embodiment sensing perturbations.
a) Everyday scene in a household environment. b) The deviation of a single
image shows important aspects: i) Noise waves disturb (partially vanish or even
completely occlude) the underlying saliences such as edges and corners. ii) The
inadequately (under or over) exposed regions expose no deviation.
In general, all image enhancement methods can only improve the image
up to so-called “one-image” limit. This occurs due to diminishing factors
which cannot be filtered from a single image. For example, the flickering
produced by the artificial lighting in an indoor environment. Even more
important, within humanoid robots with a high number of active joints,
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the electromagnetic perturbations produced by the motors in the head
(yaw, pitch, roll) generate noise waves on the image (see figure 4.3). Due to
the variable payload of the head motors, this non-parametric distributed
image noise depends on the kinematic configuration of the humanoid robot
head. In such situations, a single image locally loses information in the
affected region and the noiseless-inverse extraction cannot be soundly and
efficiently solved with existing methods.
Image fusion: These methods exploit the available information in two or
more images in order to synthesize a new improved image. Image fusion
has been widely investigated and successfully applied in various domains
(see survey [160]). Depending on the nature of the data and the intended
results, these methods are categorically divided into:
• Image registration: Transforms image sets captured from different
viewpoints and sensors into a consistent coordinate system [161].
• Super resolution: Enhances the image resolution by means of
structural similarity [162] or statistical regularity [163].
• High dynamic range: Increases the irradiance range beyond the
sensor capabilities by fusing differently exposed images (see sec-
tion 4.7).
• Multiple focus imaging: Expands the depth of field by fusing
images with various focal configurations [164].
• Poisson blending: Composes gradient domain images for the seam-
less image content insertion [165].
• Image based rendering: Uses multiple images to generate novel
scene viewpoints [166].
• Image Stitching: Combines images with overlapping field of view
in order to produce panoramas [167].
In contrast to these methods, the aim of the first method proposed in this
chapter is to improve the quality and stability of the images acquired in
each viewpoint using the available sensor resolution. The key idea of the
proposed method is to observe the scene by capturing and fusing various
images instead of restoring a single contaminated image.
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In terms of category, the proposed method is related to image registration
and image-based rendering. However, the aim of the method is not to
generate images from different viewpoints but to extract the optimal image
from a set of noisy images.
In order to support humanoid robots in everyday applications, the method
considers the following aspects:
• Applicability: No assumptions regarding image content is done.
This enables wide range of applicability for humanoid robots.
• Quasi-dynamic: The robot and the scene are static while the
observations place. For applicability purposes, this should take less
than one second (see section 4.6.5).
• Fixed calibration: Geometric consistency is well-kept for extrac-
tion of Euclidean metric from stereo images. The fixed focal length
is also preserved according to the intrinsic camera calibrations (see
stereo focusing in [168]).
• Visual-feature metrics: The stability and quality of the acquired
images are improved and measured in terms of image processing
results, not in human perceptual metrics.
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4.4 Visual Manifold Acquisition Pipeline
Figure 4.4: The visual manifold acquisition pipeline. a) Complex high-contrast
heterogeneously lighted scene (for instance the scene in figure 4.16). b) The low
dynamic range (LDR) cameras capture differently exposed sets of images, called
Wycoffset in [169]. Those image sets are used for temporal fusion to obtain
“noiseless” images ̂︀𝐼𝑖𝑘 (see section 4.5). c) The exposure planning determines the
amount and integration time Δ𝑡𝑖 of each of the images to optimally sample the
scene radiance. d) The radiance distribution of the scene is captured by the
minimal amount of exposures ℰmin covering the full reachable radiance by the
camera sensor. This ensures the minimal sampling density. e) The radiometric
calibration is the response function of the composed optical system. f) The
Wycoffset set and the radiometric calibration are used to synthesize [F ] the HDR
image. g) The resulting HDR image 𝐸 is the coherent and precise (up-to-scale)
visual manifold.
4.5 Temporal Image Fusion
The first step for robust image acquisition by multiple image fusion is to
analyze the sensor deviation behavior (described in section 4.5.1). Based
on this behavior, an efficient and robust fusion strategy is introduced to
overcome both the sensor deficiencies and the unsuitable environmental
circumstances (in section 4.5.5). Afterwards, the convergence analysis
provides a deeper insight into the selection and effects of the amount of
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images to fuse, namely the sampling horizon (in section 4.5.9). Thereafter
(in section 4.6), two fundamental feature extractions are computed in
order to evaluate the stability and precision improvements of the method.
Subsequently, the relation between exposure (integration time) and conver-
gence of the fusion process is analyzed in order to determine the minimal
necessary amount of images to fuse while ensuring the resulting image
quality. This relation is essential to keep the amount of images practicable
(see section 4.6.4) while expanding the dynamic range (in section 4.7).
4.5.1 Sensing Deviation
Within a semi-dynamic scene, both the robot and the elements in the field
of view remain static for a short period of time (at most 1 sec). However,
the illumination conditions can change dynamically. For instance, the
flickering of the lamps or the effects of natural illumination variations
from reflections, refractions and shadows produced by windows or other
environmental conditions. Assuming a semi-dynamic scene, the sensing
error is proportional to the amount of intensity variation. In order to
anticipate possible sampling artifacts2 and reduce the total sensing time
during the capture of multiple images, the maximal frame rate is used
while the images are indirectly stored for optimal image estimation (see
section 4.5.7).
4.5.2 Irradiance Signals
The location x ∈ N2 within the pixel location set Ω ⊂ N2 is limited by the
width 𝑤 ∈ N and height ℎ ∈ N of the image. The discrete intensity set Θ ∈ N
is the codomain of the time varying image function 𝐼𝑡 : N2 ↦→ N. The value
associated with each pixel location x is a random variable independent
and identically distributed over the intensity set Θ as
x ∈ Ω := { 𝑥 | (1, 1) ≤ 𝑥 ≤ (𝑤, ℎ) } ⊂ N2, (4.1)
𝐼𝑡(x) ∈ Θ := { 𝑖 | 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ (2𝑚 − 1) } ⊂ N, (4.2)
where 𝑡 is the time stamp and 𝑚 denotes the (usually 8) bits per pixel.
2According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [170].
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4.5.3 Temporal Scope
Since the sensing process is realized by fusing multiple images of the scene,
the concept of temporal scope is a general way to formulate the following
method without specific camera considerations. The observation time
scope includes 𝑘 > 1 images. There are various descriptive statistics which
provide the initial means for analyzing the pixel irradiance signal 𝐼𝑡(x).














These upper and lower intensity boundaries describe the variation range
within this temporal scope as
R𝑘(x) := U𝑘(x) − L𝑘(x). (4.5)







These basic descriptive statistics are helpful to identify distinct essential
phenomena (see figure 4.5). First, the intensity signal significantly and
arbitrarily varies from one frame to another without deterministic pattern.
Second, the intensity range (eq. 4.5) increases rapidly (in the first 10 frames)
followed by a much slower increasing rate which remains unchanged after
100 to 120 frames. Third, the mean value (eq. 4.6) converges fast at the
beginning of the sampling (approximately after 30 frames). Finally, the
mean value keeps converging in a very slow rate.
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Figure 4.5: The intensity signal of a pixel 𝐼𝑡(x) along the 𝑘 temporal scope.
The sequential intensity values are used to show the descriptive statistics (from
eq. 4.3 to eq. 4.6). The magenta circles denote the highest and lowest intensity
outliers. The pixel source location is marked in figure 4.2.
4.5.4 Central Limit
These observations could lead to a straightforward fusion strategy using
the mean value M𝑘 within a time scope of approximately one second.
This will also follow the intuition behind the central limit theorem. This
theorem states: The mean of a sufficiently large number of independent
random variables with finite mean and variance (which is the case of the
signal 𝐼𝑡) will be approximately normally distributed [171].
However, this theorem cannot be soundly applied to the limited amount
of samples (captured in one second) in order to model them with a normal
distribution. This occurs because two criteria are not “sufficiently” fulfilled,
namely:
• Approximately normal: For each pixel, a single independent
random variable is modeled. Thus, the distribution can exhibit rather
large skewness and is (usually) neither symmetric nor unimodal. A
discussion whether the nature of each pixel signal arises from a single
or a complex process (with a large number of small effects) can
still support the use of generalizations of the central limit theorem.
However, the quality of the approximation using a reduced amount
of samples would not invariably be appropriate (see figure 4.6).
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• Asymptotic convergence: The convergence of the central limit
theorem can only be reached with a rather large amount of samples.
Actually, it is only a tendency to be reached at infinity. The speed
of convergence is determined (under all previous considerations)
by the Berry-Esseen theorem [171] as 𝐶 = 𝑘− 12 , where 𝐶 ∈ R is a
scalar denoting the rate of convergence and 𝑘 ∈ N+ is the number of
images in the temporal scope. The Berry-Esseen theorem provides
a useful convergence speed but it does not reveal the convergence
level which is actually the critical quality indicator. This theorem
uprises experimentally (in section 4.5.9).
4.5.5 Fusion Strategy
Based on previous observations of the central limit theorem, in order to
fuse various images the probability density function (PDF) of each pixel
can be used to determine the representativeness of the captured samples.
In this manner, no assumptions about the distribution are held. This
makes the intensity estimation process general and robust. The continuous
PDF can be attained by KDE (Kernel Density Estimation [141]). This
approach provides advantages compared to the straightforward mean or










where the 𝐾𝜆𝑘(x) denotes the smoothing Gaussian kernel with pixel-wise
adaptive bandwidth 𝜆𝑘(x). Notice that the bandwidth assessment is an
issue itself [172]. However, in the one dimensional case the Silverman rule
[142] is used to efficiently estimate the pixel-wise bandwidth.
In contrast to 𝜖-truncation or kernel dependency [172], the PDF is effi-
ciently approximated by this adaptive method without accuracy drawbacks.
Moreover, in compliance with the central limit theorem, the most likely
fusion value ̂︀𝐼𝑘 ∈ R is the intensity location with the highest probability
density within the temporal scope (the top red location in figure 4.6)
expressed as ̂︀𝐼𝑘(x) := argmax𝑖∈R f𝑘(x, 𝑖). (4.8)
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Figure 4.6: The probabilistic distribution function (eq. 4.7) clearly illustrates
that the straightforward fusion through mean or median can produce suboptimal
fusion density. This occurs when the intensity samples are not symmetrically
spread, slightly skewed or multimodal distributed.
Substituting eq. 4.7 in eq. 4.8 and considering the upper intensity (eq. 4.3)
and lower intensity (eq. 4.4) boundaries of the 𝑘 sampling scope, the fusion
objective function can be written as








Eq. 4.9 is the bounded description of the optimization problem for each
pixel. This formulation does not only attain the most likely intensity value
(intensity location with highest probabilistic density) but it also improves
the resulting nature of the fusion image, from a noisy discrete collection of
image samples 𝐼𝑡 : N2 ↦→ N to a single “noiseless” and semicontinuous range
function ̂︀𝐼𝑘 : N2 ↦→ R. This optimization plays an important role for both
the increasing of image dynamic range (section 4.7) and improving visual-
feature extraction (section 5.6). The straightforward optimization (eq. 4.9)
with high precision requires minutes to be computed using the onboard
CPUs of the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa. In order to efficiently solve
the pixel-wise optimization problem in less than a second, the following
data structure and two-phase execution method are proposed.
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4.5.6 Fusion Data Structure
The fusion structure 𝑍(x) ∈ N[2𝑚+5] (recall 𝑚 stands for bit depth in eq. 4.2)
consists of a six-tuple per pixel
𝑍(x) :=
⟨
𝐻x, U𝑘, L𝑘, Acc𝑘, Asc𝑘, f𝑘Max
⟩
, (4.10)
were the pixel histograms 𝐻x ∈ N2
𝑚 , maximal intensity U𝑘(x) (eq. 4.3),










and the maximal bin frequency f𝑘Max ∈ N are stored per pixel. Based on
the dimensions of the image (defined in eq. 4.1), the amount of memory
required to store six-tuples 𝑍(x) for all pixels is (2[𝑚+1] + 16)𝑤ℎ. This six-
tuples occupy a rather large memory space because there is a histogram
per pixel allocating two bytes per bin in order to enable the fusion of large
sets of images. This feature is needed during the convergence trade-off
analysis (in section 4.5.10). In the experimental evaluation, the space
required to store this structure for an image of 640x480 pixels and 8 bits
of depth is 528 bytes per pixel and almost 155 MB for the whole image.
4.5.7 Sensing Integration
After capturing one of the 𝑡 ≤ 𝑘 images 𝐼𝑡, the sensed intensity values are
incorporated into the fusion data structure (see algorithm 1). Since these
operations are performed using the aligned3 data structure (eq. 4.10), the
sensing integration requires less time than the image transmission from the
3Algorithmically, this is a common trade-off between space and time complexity.
Technically, this continuous large memory block reduces the processing time.
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camera to the CPU even at 60 FPS. Hence, the sensing integration stage
produces no delay in the sensing process. The advantage of the inter-frame
processing is the use of sensor integration and transmission time to load the
information from the previous frame. The six-tuple also has algorithmic
advantages resulting from inter-frame processing: i) The mean intensity
and standard deviation are computed without additional iterations. ii)
The intensity range (eq. 4.5) and maximal histogram frequency f𝑘Max
of all pixels are available directly after the sensing. iii) The histogram
approximates the irradiance PDF for the continuous KDE estimation to
be efficiently computed (see algorithm 3).
Algorithm 1 Sensing-Integration, SI (𝑘,𝐼𝑡,𝑍,Δ𝑡𝑗)
Require: 𝑘 > 1
1: {Reset: Clean the data structure 𝑍}
2: for x in Ω do
3: 𝐻x ← [0]2𝑚 ,U𝑘(x)← −∞,L𝑘(x)←∞
4: Acc𝑘(x)← 0,Asc𝑘(x)← 0, f𝑘Max ← 0
5: end for
6: {Sensing Integration: Capture and incorporate the irradiance signals}
7: 𝐼1 ← ImageCapture(Δ𝑡𝑗);
8: for 𝑡 = 1 to 𝑘 do
9: {Iso-exposed Δ𝑡𝑗 capturing: See exposure in section 4.7.6}
10: BeginImageCapture(Δ𝑡𝑗);
11: for x in Ω do
12: 𝐻x[𝐼𝑡(x)]← 𝐻x[𝐼𝑡(x)] + 1, f𝑘Max ←max(𝐻x[𝐼𝑡(x)], f𝑘Max )
13: U𝑘(x)←max(𝐼𝑡(x),U𝑘(x)), L𝑘(x)←min(𝐼𝑡(x),L𝑘(x))
14: Acc𝑘(x)← Acc𝑘(x) + 𝐼𝑡(x), Asc𝑘(x)← Asc𝑘(x) + 𝐼𝑡(x)2
15: end for
16: 𝐼𝑡+1 ← EndImageCapture();
17: end for
4.5.8 Iso-Exposed Fusion: Optimal Intensity Estimation
Once the sensing integration is completed for all 𝑘 identically exposed
images, the approximation PDF of each pixel x is available in the corre-
sponding histogram 𝐻x. The continuous estimation of the PDF (eq. 4.7)
can profit from this discrete PDF in order to determine the regions of the
intensity domain (eq. 4.9) where the maximal density is located. This
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prevents unprofitable KDE computations in low likelihood regions. The
high density regions are extracted in the pixel-wise interval set Wx
Wx :=
{︂[︂
max(𝑗 − 𝜆𝑘(x),L𝑘),min(𝑗 + 𝜆𝑘(x),U𝑘)
]︂












which depends on the standard deviation (optimally computed) as

















≤ 𝐻x[𝑗] ≥ 𝐻x
[︂
min (𝑗 + 1,U𝑘)
]︂
, (4.16)
for guaranteeing the optimization search within the local maxima or (at
least due to discretization effects) in the high density plateaus of the PDF.
The interval set Wx is efficiently computed (in algorithm 2) using the
descriptive statistics within the fusion structure 𝑍(x) (see eq. 4.10).
Algorithm 2 Extract-Interval-Set, EIS(𝜆𝑘,𝐻x,L𝑘,U𝑘,f𝑘Max)
Require: L𝑘 ̸= U𝑘 and 𝜆𝑘 ≥ 1
1: Wx ← ∅
2: for 𝑗0 = L𝑘 to U𝑘 do





4: if (𝐻x[𝑗0] ≥ 𝐻x[max(𝑗0 − 1,L𝑘)]) then
5: 𝑗1 ←min(𝑗0 + 1,U𝑘)
6: while ((𝑗1 ≤ U𝑘) ∧ (𝐻x[𝑗1] ≥ 𝐻x[min(𝑗1 + 1,U𝑘)])) do
7: 𝑗1 ← 𝑗1 + 1
8: end while
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Singularly in the presence of distant outliers, the narrow and reliable
search space contained in the interval set Wx reduces the computations
in a notable manner. This occurs because the KDE is only coarsely and
evenly computed with increments 0 < 𝛼 < 15 in the intervals 𝑙 ∈Wx as









where the operators (▷, ◁) denote the left and right boundaries of the
interval element 𝑙 from the set Wx. While computing eq. 4.17, the com-
plexity is implicitly adjusted according to the observed intensity range and
distribution of the local maxima. The pixel histogram 𝐻x also reduces
the KDE computational complexity. When accumulating the weighting
contribution of each sample (line 3 in algorithm 3), the expensive Gaussian
kernel is computed only once for all samples within the intensity bin.
Algorithm 3 Histogram-Based-KDE, HB-KDE(𝑖,𝜆𝑘,𝐻x,L𝑘,U𝑘)
Require: 𝜆𝑘 ≥ 1
1: 𝛿𝑖 ← 0, 𝑗0 ←max(⌊𝑖− 𝜆𝑘⌋ ,L𝑘), 𝑗1 ←min(⌈𝑖+ 𝜆𝑘⌉ ,U𝑘)
2: for 𝑗 = 𝑗0 to 𝑗1 do




The value precision of ̂︀𝐼𝛼𝑘 (x) is controlled by the increment 𝛼 (see eq. 4.17).
When higher precision (𝛽 ≪ 𝛼) is intended a rather small 𝛽 has to be used.
This implies high computational workload with a scene and pixel-wise
variable complexity of 𝑂x(R𝑘(x)/𝛽). In order to prevent this, an approxi-
mation can be obtained first by a scattered 𝛼-sampling and subsequently
followed by a 𝛽-refinement ̂︀𝐼𝛽𝑘 (x) within the convex interval of the global
maxima. This auto-adjustment (lines 25-36 in algorithm 4) reduces the
computational complexity of the refinement to 𝑂 (𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝛼/𝛽)). These two
phases sagaciously adapt the required workload while obtaining higher
accuracy than a dense sampling approach (eq. 4.9). Finally, the complete
optimization is presented (in algorithm 4) followed by qualitative results
(in figure 4.7).
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Algorithm 4 Optimal-Intensity-Estimation, OIE(𝑘, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑍, ̂︀𝐼𝑘)
Require: 𝑘 > 1, 0 < 𝛼 ≤ 15 and 0 < 𝛽 ≪ 𝛼
1: for x in Ω do
2: if (L𝑘(x) = U𝑘(x)) then
3: ̂︀𝐼𝑘(x)← U𝑘(x)
4: else
5: M𝑘(x)← 1𝑘 Acc𝑘(x), 𝜎𝑘(x)← (Asc𝑘(x)−M𝑘(x)
2) 12 .
6: 𝜆𝑘(x)← ( 43𝑘𝜎𝑘(x)
5) 15
7: Wx ← EIS(𝜆𝑘(x), 𝐻x,L𝑘(x),U𝑘(x), f𝑘Max (x));
8: if (|Wx| = 0) then
9: ̂︀𝐼𝑘(x)←M𝑘(x)
10: else
11: 𝑖S ← −1, 𝛿max ← −1
12: for 𝑙 in Wx do
13: 𝑖← ◁(𝑙)
14: while (𝑖 ≤ ▷(𝑙)) do
15: 𝛿𝑖 ← HB-KDE(𝑖, 𝜆𝑘(x), 𝐻x,L𝑘(x),U𝑘(x));
16: if (𝛿𝑖 > 𝛿max) then
17: 𝛿max ← 𝛿𝑖, 𝑖S ← 𝑖
18: end if
19: 𝑖← 𝑖+ 𝛼
20: end while
21: end for
22: 𝜖← 1, 𝑖0 ← (𝑖S − 12𝛼), 𝑖1 ← (𝑖S +
1
2𝛼)
23: 𝛿𝜖0 ← HB-KDE(𝑖0, 𝜆𝑘(x), 𝐻x,L𝑘(x),U𝑘(x));
24: 𝛿𝜖1 ← HB-KDE(𝑖1, 𝜆𝑘(x), 𝐻x,L𝑘(x),U𝑘(x));
25: repeat
26: if (𝛿𝜖0 > 𝛿𝜖1) then
27: 𝑖1 ← 12 (𝑖1 + 𝑖0)
28: 𝛿𝜖1 ← HB-KDE(𝑖1, 𝜆𝑘(x), 𝐻x,L𝑘(x),U𝑘(x));
29: else if (𝛿𝜖0 < 𝛿𝜖1) then
30: 𝑖0 ← 12 (𝑖1 + 𝑖0)
31: 𝛿𝜖0 ← HB-KDE(𝑖0, 𝜆𝑘(x), 𝐻x,L𝑘(x),U𝑘(x));
32: else
33: 𝑖0 ← 12 (𝑖1 + 𝑖0), 𝑖1 ← 𝑖0
34: end if
35: 𝜖← 𝜖+ 1
36: until (((𝑖1 − 𝑖0) > 𝛽) ∧ (max(𝛿𝜖0 − 𝛿𝜖−10 , 𝛿𝜖−11 − 𝛿𝜖1) > 𝜖0))
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Figure 4.7: Qualitative visualization of the optimal temporal fusion. a) Semi-
dynamic scene. b) The image in pseudo-color denotes regions with wide deviation
produced by the blinking lamp. c) The irradiance descriptive statistics are
displayed by means of a cross section. d) The red surface shows the maximal
intensity value that each pixel has sensed in the temporal scope (eq. 4.3). e) The
magenta surface represents the mean value per pixel (eq. 4.6). f) The 𝑛-horizon
fusion image 𝐼𝑛 (section 4.5.9) in green (eq. 4.9). The fusion and the mean
intensity partially overlap (section 4.5.4). The small deviation between mean
and fusion values occurs due to the large sampling horizon 𝑛 = 400. g) The blue
surface is the minimal sensed value (eq. 4.4).
4.5.9 Convergence Behavior
Based on the descriptive statistics, it is obvious that the stability of the
sensor values is reached (at latest) when the global range increment is
neglectable. This behavior is globally and smoothly depicted by the range
expansion E𝑘 := 1𝑤ℎ
∑︀
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Usually, the range expansion E𝑘 requires a large temporal scope 𝑘 in order
to converge (see figure 4.8). This slow convergence occurs due to the
outliers in the noisy lower and upper quantiles (for instance, the samples
at frames 20 and 104 in figure 4.5). The range expansion rate 𝜓𝑘 provides
a shorter limit to estimate the number of images needed for optimal fusion.
However, it is observable that after fusing certain number of images the
resulting image does not improve substantially. In order to determine
the minimal number of images required for the convergence, the following
approach was realized. First, a large image set is captured. Its cardinality
is called 𝑛-horizon. Using this set, the fusion strategy is performed (through
eq. 4.17). In subsequent stages, the resulting 𝑛-horizon fusion image 𝐼𝑛 is
regarded as the ideal reference for analyzing the convergence trade-off (in
section 4.5.10) and the sensor abnormality (in section 4.5.11).
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Figure 4.8: The range expansion 𝐸𝑘 and its rate Ψ𝑘 provide an intuitive
illustration of the sensor deviation convergence. The range expansion
stability is reached at the time position where the curve shows a quasilinear
tendency. It occurs approximately after 𝑘 > 60 (blue circles), whereas the
rate Ψ𝑘 converges in a shorter (roughly) 𝑘 < 30 temporal scope (magenta
circle). Notice the subtle differences between the curves from the left
and right images. The overall behavior is the same for all scenes, see
support for this statement in figure 4.11. The black dotted line shows the
convergence speed of the Berry-Esseen theorem [171].
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4.5.10 Convergence Trade-off
In order to analyze the global quality improvement of the resulting fusion
image relative to the amount of fused samples, a RMS discrepancy indicator






(︁ ̂︀𝐼𝑡(x) − 𝐼𝑛(x))︁2]︃𝑘
𝑡=1
⎞⎠ 12 . (4.18)
Figure 4.9 shows the discrepancy convergence of the density fusion pro-
cesses. The convergence behavior 𝜒𝑘 is extensively evaluated (in sec-
tion 4.6.4) with diverse scenes and larger temporal scopes. The general
convergence shape of the curves expose this tendency in a consistent man-
ner. This is a substantial characterization for determining the trade-off
between the amount of samples versus the quality of the resulting images.
The “optimal trade-off” is estimated at the inflection point (c) in figure 4.9.
Usually this point is located between the frames 24 to 30 depending on
the image content. The capture and fusion of more images beyond point
(c) implies longer sampling without significant improvements.




















Figure 4.9: The convergence behavior 𝜒𝑘 (eq. 4.18). Note the five regions
delimited by circles; a) The initial deviation from 𝜒1 to 𝜒2. b) After
4 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 6 samples the maximal deviation is reached. This occurs because
very few images are enough to introduce outliers but still not enough to
robustly estimate the optimal visual manifold. c) Within less than one
sampling second (15 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 25 @ 30 FPS) the convergence slows down into
a quasilinear behavior. d) This quasilinear behavior remains for a long
temporal scope. Finally, near to the end of the scope (𝑘 > 350, @ 𝑛 = 400)
the convergence behaves nonlinear. e) Evidently, plenary convergence is
reached at the sampling horizon, namely 𝑘 = 𝑛.
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4.5.11 Distribution of Abnormal Behavior
The abnormality distribution describes the comprehensive spatio-temporal
deviation of the intensity values. It provides an insight into the sensor
anomalous distribution expressed by four curves. First, the intensity value
𝑙 ∈ Θ has the upper abnormality
𝐴𝑢(𝑙) := max
[︂




depicting the maximal intensity value found in the whole (𝑘 = 𝑛) temporal
scope and spatial domain Ω corresponding to the intensity 𝑙 in the discrete



















provide the complete deviation distribution. All these curves are subject
to 𝑙 = round(𝐼𝑛(x)) : ∀x ∈ Ω (see algorithm 5 and plots in figure 4.10).
Algorithm 5 Abnormality-Distribution, AD(𝐼1,...,𝐼𝑛,𝐼𝑛,𝐴𝑢,𝐴𝑙,𝐴𝑟,𝐴𝜍)
Require: 𝑛 > 1
1: 𝐴𝑢 ← [0]2𝑚 , 𝐴𝑙 ← [∞]2𝑚 , 𝐴𝑟 ← [0]2𝑚 , 𝐴𝜍 ← [0]2𝑚 , 𝐴𝑐 ← [0]2𝑚
2: for x in Ω do
3: 𝑙← round(𝐼𝑛(x))
4: for 𝑡 = 1 to 𝑛 do
5: 𝐴𝑢[𝑙]←max(𝐴𝑢[𝑙], 𝐼𝑡(x)), 𝐴𝑙[𝑙]←min(𝐴𝑙[𝑙], 𝐼𝑡(x))
6: 𝐴𝜍 [𝑙]← 𝐴𝜍 [𝑙] + (𝐼𝑡(x)− 𝑙)2, 𝐴𝑐[𝑙]← 𝐴𝑐[𝑙] + 1
7: end for
8: end for
9: for 𝑙 = 0 to (2𝑚 − 1) do
10: if (𝐴𝑐[𝑙] > 0) then
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Figure 4.10: The abnormality plots show the relation between noise distribution
and intensity values. a) The abnormality extrema (from figure 4.2) show the
distributions of both cameras. b) Shows the RMS-abnormality 𝐴𝜍 . In the gray
region, the prominent outliers on the upper 𝐴𝑢 and lower 𝐴𝑙 abnormality
produce detrimental effects for feature extraction and image segmentation.
Notice that this outliers are not representative in the RMS-abnormality.
This supports the proposed approach for the pixel-wise fusion.
4.6 Experimental Evaluation: Image Fusion
The generality of the convergence behavior is experimentally analyzed (in
section 4.6.1) in order to support the strategy (discussed in section 4.5.10).
Afterwards, in order to simultaneously support the contribution of this
method and quantitatively evaluate the improvement effects, two important
feature extractions are used to evaluate the improvement in terms of
stability (see section 4.6.2 and section 4.6.3).
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4.6.1 Convergence Behavior
The mobile kitchen (from figure 3.23) was used to evaluate the convergence
of the fusion method with 32 different viewpoints and states (section 3.4.3)
including opened and closed doors, drawers and electric appliances (see
figure 4.12). The process described in section 4.5.10 was applied for each
of these scenes. The quantitative results are shown in figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11: The convergence behavior 𝜒𝑘 (eq. 4.18) with 32 different view-
points (from the setup in figure 4.12). There are viewpoints which slightly differ
from the mean behavior. However, even in at these viewpoints the inflection
points have the same shape in terms of sequence and relative convergence. The
convergence behavior points (marked with black circles) are no further than
frames 30 (marked with black crosses) for all viewpoints. This supports the
selected convergence criterion (in section 4.5.10).
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Figure 4.12: Evaluation set with 32 viewpoints for convergence strategy vali-
dation. At each viewpoint, 512 images were taken to obtain 𝑛-horizon fusion
images 𝐼𝑛 and corresponding 𝜒𝑘 convergence curves (eq. 4.18).
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4.6.2 Segmentation Stability
The noise artifacts within the directly captured images (such as those in the
gray region in figure 4.10) have negative side effects on image segmentation.
These effects connect discontinuous segments and vice versa. Hence, when
using directly captured images, the segmentation is not consistent in terms
of the amount, size and shape of the resulting segments. These issues can
be overcome by the proposed method for image fusion (see figure 4.13).
)b)a
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Figure 4.13: a) Semi-dynamic scene. b) A trial resulting from the segmentation
based on adaptive region growing (similar method to [173]). c) The absolute
variation of segments relative to the mean of all trials. d) Results show a 36.36%
reduction in the variation range of segments and a 40.05% less variance using
images resulting from the proposed fusion method.
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4.6.3 Edge Stability
Due to the importance of the edge cue for visual recognition, an evaluation
of the stability improvements produced by the multiple image fusion is
presented (see figure 4.14). The importance of the stability and precision
of the image intensity is directly reflected during saliency estimation
and non-maximal suppression for edge extraction. This occurs because
independently of the edge response function, the subtle differences produced
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Figure 4.14: a) Semi-dynamic scene. b) A resulting trial of the edge detector
(based on [174], see chapter 5). c) Results show 23.81% reduction in the
variation range of the amount of edge pixels and 7.7% less variance when using
fused images attained by the proposed method.
4.6.4 Convergence Trade-off versus Integration Time
The proposed fusion method is capable of coping with various sensing
problems including the non-uniformity of pixels, on- and off-chip noise as
well as diverse environmental issues. However, the iso-exposure nature
of the method limits the dynamic range of the images. This problem is
managed in the next complementary method (see section 4.7) by integrating
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differently exposed images. This requires precise control of the integration
time while capturing image sets. In order to keep the method practicable
for online applications, the amount of images with different exposures is
managed by the following analysis.
Based on the convergence trade-off indicator (eq. 4.18), it is possible to
determine the fusion deviation level according to the amount of fused
images. This analysis includes both the amount of images to fuse and
their exposure time. This provides additional means to cope with the
dark-current (thermal drifting of the sensor) and shot-noise effects (signal-
to-noise quantization effects noticeable at short integration times [175]).
The results of the analysis (see figure 4.15) are used to select the amount
of images to be fused depending on the target exposure. This ensures the
consistency of the acquired visual manifold (see section 4.7.6).
Figure 4.15: The convergence trade-off (eq. 4.18) using 180 different exposure
times with 512 images per fusion. This plot shows the expected behavior
resulting from the dark-current and shot-noise effects. In order to achieve high
quality fusion images, when capturing short exposed images, more samples
are required compared to long exposed images. The particular assertion of the
amount of images is presented (in section 4.7.5) and is coordinated by the camera
radiometric calibration and distribution of the exposure set.
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4.6.5 Performance of Temporal Image Fusion
The computation of the fusion method begins with the sensing integration
(algorithm 1). Afterwards, the optimal intensity estimation requires to
extract the pixel-wise optimization interval set (algorithm 2) in order to
(𝛼-sparsely) approximate the PDF by means of the histogram based KDE
(algorithm 3). Finally, a 𝛽-refinement is done by the optimal fusion (see
algorithm 4) with execution times shown in the table 4.6.5. In summary,
the fusion process determines the optimal “noiseless” image. At the same
time, the image fusion obtains continuous range intensity values. This
enables more precise feature extraction computations. However, due to
the floating point nature of the intensity, the process performs slower than
its integer version when using standard CPUs. This is a critical drawback
of the methods. This is a technical limitation manageable using DSPs or
multiple core processors (see evidence supporting this statement in the
experimental performance using GPU in [176]).
Phase (ms) Maximal Minimal Mean Deviation
Iso-Exposed capturing 2.25 2.06 2.11 0.04
Iso-Exposed fusion (30 Frames) 891.89 712.05 762.94 55.92
Reset data structure 16.60 12.72 13.31 0.44
Table 4.1: Running time performance of the proposed fusion method. These
results were obtained with a CPU Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad @ 2.33GHz in a
non-optimized single thread implementation.
4.7 Dynamic Range
Humanoid robots have to be able to visually explore and recognize objects
in their environment for self-localization, scene understanding, grasping
and manipulation. In these active fields much research has been done.
Consequently, considerable results have been recently achieved and several
humanoid robots expose elaborated visual recognition capabilities [41, 44,
77, 177, 178, 45]. However, all these approaches assume restricted light
conditions. These assumptions are attained either by controlling the light
or restricting the 6D-pose of the robot during recognition.
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Due to these limitations, the applicability of humanoid robots is strongly
reduced in the presence of everyday wide intra-scene radiance range or
dynamically varying illumination (for instance, the back lighting of a
window, the interior of an oven, the complex structures inside a dishwasher
or the metallic surface of a microwave, see figure 4.16).
Figure 4.16: The ubiquitous wide intra-scene radiance range. In made-for-
humans environments, humanoid robots are confronted with high-contrast scenes,
dynamically varying illuminations and complex materials. On the left, the
humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa [7] encounters a wide range illumination scene in
a household environment. On the right, the high dynamic range (HDR) image
captured with the low dynamic range (LDR) camera of the robot using the
radiometric calibration and exposure control presented in section 4.7.1. The
pseudo-color representation allows a better visualization of the a) bright, b) dark
and c) complex regions which require precise sensing mechanisms.
Avoiding the ubiquitous high-contrast image content in everyday applica-
tions is not plausible. Neither is it possible to mend the dynamic range
issues through the camera auto-exposure in order to allow recognition
approaches to implicitly hold the illumination assumptions. These issues
arise because the adaptively selected exposure attempts to preserve the
majority of the image content at the cost of losing the extremal regions.
This condition generates severe rate distortion quantization effects which
substantially diminish the image quality. As a result, local over- or/and
under-exposure occurs. Additionally, even if the objects are completely
captured within unclipped image regions (where the discrete values are
neither white- nor black-clipped), the resulting intensity values are still
rarely a true measurement of the relative radiance of the scene.
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Under such non-injective circumstances, a single discrete intensity value
comprises a wide range of radiances. This many-to-one mapping makes
it unfeasible to robustly and accurately extract structured visual cues
(geometric saliencies such as edges or corners) even when using compu-
tationally expensive approaches such as automatic space-scale selection
[179]. Without these essential visual cues, the recognition with pose esti-
mation becomes notably complicated or intractable. In section 4.7.1, these
limitations were overcome by an HDR image acquisition which robustly
and accurately manages the intra-scene radiance range (see figure 4.4).
4.7.1 HDR Image Acquisition
Until now, HDR cameras are not widespread, especially in applications with
several tight constraints, for instance, high frame rate, light weight, reduced
space, low power consumption and compliance with saccadic movements
(see [180]). These are a few restrictions in the eyes of most humanoid
robots, for example, the humanoid robots ARMAR-IIIa,b or the iCub robot
[26] (see their detailed composition in [8, 27]). Due to these restrictions, an
appropriate mechanism is introduced to capture HDR images by suitably
employing the low dynamic range (LDR) cameras of these humanoid robots.
Conceptually, the process of attaining HDR images is rather simple. During
the image synthesis, the short-exposed images sample the high radiance
regions of the scene, inversely, the long-exposed images sample the low
radiance regions. The integration of this information in an optimal trade-
off is done by means of the radiometric response function (see [181]) of the
whole optical system. Hence, the mechanism for attaining HDR images
consists of the following elements: First, the nonlinear transformation
mapping the scene radiance to the discrete intensity values in the image is
attained (the radiometric calibration). Second, the robust exposure control
by analysis of the integration granularity of the camera is performed. The
coordinated integration of these elements captures the intra-scene radiance
range by fusing a minimal collection of differently exposed images. The
strategy to efficiently synthesize high quality HDR images is to analyze
the radiometric calibration and granularity of the integration times of
the camera(s) in order to determine the optimal exposure selection. This
reduces the total amount of synthesized images and ensures the HDR
image quality.
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4.7.2 Radiometric Calibration: Related Work
During the 90s, various important contributions were made on high-
dynamic-range scene capturing using digital cameras. Computational
photography methods focused on the radiometric calibration and dynamic
range expansion process. In particular, the work of P. Mann et al. [169] is
an important contribution to this field. It set the foundation for response
function estimation based solely on images. The key idea of that approach
was the modeling of the camera response function without using controlled
light sources or other complex luminance devices. Further, in [169] the
authors presented exposure bracketing4 as the control element during
calibration. Despite the influential ideas of this work, the dependency on
particular image content forbids the systematic application of the proposed
algorithm in general scenarios. Later, the camera response function (from
now on called radiometric calibration) was obtained without assumptions
about the image content. This method was presented in the work of P.
Debevec et al. [182]. The method was designed for digital cameras with
precise controllable integration timing. The key idea of the approach was
to analyze the progression of the intensity values as a monotonic function
depending on the integration time. This fundamental idea is found in
almost all following calibration methods (see [183, ?, 184]). Recently,
novel methods have appeared (for instance [185]) which only use a single
image to attain the radiometric calibration. Nevertheless, they assume
certain image content (as in [169]) such as colored edges or fixed patterns.
Thus, their application in humanoid robots remains limited. The general
mathematical approach of the method from P. Debevec et al. established
a fundamental research reference in the field. Because this method has no
image content dependency, it is possible to use any camera supporting the
DCAM/IIDC specification [186] with precise integration timing. Despite
being suitable for humanoid robots, the Debevec method cannot be directly
applied for structural feature extraction (see figure 4.19). It occurs because
of two critical issues, namely 𝜆-smoothing and reciprocity consistency. In
order simultaneously explain these issues and clearly separate the original
work in [182] from the improvements realized in this thesis (see also [11]),
a sequential presentation of the Debevec method is given (in section 4.7.3)
followed by the criticism and proposed improvements (in section 4.7.4).
4Capturing several images of the scene while varying a camera parameter.
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Figure 4.17: Image formation pipeline from [182] [© 1997 - ACM].
4.7.3 Debevec Radiometric Calibration
The intensity values provided by a digital camera are ideally subject to a
principle called reciprocity. In order to explain this principle the following
definitions are required: The sensor exposure 𝑋 is the collected energy per
surface unit in Jm−2 (see figure 4.17). This collected energy is ambiguously
called exposure. It is the product of sensor irradiance5 𝐸 and integration
time Δ𝑡
𝑋 = 𝐸Δ𝑡. (4.22)
The reciprocity principle states: The total collected energy remains con-
stant 𝑋 ′ = 𝑋 if the sensor irradiance is scaled 𝐸′ = 𝛼𝐸 as has long as
the integration time is inversely scaled Δ𝑡′ = 1
𝛼
Δ𝑡. The reciprocity princi-
ple does not entirely hold in physical systems (see Hurter-Driffield curve
[187]) particularly at the upper and lower bounds of the sensor irradiance.
Figure 4.17 shows that once the sensor irradiance has been integrated,
the electronic components of the camera convert the analog signal to its
discrete and quantized version. This composed process is followed by a
nonlinear mapping (usually gamma compression) for the high contrast
content to be properly represented within the dynamic limits of the 𝑚 = 8
bits image. This nonlinear mapping rescales the signals to better fit hu-
man perceptual metrics. The whole process is called the sensor-mapping
function and it is denoted as ℱ . The pixel-wise sensor-mapping function
can be expressed as
𝐼𝑖x = ℱ(𝐸xΔ𝑡𝑖), (4.23)
where the irradiance at the pixel location x ∈ Ω is denoted as 𝐸x (eq. 4.1).
The exposure time Δ𝑡𝑖 is controllable and the intensity value 𝐼𝑖x ∈ Θ
(eq. 4.2) is provided by the camera interface [188]. Because the mapping
function ℱ is monotonic, it is possible to find its inverse function such as
𝐸xΔ𝑡𝑖 = ℱ−1(𝐼𝑖x). (4.24)
5The scene radiance modulated by the optical response function (see figure 4.17).
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The ideal estimation of the sensor irradiance from the pixel x is 𝐸x =
ℱ−1(𝐼𝑖x)/Δ𝑡𝑖. In [182], considerations were taken for modeling ℱ−1:
• Inverse function as subspace: Because the codomain of ℱ is the
finite intensity set Θ, the estimation of ℱ−1 considers the function
as a vector ℱ−1 ∈ 𝑅2𝑚 in least squares formulation.
• Noise tolerant formulation: The sensor noise is considered during
the estimation process. This is coherently formulated by kernel
weighting also in least squares error sense.
The formulation obtaining ℱ−1 was proposed by Debevec et al. as follows:
First, taking the natural logarithm of eq. 4.24 and renaming6 𝑔 = lnℱ−1
the resulting expression is
𝑔(𝐼𝑖x) = ln𝐸x + ln Δ𝑡𝑖. (4.25)
Eq. 4.25 is tractable when considering both: i) There are only 2𝑚 possible
values for the function 𝑔 (recall 𝑚 denotes usually 8 bits per pixel eq. 4.2).
ii) The “stops” term ln Δ𝑡𝑖 is known for all integration times. Moreover,
taking 𝜌 images with different integration times and the selecting a subset
of pixel 𝑆 ⊂ Ω (see eq. 4.1), the minimization quadratic objective function







𝑔(𝐼𝑖x) − ln𝐸x − ln Δ𝑡𝑖
]︂2
. (4.26)
Additionally, in order to ensure the evenness of the estimated function 𝑔,













𝑔(𝑢− 1)− 2𝑔(𝑢) + 𝑔(𝑢)
)︂2
. (4.27)
Furthermore, because the reciprocity is not held at the intensity extrema,
the contribution of the values are weighted according to their intensity
with less ponderation at the extrema. This was done by a symmetric
6The aim of the alias function 𝑔 is to reduce the notation.
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kernel 𝑤 : Ω ↦→ R with maximal central value 𝑤( 12 (2𝑚 − 1)) = 1. In [182],
the authors propose a triangular kernel. However, it has been discussed
in [184], the use of a Gaussian kernel (or other continuous kernel with
less support at the extrema) enables better radiometric calibration results.


















𝑔(𝑢− 1)− 2𝑔(𝑢) + 𝑔(𝑢)
]︂)︂2
. (4.28)
The estimation of the radiometric calibration (as the weighted square
minimization problem in eq. 4.28) is done by a SVD (Singular Value De-
composition) least squares formulation (see appendix in [182]). Particularly,
the computation of the overdetermined system requires that the amount
of pixels and different exposures to be at least 𝜌(|𝑆| − 1) ≥ 2𝑚. Commonly
(when 𝑚 = 8), the system is properly overdetermined by capturing 16
different exposures with 32 strategically distributed pixels.
4.7.4 Improved Radiometric Calibration
The systematic application of the Debevec radiometric calibration method
shows critical issues:
• 𝜆-Smoothing: First, the smoothing factor 𝜆 changes the result-
ing curves without implicit nor explicit selection criterion (see fig-
ure 4.18).
• 𝑆-Sampling-set: Second, another issue is the selection criterion for
pixels in the sampling set 𝑆 (see eq. 4.26). Still, these two drawbacks
can be iteratively and experimentally solved.
• Reciprocity consistency: Third, there is a more complex intrinsic
issue. The resulting 𝑔 curves present noisy artifacts that cannot
be removed by varying the calibration parameters (𝜆,𝑆,𝜌) of the
Debevec formulation.
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Figure 4.18: The Debevec radiometric camera calibration. a) The 𝜆-smoothing
curves of the red-channel show that this is the most noisy channel. b) The
𝜆-smoothing curves of the green-channel. This channel has the higher
signal-to-noise ratio of all three channels. c) The blue-channel 𝜆-smoothing
curves. For each 𝜆𝑖 plot, the horizontal axes were right shifted 2𝑖 units to
conveniently display the comparative effects of the 𝜆-smoothing factor.
These noisy curves produce detrimental effects near to the upper and lower
intensity ends. In figure 4.19, these calibration artifacts appear because
the reciprocity between exposure and intensities is not held. This is the
jointed product of numerical (least squares fitting) effects and intrinsic
physical sensor behavior. The results are noisy calibrations propagating
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into salient artifacts in the HDR image (see figure 4.19). In order to
anticipate all these issues, the optimal selection of the smoothing factor
and a new improvement extension of the radiometric calibration were
simultaneously realized as follows.
Continuous Reciprocity-Consistent Calibration Model
In order to unveil the radiometric artifacts (see figure 4.19), the calibration
function is transformed by mapping the 𝜆-optimal smooth7 function 𝑔𝜆







where the auxiliar variable 0 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ (2𝑚− 1) covers the intensity set Θ. The
resulting functions 𝑔*𝜆(𝑢) of each color channel9 clearly illustrates the noise
at the upper region of the intensity set (see figure 4.19-a).
Additionally, the calibration curve 𝑔𝜆 has a “limited discrete” domain.
This is a deficiency using images with real intensity values resulting from
the fusion method (see section 4.5). Based on these observations, the
calibration curve 𝑔*𝜆 can be improved by finding a continuous function 𝑔𝐿𝜆
which tightly fits the tendency of 𝑔*𝜆. This fitting process considers the
intensity regions according to their reciprocity confidence by gradually
weighting their contributions. This leads to a kernel weighted regression
for obtaining a continuous model
𝑔𝐿𝜆 : R ↦→ R ; 𝑔𝐿𝜆 (𝑢) ∼= 𝑔*𝜆(𝑢), (4.30)
see detailed presentation in algorithm 6 and results in figure 4.20.
7The optimality smoothing criterion is attained in lines 6-14 of algorithm 6.
8Homomorphic filtering are methods for signal processing based on nonlinear mappings
to target domains in which linear filtering is applied followed by the corresponding
back mapping to initial domain (see [189]).
9Due to their different spectral responses, a separated calibration per color channel
(R,G,B) is done when using Bayer pattern sensors (see [182]).
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Figure 4.19: The exponential domain of the radiometric calibration allows
the detection of detrimental artifacts. a) The exponential calibration curve
𝑔*𝜆 per color channel. Within the light gray region, the Debevec calibration
produces detrimental peaks. b) The zoom-box and the zoom-circle show these
negative effects. c) Prominent artifacts in the HDR image are not detected by
the human perception in the radiance map. However, these artifacts severely
impact the structural feature extraction for object recognition. d) Everyday
scene in made-for-humans environment. e) Pseudo-color HDR image.
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Algorithm 6 Radiometric-Calibration-Model, RCM (𝑆,𝜌,𝜖,𝛿𝜆)
Require: 𝜌(|𝑆| − 1) ≥ (2𝑚) and 0 < 𝛿𝜆 ≤ 110
1: 𝑃 ← [0]2𝑚x2𝑚 , 𝑋 ← [0]2𝑚x2, 𝜆𝑠 ← 0, 𝜆min ← 0, 𝐸min ←∞
2: for 𝑢 = 0 to (2𝑚 − 1) do




5: 𝐾 ← [𝑋𝑇𝑃𝑋]−1[𝑋𝑇𝑃 ]
6: while 𝜆𝑠 ≤ 1 do
7: 𝑔*𝜆𝑠 ← exp𝑢 [Debevec(𝜆𝑠,𝑆,𝜌)], 𝑀 ← 𝐾𝑔
*
𝜆𝑠 , 𝜆← 𝜆+ 𝛿𝜆, 𝐸 ← 0
8: for 𝑢 = 0 to (2𝑚 − 1) do
9: 𝛿 ← (𝑢𝑀 [1, 1] +𝑀 [1, 2])− 𝑔*𝜆𝑠 (𝑢), 𝐸 ← 𝐸 + 𝛿
2
10: end for
11: if (𝐸 < 𝐸min) then
12: 𝐸min ← 𝐸, 𝜆min ← 𝜆𝑠
13: end if
14: end while
15: 𝜆𝑎 ← 𝜆min − 𝛿𝜆2 , 𝑔
*
𝜆𝑎 ← exp𝑢 [Debevec(𝜆𝑎,𝑆,𝜌)], 𝑀𝑎 ← 𝐾𝑔
*
𝜆𝑎 , 𝐸𝑎 ← 0
16: 𝜆𝑏 ← 𝜆min + 𝛿𝜆2 , 𝑔
*
𝜆𝑏
← exp𝑢 [Debevec(𝜆𝑏,𝑆,𝜌)], 𝑀𝑏 ← 𝐾𝑔*𝜆𝑏 , 𝐸𝑏 ← 0
17: for 𝑢 = 0 to (2𝑚 − 1) do
18: 𝛿𝑎 ← (𝑢𝑀𝑎[1, 1] +𝑀𝑎[1, 2])− 𝑔*𝜆𝑎 (𝑢), 𝐸𝑎 ← 𝐸𝑎 + 𝛿
2
𝑎





22: if (𝐸𝑎 < 𝐸𝑏) then
23: 𝐸𝑏 ← 0, 𝜆𝑏 ← 12 (𝜆𝑎 + 𝜆𝑏)
24: 𝑔*𝜆𝑏 ← exp𝑢 [Debevec(𝜆𝑏,𝑆,𝜌)], 𝑀𝑏 ← 𝐾𝑔
*
𝜆𝑏
25: for 𝐸𝑏 ← 0, 𝑢 = 0 to (2𝑚 − 1) do





29: 𝐸𝑎 ← 0, 𝜆𝑎 ← 12 (𝜆𝑎 + 𝜆𝑏)
30: 𝑔*𝜆𝑎 ← exp𝑢 [Debevec(𝜆𝑎,𝑆,𝜌)], 𝑀𝑎 ← 𝐾𝑔
*
𝜆𝑎
31: for 𝐸𝑎 ← 0, 𝑢 = 0 to (2𝑚 − 1) do





35: until ((𝜆𝑏 − 𝜆𝑎) > 𝜖)




37: return 𝑔𝐿𝜆 ← 𝐾𝑔*𝜆
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Figure 4.20: The model calibration 𝑔𝐿𝜆 is accomplished by kernel weighted
regression in the exponential domain. The Gaussian kernel 𝒩 (eq. 4.31)
ponderates the 𝜆-optimal 𝑔*𝜆 calibration in order to estimate the model 𝑔𝐿𝜆 .
The model calibrations are: a) 𝑔𝐿𝜆,𝑅 (𝐼𝑟) = ln(0.007961 * 𝐼𝑟) − 0.001419 @
𝜆𝑅 = 0.94726. b) 𝑔𝐿𝜆,𝐺 (𝐼𝑔) = ln(0.007602 * 𝐼𝑔) + 0.003388 @ 𝜆𝐺 = 0.95421.
c) 𝑔𝐿𝜆,𝐵 (𝐼𝑏) = ln(0.007798 * 𝐼𝑏) + 0.001609 @ 𝜆𝐵 = 0.96014. These results were
obtained using 16 images with 273 pixels per image. The pixel locations were
selected by the maximal intensity variance with a 32 pixel radius dominance.
In contrast to [169, 182, ?, 184], the improved radiometric calibration
function properly holds the reciprocity assumption even at the extremal
intensity (see results in figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.21: The plots of the continuous reciprocity-consistent calibration
model 𝑔𝑀𝜆 and their comparison with the calibrations obtained with the method
in [182]. The deviation plots show the improvements, namely the removed
detrimental effects.








allows proper integration of the information within the smooth region of
the curve 𝑔*𝜆 while gradually disregarding the broken reciprocity regions.
In this manner, the calibration deviations and detrimental artifacts were
soundly removed.
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In addition, a novel feature of the calibration model 𝑔𝐿𝜆 is to allow the
estimation of the sensor response function at continuous intensities resulting
from the temporal fusion of 𝑘 iso-exposed images as
𝑔𝑀𝜆 (̂︀𝐼𝑖𝑘) := ln (︂̂︀𝐼𝑖𝑘 · 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2])︂, (4.32)
where ̂︀𝐼𝑖𝑘 is the 𝑖-exposed temporal fusion (eq. 4.9) and 𝑔𝑀𝜆 is the proposed
radiometric calibration model in the standard homomorphic domain. The
improved radiometric calibration is unique per color channel and (due to
the logarithm) is restrictively defined within the interval
𝑔𝑀𝜆 :
(︂
max(−𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2]/𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1], 1), (2𝑚 − 1)
]︂
∈ R+ ↦→ R. (4.33)
In summary, the radiometric calibration model 𝑔𝑀𝜆 proposed in this section
is an improvement and extension of the method [182]. This model calibra-
tion does not only addressed the parameter selection in optimal manner. It
also provides a continuous and computational efficient radiometric function
which enables the integration of the whole reachable radiance without pro-
ducing detrimental artifacts. Because the reciprocity is not physically held
at sensor level, the kernel weighting used during regression (algorithm 6)
must be applied during the HDR synthesis, namely the integration of the
differently exposed images (see section 4.7.5).
4.7.5 HDR Image Synthesis
The visual manifold acquisition is realized as follows: i) For a initial
integration time Δ𝑡1 a set of 𝑘1 images is captured in order to estimate the
temporal fusion image ̂︀𝐼1𝑘 (see eq. 4.9). ii) Next, the following integration
time Δ𝑡2 is set and the next set of images with cardinality 𝑘2 is taken in
order to obtain the fusion image ̂︀𝐼2𝑘 . iii) In a similar manner as in [182],
the collection of 𝑛 temporal fused images {̂︀𝐼1𝑘 , ..., ̂︀𝐼𝑛𝑘 } and the radiometric
calibration model 𝑔𝑀𝜆 are used to synthesize the HDR image 𝐸 as
𝐸x = exp
⎡⎣∑︀𝑛𝑖=1 𝒩
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where ̂︀𝐼𝑖𝑘 is the 𝑖-exposed intensity fusion (in eq. 4.9) and 𝒩 is the kernel
(eq. 4.31) used for regression (in figure 4.20). The acquired spatial discrete
and non-quantized radiance map, namely the HDR image 𝐸 : N2 ↦→
R is a consistent (up-to-scale) manifold of the scene radiance 𝐿 (see
figure 4.7.5). In addition to the model calibration 𝑔𝑀𝜆 , the consistency
of the resulting HDR images depends on: i) The proper selection of
integration times. ii) The amount of images to be fused. iii) The precise
timing control. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the shutter control is
presented (in section 4.7.6). Afterwards, in section 4.7.6 a novel method
is presented for adaptively selecting the amount of exposures and their
particular integration times for optimal radiance sampling. Finally, the




When capturing the Wycoff set of a scene, the integration time Δ𝑡𝑖 is con-
trolled according to the camera specification [9] (see figure 4.4). However,
there can be issues when using different camera models or even different
firmware versions of the same camera.
• Exposure stability: The first problem occurs when the integration
time is not consistent for the whole image. This happens systemati-
cally when using rolling shutter sensors or (in case of global shutter)
it may occur while dynamically changing the exposure settings. This
issue is anticipated by the storage trigger. This trigger is fired by
means of exposure stability analysis (see figure 4.24). This analysis
takes also into account the latency10 of the capture system. The





integrates the image intensities while controlling the integration time
Δ𝑡𝑖. Its differential analysis 𝛿(𝑆𝑖(𝑡))/𝛿𝑡 aids to determine reliable
capture intervals 𝐷𝑗 . Without this analysis, the storage trigger could
10Irregular delays resulting from the non-real-time modular controller architecture.





















































































































































































































































Figure 4.24: a) The exposure stability index 𝑆𝑡 (blue dashed line) is closely
correlated with the commanded integration time Δ𝑡𝑖 (continuous red line).
b) The zoom-window shows the importance of the exposure stability analysis
for the consistent capture of iso-exposed images 𝐼𝑖𝑘.
be eventually fired within unstable intervals, for example, the instan-
taneous flickering between 𝑡1 and 𝑡4 with the peak at 𝑆2 (see the
zoom in figure 4.24-b).
• Indexed integration time: Cameras supporting the specification
[186] provide an indexed set of exposure times ℰ. However, depending
on the particular camera and frame rate, the indexing integration
times are not always regularly distributed (see figure 4.25). Without
this consideration, the synthesis (eq. 4.34) is corrupted.



















Shutter Index versus Real Integration Time







Figure 4.25: The irregular distribution of the integration times (indexed in-
tegration times bend at index 73) according to the values accessible from the
absolute registers of the camera interface (see [9]).
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Scene Aspects
Each scene has a singular radiance distribution depending on the lighting,
materials and viewpoint. In order to optimally acquire the visual manifold
of each scene, the humanoid robot can use the proposed method in [11]
to fuse every available exposure (indexed integration time) of the camera
to create a highly accurate HDR image. However, in practice this is
not desirable nor feasible for online applications. The limitation is the
long period of time (in the order of minutes) necessary to complete the
HDR image acquisition. In this process, the amount and distribution of
the exposures plays a critical role. Slightly differing integration times
capture “almost” the same radiance segment. This redundancy can be
removed without negative effects11 during the HDR synthesis. Based
on the radiometric calibration model and the exposure granularity of a
particular camera, it is possible to determine the minimal set of exposures
ℰmin ( ℰ necessary to sample the complete reachable radiance range of the
sensor. When using a Bayer pattern camera, this minimal set of exposures
depends on the radiometric calibration models (𝑔𝑀𝜆,𝑅, 𝑔𝑀𝜆,𝐺 and 𝑔𝑀𝜆,𝐵) of the
color channels, the regression kernel 𝒩 used during calibration.
Sampling Density
Section 4.7.2 presents the reciprocity concept emphasizing the fact that
the intensity extrema of the images do not hold the reciprocity principle.
The comparative results of the proposed calibration model (in figure 4.20)
experimentally support these observations. Despite the attained continuous
and reciprocity consistent calibration model for HDR image synthesis, the
physical nature of the sensor still produces unreliable measurements at the
intensity extrema. Therefore, the kernel weighting 𝒩 compensates these
effects by gradually disregarding these intensity regions. By considering
the calibration interval (eq. 4.33), the weighting associated with the pixel
11The noise reduction by integrating redundant exposures [182] is not necessary in
the pipeline (see figure 4.4) due to the “noiseless” images attained by the optimal
temporal fusion [10] during the exposure bracketing.
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< ̂︀𝐼𝑖(x) < (2𝑚 − 1)
0, else.
(4.35)
This piecewise weighting is also a density indicator of the representativeness
of the value ̂︀𝐼𝑖(x) at the exposure Δ𝑡𝑖. Ideally, all pixels in the image have
to be (at least once) sampled with the unitary density, namely
∀x ∈ Ω, ∃Δ𝑡𝑖 ∈ ℰ : 𝜅(x,Δ𝑡𝑖) = 1. (4.36)
However, because the radiance range can be rather wide and the pixel in-
tensities are continuously and arbitrary spread along the sensor irradiance,
the required amount of exposures is impractical large in terms scope and
granularity. The required exposure set may have a cardinality larger than
the cardinality of the available exposure set ℰ. Nevertheless, the accumu-
lated sampling contributions attained by the exposure times (Δ𝑡𝑗 ≈ Δ𝑡𝑖)
are close enough to the ideal exposure time Δ𝑡𝑖. These exposures provide
the necessary information to approximate the ideal radiance sampling.
This accumulated collection of sampling contributions (in terms of kernel





Based on this concept, the minimal set of exposures ℰmin ensuring the
sampling density 𝛿Φ(x) > 𝜅𝑚, ∀x ∈ Ω is the key to reduce the total
visual manifold capturing time without decreasing the HDR image quality.
Furthermore, the minimal set ℰmin is also subject to
∀x ∈ Ω, ∃Δ𝑡𝑖 ∈ ℰmin ⇒ 𝜅(x,Δ𝑡𝑖) ≥ 𝜅0. (4.38)
This guarantees the minimal exposure overlapping (see section 4.7.6). If all
pixels captured from a scene cannot be sampled with the minimal sampling
density 𝜅𝑚, it can be affirmed that the lighting conditions are beyond the
physical sensor capabilities. This is an important fact for reasoning and
planning for robots.
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Combined Radiance-Exposure Model
The radiometric image formation process (expressed by eq. 4.25) and
the radiometric calibration model (stated in eq. 4.32) can be consistently
combined
𝑔(𝐼𝑖) =
image exposure⏞  ⏟  
ln𝐸 + ln Δ𝑡𝑖 ∼=
radiometric calibration model⏞  ⏟  
ln
(︀
𝐼𝑖 · 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1]) + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2]
)︀
= 𝑔𝑀𝜆 (𝐼𝑖),








This linear12 model associates the intensity values 𝐼𝑖 according to the
integration time Δ𝑡𝑖 by means of the radiometric calibration model 𝑔𝑀𝜆 .
Notice that eq. 4.39 may yield to its direct and ideal applications for
image synthesis. However, its straightforward application produces severe
artifacts due to the broken reciprocity effects of the physical sensor. These
effects have to be processed by kernel weighted fusion of various exposures
(in the homomorphic domain as presented in eq. 4.34).
This model depicts the relationship between radiance and exposure. It can
be exploited to delineate the boundary curves of the radiance as functions
of the integration time. This merges the radiometric calibration with the
available integration times. Thus, it allows to determine the quantity and
location of exposures necessary to extract the minimal exposure set ℰmin.
Full Reachable Radiance through Minimal Exposure Set
The extraction of the minimal exposure set ℰmin requires a unified repre-
sentation of the combined radiance-exposure model (eq. 4.39), the valid
interval of the calibration model (eq. 4.33) and the sampling density
(eq. 4.37). The estimation of the set ℰmin must also consider that Bayer
pattern cameras have three different radiometric calibrations.
12Suitable for sensors with “quasilinear” behavior in the homomorphic domain.
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Bounding Curves
The radiometric calibration is defined only within the interval expressed
in eq. 4.33. Because the scene radiance 𝐿 ≥ 0 cannot be negative (see
figure 4.4), the minimal valid intensity value (for all three color channels)



















where 𝜂 ≥ 1 for eq. 4.32 to be defined. This implies a lower bounding curve
𝐸l for the sensor irradiance as function of the integration time
lower bounding curve⏞  ⏟  
𝐸l(Δ𝑡𝑖) =
fixed lower exposure⏞  ⏟  (︂
𝜂 · 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2]
)︂ shutter speed⏞  ⏟  
(Δ𝑡𝑖)−1 . (4.41)
In the same manner, there is an upper bounding curve 𝐸𝑢 defined by the
maximal intensity minus the over exposition clipping margin 𝜈 > 1
upper bounding curve⏞  ⏟  
𝐸u(Δ𝑡𝑖) =
fixed upper exposure⏞  ⏟  (︂
(2𝑚 − 𝜈) · 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2]
)︂ shutter speed⏞  ⏟  
(Δ𝑡𝑖)−1 .
(4.42)
Following this pattern, the ideally sampled intensity 𝐼mid = 12 (2𝑚 − 1)
defines the curve 𝐸mid. At this intensity (according to eq. 4.37) the
maximal sampling density is found. The curve is expressed as
optimal sampling curve⏞  ⏟  
𝐸mid(Δ𝑡𝑖) =
fixed central exposure⏞  ⏟  (︂
1
2(2
𝑚 − 1) · 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2]
)︂ shutter speed⏞  ⏟  
(Δ𝑡𝑖)−1 .
(4.43)
Eq. 4.43 is called optimal sampling curve (see figure 4.26). Since the
sampling density is defined by a Gaussian kernel, it is possible to obtain
the envelope curves at the lower and upper quantiles of the density (each
at the first and second standard deviations 𝐸(mid+𝜖𝜎) | 𝜖 ∈ {−2,−1, 1, 2}, see
figure 4.26). These curves contain the radiance regions for scene sampling
with reference densities by the 68-95-99.7 rule [191].
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Calibrated Exposures
The previous bounding and reference curves describe the continuous range
which can be sampled depending on the integration time. Hence, each
integration time available on the camera has an associated irradiance
range. In figure 4.26 (at marker 1), the shortest available integration time
Δ𝑡1 = 3.0994415𝜇𝑠 captures the highest reachable irradiance. The maximal
intensity value (2𝑚 − 1) = 255 @ (𝑚 = 8) obtained within the time interval
Δ𝑡1 is produced by the sensor irradiance 𝑔𝐿𝜆 = [0.00811,−0.0289]𝑇
𝐸((2𝑚 − 1),Δ𝑡1) = (2𝑚 − 1) · 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2])(Δ𝑡1)−1 = 657, 908.9
Meanwhile its lower reachable intensity 𝜂 corresponds to the irradiance
𝐸(𝜂,Δ𝑡1) = 2, 616.6. Note the nonlinear behavior at the middle intensity
value 𝐸( 12 (2𝑚 − 1),Δ𝑡1) = 324, 292.3. Unfortunately, these extrema values
are usually corrupted due to the broken reciprocity in physical sensors (see
section 4.7.2). In order to address this, the kernel weighting in terms of
sampling density (eq. 4.37) enables the integration of the information in a
robust manner (section 4.7.5). This means, beyond the cut-off sampling
density 𝜅 the irradiance cannot be robustly captured. For example, the
region within the cut-off sampling density 𝜅 = 0.001 is bounded with the
intensities [16, 239] (see figure 4.26 at (1)). By applying kernel weighting,
the sensor irradiance range can be robustly sensed to [32015.2, 616569.4]
at Δ𝑡1 from a larger (only ideal) range of [2616.6, 657908.9]. The kernel
integrated range is only 89.2% of the ideal capacity of the sensor. The same
situation is found at the longest integration time Δ𝑡651 = 24.491072 ms (see
figure 4.26 at marker 2). In figure 4.26 (at marker 3), the lower irradiance
captured by one exposure with the configuration (Δ𝑡217 = 6.359 @ 𝜅 = 0.001)
is denoted as 𝐸(𝜅=0.001,𝐼=16) = 15.6, whereas the upper reachable irradiance
is denoted as 𝐸(𝜅=0.001,𝐼=239) = 300.5. This range (shown in figure 4.26 at
marker 4) depends on both the radiometric calibration and the selected
sampling density cut-off. Since the radiometric calibration is constant, the
variation of the sampling density cut-off narrows or expands the irradiance
range. The lower the cut-off the wider the range. Accordingly, with a
lower cut-off less exposures are needed to cover the whole irrandiance
range of the camera sensor. However, a low cut-off would also produce
detrimental artifact due to the intrinsic broken reciprocity. Hence, the
cut-off selection has to ensure the whole sensor irradiance domain with (at
least) one exposure with the minimal sampling density 𝜅𝑚.
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The overall irradiance range captured with all available integration times
(using a low cut-off sampling density 𝜅 = 0.001) is [4.1, 616569.4]. Hence,
the intensity value (per channel) requires at least
⌈log2(616, 569.4 − 4.1)⌉ = 20 bits
for its integer representation. For this reason, the radiance representation
in this thesis are real values. Therefore, a floating point representation
with 32 bit per channel and 12 bytes per color pixel (after demosacing
in section 5.2) is used. This large computational representation ensures
the forward compatibility for high speed cameras with shorter integration
times and higher resolution analog-to-digital converters.
Minimal Calibrated Exposure Set
Algorithm 7 describes the applied method to select the minimal exposure set
ℰmin. The strategy is to select the exposures producing the minimal sensor
irradiance overlapping. This process starts from the shortest integration
time towards the longest integration time. This is addressed in this manner
because the short integration exposures are less redundant than the long
integration exposures (see the resulting set ℰmin in figure 4.27).
4.8 Experimental Evaluation: Dynamic Range
The coordinated integration of both methods (section 4.5 and 4.7) enables
humanoid robots to acquire the visual manifold in a robust and high quality
manner (see figure 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30). This high signal-to-noise ratio
results from integrating multiple images while precisely controlling the
exposure (see section 4.7.6). The minimal amount of exposures is soundly
attained by two considerations: i) The minimal exposure set is extracted
based on the improved radiometric calibration and the exposure granularity
of the cameras. ii) At each exposure configuration, a temporal fusion is
conducted according to the convergence trade-off 𝜒𝑘 (see figure 4.29).
This determines the minimal amount of images to be captured while
simultaneously avoiding redundant sampling and ensuring high quality.
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Algorithm 7 Extract-Minimal-Exposure-Set, EMES(𝜅,𝜎,𝑔𝐿𝜆 ,𝜂,𝜈,ℰ)
Require: 𝜅 > 0 and |ℰ| > 1
1: ℰmin ← Δ𝑡1
2: 𝐼l ←max( 12 (2
𝑚− 1)− 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜅𝜎2) 12 , 𝜂), 𝐼u ←min( 12 (2
𝑚− 1) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜅𝜎2) 12 , 𝜈)
3: for 𝑖 = 2 to |ℰ| do
4: 𝐸l𝑖 ← (𝐼l𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2])/Δ𝑡𝑖, 𝐸u𝑖 ← (𝐼u𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2])/Δ𝑡𝑖
5: 𝑂min ←∞, 𝑘 = 0
6: for 𝑗 = (𝑖+ 1) to |ℰ| do
7: 𝐸l𝑗 ← (𝐼l𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2])/Δ𝑡𝑗 , 𝐸u𝑗 ← (𝐼u𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 1] + 𝑔𝐿𝜆 [1, 2])/Δ𝑡𝑗
8: if (𝐸u𝑗 > 𝐸l𝑖) ∧ ((𝐸u𝑗 − 𝐸l𝑖) < 𝑂min) then
9: 𝑂min ← (𝐸u𝑗 − 𝐸l𝑖), 𝑘 ← 𝑗
10: end if
11: end for
12: if (𝑘 > 0) then




Figure 4.28: Everyday scene where the visual perception of the humanoid
robot must recognize environmental elements for attaining its own 6D-pose.
This viewpoint contains considerably wide dynamic range produced by the large
radiance difference between the ceiling lamps and the oven.
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RMS−Convergence of Density Fusion by Exposure Time














Figure 4.29: Visual manifold acquisition. a) The plot shows the analysis of the
RMS-convergence of temporal fusion 𝜒𝑘 (eq. 4.18) depending on integration
times. The dotted line at Δ𝑡269 shows five different levels of quality with
their corresponding amount of images. b) The lower HDR mesh is the
ln(𝐸) compressed representation of the radiance scene acquired with VGA
resolution using the 4mm lens (in figure 4.28, see also the integrated HDR
acquisition pipeline in figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.30: Visual manifold acquisition detail. a) The HDR mesh ln(𝐸) of
the region marked with a rectangle in figure 4.28. This visual manifold was
acquired with a 12mm lens. Using a large focal length significantly improves the
spatial resolution. b) The red rectangle is shown in the zoom illustrating the
high quality of the synergistic integration of both methods.
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4.9 Discussion
In the first part of this chapter, a new method based on multiple image
fusion for robust visual manifold acquisition was presented and evaluated.
The method is suitable for complex robot systems including humanoid
robots. The acquired images resulting from this fusion method conveniently
overcome both the embodiment limitations of the humanoid robots and
the unsuitable environmental conditions. Because the optimal estimation
of the irradiance value is done per pixel, the method has been tested
with Bayer pattern images, improving the resulting color images after a
semi-continuous demosaicing (see section 5.2). Categorically, the fusion
method is a temporal image registration and optimization which clearly
improves all visual sensing tasks by providing stable and superior quality
images. The experimental evaluation clearly supports the benefits of the
method by providing up to a 40.05% segmentation improvement in terms of
stability compared to the results attained by using directly captured images.
Moreover, the edge extraction improves by up to a 23.81% compared to
directly captured images. This method enhances the image for more
representativeness and repeatability of the extracted features allowing a
wider applicability of all robot vision methods in semi-dynamic scenarios.
In the second part of this chapter, the “noiseless” images captured by
temporal fusion are systematically merged into high-dynamic-range images
by optimal exposure bracketing. This dynamic range expansion is precisely
archived through the improved radiometric calibration and meticulously
exposure control. The proposed radiometric calibration model properly
holds the reciprocity principle even at the intensity extrema with an effi-
cient computational representation for continuous images. The synergistic
coordination of noise removal and dynamic range enhancement arises at
the convergence behavior analysis. Based on these elements, the opti-
mal combination of temporal fusion and exposure bracketing is properly
controlled. This is concretely reflected in the high quality images for
feature extraction with minimal acquisition time. These observations are
supported by experimental evaluation.
5 Environmental Visual Object
Recognition
The visual manifold acquisition (presented in chapter 4) supplies high qual-
ity signals necessary to consistently extract visual-features for establishing
the vision model coupling. The combined sensitivity and stability of the
acquired HDR images provide a high degree of independence from photo-
metric and radiometric effects compared to the straightforward process of
capturing noisy LDR images. This occurs because HDR images properly
capture the ubiquitous structural visual-features typically observed in
human centered environments.
In this thesis, the visual-feature representation is defined as: “The sensor-
dependent language which encompasses a formal description of the manifes-
tations of the object shapes found in images acquired within the represented
domain” (see chapter 3). Since the application domain is the visual percep-
tion for manipulation and grasping, the visual-feature representation has
to be tightly related to the world model representation in terms of spatial
metrics. This implies, the counterpart representation criteria used in the
world model representation (see section 3.1) have to be coherently consid-
ered and reflected in the visual-features. Therefore, the manifestation of
the geometrical edges and vertices of the elements in the world are the
first and most important source of information (see [192]) for geometric
perception of the humanoid robots. However, a comprehensive structural
visual-feature extraction such as edge and corner from images are not
always plausible when using methods based solely on a single image cue
(see discussion in [193]). These problems arise in various image contents.
For example, when thin elements, small structures or dense clutter are
present in the scene. Thus, additional image processing cues have to be
incorporated for robust structural visual-feature extraction.
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5.1 Multi-Cue Pipeline
In this chapter, a method is presented for extracting and integrating three
image cues to obtain high representative visual-features (see schema in
figure 5.1). The first cue is the neighborhood homogeneity (see section 5.2)
which is obtained as residual information of the adaptive demosaicing [194].
Later (in section 5.4), the lens undistortion produce consistent images
for euclidean metric extraction. Notice that before extracting the second
and third cue, the spatial resolution of both images is virtually increased
by means of bicubic interpolation [195]. This interpolation produces
positive, non-evident and interesting effects for the next processing stages
(see section 5.5). Subsequently, a receptive radiance saliency function
is computed based on [174] for the extraction of the second and third
cues, namely the continuous edges and the continuous phase rim ( see
section 5.6). The novel representation of both cues in a graph structure
enables parameterless segmentation of geometric edges from the objects
in the world. Later, the fusion of the information provided by the cues is
discussed along the chapter. The resulting geometric-primitives properly
reflect the physical structure of objects in the field of view and can cope
with a variety of scenarios. The experimental evaluation of the method is













































Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the multi-cue pipeline for visual object
recognition. The three cues homogeneity, edge and rim are integrated in order
to extract perceptually organized 3D geometric-primitives.
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5.2 HDR Bayer Pattern Image Reconstruction
The acquired HDR images (in section 4.8) are synthesized as Bayer pattern
for subsequent reconstruction by demosaicing1. There are three reasons to
proceed in this manner:
• Radiometric aspects: The radiometric calibration model is dif-
ferent for each color channel and eventually for each pixel (see
figure 4.20).
• Improved chromatic estimation: The reconstruction of the color
HDR image takes advantage of the wide dynamic range and high
signal-to-noise ratio of the acquisition pipeline producing superior
color approximations.
• Computational efficiency: The computational load necessary to
generate the Bayer pattern HDR images is only one third of the load
compared to the full RGB color HDR images. This implies no infor-
mation loss in the pipeline because the color image reconstruction is
done consistently (see figure 4.4).
The demosaicing problem is a well studied topic. Hence, there is a wide
variety of methods (see [194, 196, 197, 198]) which can be properly com-
pared according to their peak signal-to-noise ratio (see evaluations in
[194, 198]). Figure 5.2 shows the quality of the method and its evaluation
in [194]. Because this method is based on bilateral filtering (see [199]), the
pixel-wise adaptive filtering kernel can be used to obtain a scalar indicator
value which depicts the neighborhood homogeneity as follows.
First, there are different Bayer patterns ℬ := {GRBG,RGGB,BGGR,GBRG }
depending on the particular camera sensor. Hence, for a pixel at the
location x ∈ N2 in a Bayer pattern HDR image 𝐸ℬ𝑖 (x) ∈ R is possible
to determine its color component as a table called color-channel map
𝐶(ℬ𝑖,x) ∈ {𝑅,𝐺,𝐵}. Based on this table, the green channel image is esti-
mated by means of the method [196]. This produces the first approximation
image for the green channel image 𝐸𝐺.
1Demosaicing is the reconstruction of a color image based on partial color samples
from a sensor using a color filter array such as the wide spread Bayer pattern.
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Figure 5.2: Demosacing methods for Bayer pattern images. The textured region
is selected to clearly show the qualitative results. a) The fast (1.2-2 ms) but naive
bilinear interpolation exposes various detrimental effects, for example zipper
effects, lost of sharpness and jagged edges [200]. b) The demosaicing with edge
direction detection [196] provides better results with relative fast performance
(15-20 ms). c) The adaptive demosacing method [194] provides the best results
of all previous methods. However, its time performance is the lowest (85-100
ms) due to the internal bilateral filtering.
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Next, the adaptive demosacing algorithm exploits the first approximation
of the green channel image 𝐸𝐺 to determine the similarity of neighborhood
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where 𝜎𝑟 and 𝜎𝑠 represent the range and spatial bandwidth (standard
deviation) of the Gaussian weighting kernel. Furthermore, the spatial
standard deviation 𝜎𝑠 determines the cardinality of the pixel neighborhood
|𝜔𝑠| = (⌈3𝜎𝑠⌉+ 1)2. By exploiting the adaptive kernel 𝐴𝐺(x,x𝑖) of the green
channel, the adaptive green 𝐸𝑎𝐺, red 𝐸𝑎𝑅 and blue 𝐸𝑎𝐵 color planes are
adaptively estimated. The key difference to eq. 5.1 is that for those pixel
location where the channel is not available the bilateral kernel weighting is
consider to be zero. The underlying assumption of this method is supported
by the fact that the luminance is better (due to its location along the
spectrum) estimated by the green channel. The resulting bilateral filtered
values have a convenient edge preserving smoothing effect consequence of
the adaptive kernel. This means, the resulting images are simultaneously
reconstructed and smoothed without losing acutance.
5.3 Homogeneity Cue
In eq. 5.1, the neighborhood homogeneity 𝐻(x) is the product2 of two
kernels, the range kernel implemented by Gaussian metric of the irradiance
distance and the spatial metric also implemented by a Gaussian kernel.
The spatial Gaussian kernel solely depends on the pixel euclidean distance
between the central pixel and the elements in the neighborhood. Hence,
2Factorized as a sum in the exponent of 𝐴𝐺(x, x𝑖) in eq. 5.1
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pixels located in regions with high variance produce low neighborhood
homogeneity (see figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3: The globally normalized neighborhood homogeneity 𝐻 ′ is a cue
useful to determine whether a particular pixel 𝐻 ′(x) is located within a homo-
geneous region or not. Notice that the homogeneity image has been displayed
using a color map for a better visualization.
5.4 Full Image Lens Undistortion
The previous demosacing is the last step of the image acquisition. However,
the resulting images exhibit lens distortion. This distortion has a dual
nature, the so-called radial and tangential distortions. Both distortions
depend on the lens transfer function and are usually highly correlated
with the focal distance of the lens. The shorter the focal distance the
stronger distortion of the images (see figure 5.4). The correction of the lens
distortion is fundamental for the application of linear mapping models for
the extraction of euclidean metric from images [124]. For example, when
using epipolar geometry to establish correspondences and triangulation for
3D estimation [188]. The undistortion process is done for each camera and
is based on both the pinhole camera model [124] and the lens distortion
polynomial models [201] as follows. First, without lost of generality
consider the camera at the origin of the coordinate system. A point
𝑃 = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ∈ R3 in front of the camera (𝑧 > M.O.D. 3) is mapped to the
3Minimum object distance is the shortest distance between the lens and the subject.
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image coordinates 𝑝 ∈ R2 by the pinhole camera model with lens distortion,
namely 𝜉 : R2 ↦→ R2 as




𝛿 = 1 + 𝑘1𝑟2 + 𝑘2𝑟4 + 𝑘3𝑟6,
𝜏𝑥 = 2𝑝1𝑥′𝑦′ + 𝑝2(𝑟2 + 2𝑥′2),
𝜏𝑦 = 2𝑝2𝑥′𝑦′ + 𝑝1(𝑟2 + 2𝑦′2),
𝑝 = [𝑓𝑥(𝑥′𝛿 + 𝜏𝑥) + 𝑐𝑥, 𝑓𝑦(𝑦′𝛿 + 𝜏𝑦) + 𝑐𝑦]𝑇 (5.2)
where 𝑓𝑥 and 𝑓𝑦 are the focal distances in each direction for considering the
case of non-square pixels of the CCD sensor [124]. In this context, 𝛿 is the
radial distortion depending on the coefficients 𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3 ∈ R. The tangential
distortion per axis 𝜏𝑥 and 𝜏𝑦 depend on the coefficients 𝑝1 and 𝑝2. All
distortion coefficients and principal point (𝑐𝑥, 𝑐𝑦) ∈ R2 are obtained from the
camera calibration method from [201]. This non-linear mapping imposed
by the extended camera model 𝑝 = 𝜉(𝑥′, 𝑦′) can be numerically inverted.
Thus, it is possible to determine for each point 𝑝 ∈ R2 (or pixel location
x ∈ Ω) its corresponding undistorted location (𝑥′, 𝑦′) = 𝜉−1(x). Notice that
the resulting undistorted location is a point whose coordinates are real
value coordinates (𝑥′, 𝑦′) ∈ R2. Hence, the estimation of the intensity value
of an undistorted image requires an interpolation method which is based
on the discrete pixel locations in Ω (see eq. 4.1). For approaches based
solely in point features, this can be done selectively in those regions in
order to avoid unnecessary workload. However, in the visual perception for
model coupling it is necessary to acquire complete undistorted images in
order to extract geometric visual-features distributed across large regions
of the images. For example, geometric edges and homogeneous segments.
Based on these observations, the computation of the undistorted location
(𝑥′, 𝑦′) for each distorted location x is realized off-line and stored in a so-
called undistortion map (similar to [188] and [202]). In addition, since the
bicubic interpolation [195] is selected due to its high acutance properties,
the weighting coefficients used to estimate the intensity of each pixel
position are also computed off-line and stored in the undistorion map.
This dynamic programming approach improves the time performance of
the high acutance undistorion process.
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Another benefit of this process is the complete use of the acquired HDR
distorted image. This means, when the undistorted locations (𝑥′, 𝑦′) are
outside the dimension of the image (see eq. 4.1), a larger image is generated
and the offset coordinates are properly mapped. Thus, the resulting
undistorted image contains the complete field of view of the camera in a
undistorted manner (see figure 5.4).
Figure 5.4: The high acutance lens undistortion process applies bicubic inter-
polation [195] based on the radial and tangential distortion model [201]. The
whole field of view is attained by an additional coordinate mapping in a larger
image. The size of the resulting image depends on the lenses calibration. In
this particular example, the camera [9] with a VGA (640x480 pixels) resolution
coupled with a 𝑓 = 4mm lens produces an undistorted image containing more
than 70% additional pixels than the distorted VGA source image. This is of
particular importance when the robot is close to objects during grasping and ma-
nipulation. The whole undistorted field of view allows the maximal explotation
of the aquired HDR.
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5.5 Virtual Increase of Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution of an image is the result of the lens properties (focal
distance, minimum object distance, optical and chromatic aberration, etc.)
and the image sensor resolution (pixel size and total pixels). In the best
case, a high quality lens used with a high resolution camera will produce
adequate images for visual perception. However, this straightforward
approach is not always plausible in humanoid robots due to various em-
bodiment restrictions (see section 4.2). Additionally, images with high
spatial resolution require more time to be transfered from the camera to
the host CPU. This limits the frames per second FPS for the so-called
in-the-loop visual tasks such as visual servoing and real-time tracking.
High resolution images also require considerable computational resources
to be processed. The increase of resolution implies a quadratic increment of
the total amount of pixels. Therefore, a trade-off between image resolution
and computational power has to be accomplished.
In order to increase the spatial resolution of a dedicated robot vision
system there exists various approaches. These approaches require either
structural similarity of the image content (as repetitive patterns in [162])
or statistical regularity with previous training set (as in [163]). Without
these assumptions, it is not plausible to extend the spatial resolution
of a single image in an efficient manner. Thus, an attempt to go into
this direction is a research topic itself. Nevertheless, by reflecting upon
the discrete operators such as the discrete convolution (in section 5.6)
or the 8-pixel connectivity within the dual non-maximal suppression (in
section 5.6.1) and based on experimental evidence, the following approach
virtually increases the spatial resolution without any assumptions about
image content.
From the theoretical point of view, the interpolation of an image produces
no information increase or improvement. However, by proper image
interpolation and kernel bandwidth selection, it is possible to obtain
finer saliencies and more representative response functions during the
filtering of the image (see figure 5.5). Practically, this emulates an increase
of spatial resolution. This occurs during spatial convolution due to the
reduced manifold support that the discrete filtering kernels (discrete masks)
cover when directly applied on the source images. In particular, the finer
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response of the filtering kernels is notable at the corners or interstices
between parallel structured elements like doors and drawers. This virtual
resolution improvement has various advantages. For example, the edges
found along the observed object are better extracted and represented
because there are more edge pixels available to determine the curvature
and (in general) the shape of the edge. Furthermore, because the edge
junctions are difficult to process for most filtering methods based on linear
filtering [193], interpolating the source image enables the robot application
of Gestalt methods for junction extraction (see section 5.6.1).
Figure 5.5: The virtual spatial resolution increase is noticeable at the results of
the processing pipeline. The improvements are detectable at corners or interstices
between parallel structured elements like doors and drawers. a) Source image.
b) Results of edge extraction (see section 5.6). The green and yellow rectangles
show the discussed effects. c) Zoom of the resulting edge extraction from the
source image. d) The result of edge extraction by interpolating the image for
increase of spatial resolution. At the magenta circles is possible to see the edge
line segment. This results are no possible using the original source image due to
the resulting spatial limitations. e) Results from the original image show the
lost of connectivity at this particular interstice of the fridge. f) The improved
results. g) The difference between the source image and its improved version.
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5.6 Saliency Extraction
Oriented Saliency Extraction: The receptive radiance saliency Γ : N2 ↦→
R2 is computed by the composed Gabor kernel (see figure 5.1). It is
formally expressed as













⏟  ⏞  
secondary axis distance
. (5.3)
In contrast to [174], this formulation provides the means to conveniently
control the impulse response function by:
• Kernel orientation: In eq. 5.3, the principal orthonormal semi-axes
𝑈⟨𝛼⟩ = [cos𝛼 sin𝛼]𝑇 , (5.4)
and
𝑉⟨𝛼⟩ = [− sin𝛼 cos𝛼]𝑇 , (5.5)
allow the saliency extraction in the 𝛼-target direction.
• Kernel support: Is shaped by the Mahalanobis distance adjusted
by the ratio 𝛾1 : 𝛾2 in eq. 5.3. It is represented by the covariance




, this ratio adjusts the trade-off
between smoothing and extraction.
The computation of the receptive radiance saliency Γ requires 𝑘 ≥ 1 band-
pairs (𝛼, 𝑞) of orientation-complementary kernels (see figure 5.6)
Figure 5.6: The Gabor kernel set Ψ(x, 𝛼+ 𝑞𝜋2 , 𝛾1, 𝛾2, 𝜆), 𝑞 ∈ {0, 1} is composed
by orientation-complementary kernel band-pairs.








Φ(x) ~ Ψ(x, 𝑝𝜋/2𝑘 + 𝑞𝜋2 , 𝛾1, 𝛾2, 𝜆)
}︁
, (5.6)
where ~ denotes the discrete convolution operator (see figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7: Edge extraction process. a) Wide intra-scene radiance range with
complex structures and metallic surfaces. Notice the selected yellow window used
in figure 5.8. b) The HDR image Φ. c) Receptive radiance saliency ‖Γ‖ from
eq. 5.6. d) Edge pixel map 𝛶 from eq. 5.9. The coherency factor 𝜇 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜋/8)
partially removes phantom edges from the map and is tightly related to the
spatial resolution per pixel (see section 5.5).
5.6.1 Edge Extraction and Representation
Dual Non-maximal Suppression: Based on the saliency orientation̂︀Γ(x) = Γ(x) · ‖Γ(x)‖−1 ,
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the pixel location x ∈ N2 has two neighbors x̃± ∈ N2 along ̂︀Γ(x) within its
8-neighborhood,
x̃± = x ±
[︁
𝜂
(︁̂︀Γ(x),̂︀𝑖)︁ , 𝜂 (︁̂︀Γ(x),̂︀𝑗)︁]︁𝑇 , (5.7)
where the function 𝜂 : (R2,R2) ↦→ {−1, 0, 1} determines the discrete step




(︂̂︀𝑎 · ̂︀𝑏 > 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 3𝜋8 ))︂
−1, else if
(︂̂︀𝑎 · ̂︀𝑏 < 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 7𝜋8 ))︂
0, Otherwise.
(5.8)
In contrast to other edge detectors, the dual non-maximal suppression
𝛶 : N2 ↦→ {0, 1} selects pixels close to the continuous edge by considering















|̂︀Γ(x) · ̂︀Γ(x̃−)| > 𝜇)︂
0, otherwise.
(5.9)
The resulting edge expose the expected minimal response (as in [50]).
However, the Gabor energy [174] and the dual non-maximal suppres-
sion produce better edge maps than those resulting from the standard
method [50] (see figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8: Comparative edge-extraction. These results were obtained from
the yellow window in figure 5.7-a. The Canny filter applied with maximal
sensitivity (the lower and the higher threshold set to 0, namely pure non-
maximal suppression). a) Column results from the implementation in IVT [188].
b) Column results from the implementation in OpenCV [202]. c) Edge resulting
from the proposed method in this thesis supports the greater quality of the
attained edges. Red edges obtained at the marked locations a-1, a-3, b-1 and b-3
present connectivity to residual clutter which corrupts the underlying geometric
structure. Besides, the broken segments in a-2 forbid the primitive detection. In
b-2, the fast but deficient Canny filter poorly reflects the inherent edge structure.
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Edge Subpixel Optimization: In order to properly extract the edge-
graphs, it is necessary to optimize the edge-pixels to their subpixel position.
Every pixel x on the binary map 𝛶 (x) is located at most
√
2 units away
from the local maximum edge on ‖Γ(x)‖. In order to reach this maximum,
the discrete location x is refined to its subpixel counterpart ẋ ∈ R2 by
gradient ascent along the radiance saliency direction using the bicubic
convolution interpolation Λ (from [195], see figure 5.9-a). The refinement
is subject to
ẋ = Λ[x, ̂︀Γ(x)] ⇒ ⟨|Γ(ẋ)| ≥ |Γ(x)|⟩ ∧ ⟨|ẋ − x| < 1⟩. (5.10)
After this refinement, it is possible to exploit the discrete pixel grid for a
graph expansion while establishing the node links according to the subpixel
distances. In this manner, the structure of the radiance edge is correctly
captured by the graph incidence with high reliability.
Edge-Graph Extraction: The graph extraction proceeds analog to the
A* algorithm [203] with a region growing approach. This means, the
edge-graphs 𝐺𝑘 are extracted by a heuristic recursive expansion. The
extraction (traversal priority) stack is sorted by the subpixel distances
‖ẋ𝑖 − ẋ𝑗‖ (see figure 5.9-b).
Edge-Graph Characterization: The edge-graphs 𝐺𝑘 are acyclic linked
collections of subpixel nodes, namely edge-trees. They expand along the
radiance edges revealing their distinctive structural composition. In order
to properly characterize this composition, a preprocess is conducted.
• Pruning: It improves the representativeness of the linkage by elim-
inating superfluous leaf nodes of the trees. This is done by a tree-
depth analysis. In this process redundant leaf nodes are removed by
straightforward selection base on depth index.
• Outspreading: It enhances the cohesiveness of the graph linkage
with the Euclidean distances of the nodes. The outspreading is
performed by uniform arc-length arrangement 𝜒 : R2 ↦→ R2 of the ẋ𝑖
nodes contained within the tree branch paths 𝛽𝑢,𝑣 (see figure 5.9-c),
x̌𝑖 = 𝜒(ẋ𝑖, 𝛽𝑢,𝑣). (5.11)
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Figure 5.9: Different eccentricity edge-graph processing stages. a) Subpixel
optimization (from eq. 5.10). b) Graph extraction. c) Outspreading process
(see eq. 5.11). d) 𝑟-Zone node set. e) Eccentricity ellipses from the Eigenvalues
and Eigenvectors of the covariance matrix (in eq. 5.14). f) Geometric primitive
segmentation. g) Evidence-based grouping transform.
During this arrangement, the branch-paths are treated as parametric curves
where the supporting points are subpixel node locations ẋ𝑖. In this way, the
implicit parametric curve of the edge branches remains unaffected, while
the graph and Euclidean distance are cohesively correlated. The resulting
cohesively combined statistical distribution is the key to characterize the
nodes x̌𝑖 by the proposed eccentricity model 𝜉 of their graph neighborhood.
This neighborhood is called the 𝑟-zone and it is composed by the node
subset
𝑍𝑟𝑖 (x̌𝑖) := {x̌𝑗}. (5.12)
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Figure 5.10: The characterization eccentricity model 𝜉(𝜅, 𝜈, 𝜎1
𝜎2
). Notice the
segmentation into three types. The first category corresponds to the elongated
neighborhoods 𝐸 with high eccentricity level. The second category are the
transitional neighborhoods 𝑇 with middle eccentricity level. Finally the compact
neighborhoods 𝐶 with low eccentricity level (see also table 5.1).
These are the nodes reachable within a maximal 𝑟 graph-distance (see
figure 5.9-d). The r-zone cardinality is denoted as |𝑍𝑟𝑖 | (see figure 5.9-e).
















(x̌𝑗 − x̌𝑖)(x̌𝑗 − x̌𝑖)𝑇 . (5.14)
In eq. 5.13, the saturation factor 𝜈 shifts the clipping Eigenratio, whereas
the normalization, offset and amplitude factors conveniently shape the
eccentricity response function 𝜉 (see figure 5.10) in order to suitably
distinguish the 𝑘 := {C,T,E} eccentricity types (see table 5.1).
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𝑘-Type 𝜉-Range 𝜉-Level 𝜎1 : 𝜎2 Segment 𝑍𝑟𝑖 -Subtree
E-Elongated [𝜉𝐻 , ∞) High 𝜎1 ≫ 𝜎2 Line Paths
T-Transitional [𝜉𝐿, 𝜉𝐻) Medium 𝜎1 > 𝜎2 Curve Paths
C-Compact [1, 𝜉𝐿) Low 𝜎1 ≈ 𝜎2 Junction Leafs/Splitters
Table 5.1: Characterization of eccentricity model 𝜉 for graph saliencies. This
table presents the eccentricity levels used to segment the edges according to
their neighborhood characterization. This categorization provides the means to
segment edge paths according to their shape into lines, curves and junctions.
Edge-Graph Segmentation: Geometric-primitives emerge by grouping
nodes according to their 𝑘-type. These cliques 𝜍𝑟𝑘:={x̌𝑖} constitute nodes
in a geometric-primitives graph 𝐺𝑟𝑖 (see figure 5.9-f).
Evidence-based Perceptual Organization: In contrast to [110] and
[204], proximity and continuity among geometric-primitives are not de-
tected exclusively based on the length, position, orientation and distance
between endpoints. The improved detection incorporates structural likeli-
hood by the Mahalanobis distance induced between the edge-node com-
bined statistical distributions Σ(x̌𝑖) (from eq. 5.14) of the periphery of
the clique and the intersection point (see figure 5.9-g). This (morphologic
and evidence-based) grouping transforms the geometric-primitives from 𝜍𝑟𝑘
nodes to consistently matchable geometric percepts.
5.7 3D Geometric Feature Matching
The extracted geometric-primitives from the calibrated stereo-rig of the
humanoid robot are used to calculate their 3D pose [124, 188]. The
resulting Euclidean length and angles of the percepts are reasonably pose-
invariant. These geometric-primitives are organized and grouped into a
3D spatial graph representation. This visual-feature representation allows
the application of the interpretation tree from [97]. The hypothesis are
constructed by pair of visually perceived line segments and the probabilistic
indexing model edges from section 3.4.5. The application of this approach
is analyzed and evaluated in terms of performance and precision in the
section 5.8.
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5.8 Experimental Evaluation
The saliency extraction based on HDR images for edge-graph requires
1.68s with 2 kernel band-pairs. The graph extraction and eccentricity
characterization take 1.46s with a standard deviation of 3.52s depending
on the image content. Finally, the geometric regressions and perceptual
organization estimate the line segments and meeting points in 25-50ms
(see figure 5.9).
In the presented experiments (see figure 5.12), the matching method
used to recognize the grasping-target in the dishwasher exploits the stereo
Euclidean metric to find a line-segment node with a known length (116mm),
namely the grasping segment between two incident line-segment nodes.
The complete single threaded execution time of 10-12s can be reduced by
at least two thirds. Notice that there is an upper performance boundary
by the delay of the camera response to exposure commands.
In the evaluation, the accomplished recognition rate of 93.04% can be
improved by using more advanced matching methods [100, 110]. When
computing the length of the grasping segment, a maximal absolute error
of 3.45mm was obtained and no detrimental performance was measured
by lighting variations (see figure 5.12, 5.13 and Tab.5.2).
Set Mean Length Std. Deviation Max-Abs Error Distance
Morning 116.91 1.07 3.15 1032.62
Evening 116.31 1.18 2.9 1043.38
Night 116.57 1.28 3.45 1064.23
Table 5.2: The precision performance with different illumination setups (see
figure 5.12). Notice the maximal absolute error at 1064.23mm between the
camera and the recognized object is 3.45mm. This precision corresponds to the
physical limitations of the actuators in mobile robots. Hence, the method is
appropriated for physical interaction in terms of manipulations and grasping.
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Figure 5.12: On the upper plot, the recognition of a dishwasher basket is a
perception challenge for the complexity of the overlapping structures and the
wide intra-scene radiance. a) Scalable vector graphics output of the recognition
component. The selected region shows the grasping target region to be recognized.
The upper schematic shows the geometric graph to be matched. b) First zoom.
c) Second zoom. d) At the third zoom, it is possible to see the eccentricity
types in red, green and blue (covariance ellipses from eq. 5.14). The subpixel
graph configuration along the curve of the metal wire of the basket shows the
simultaneous extraction and segmentation of geometric-primitives. On the lower
plot, the precision is shown by the absolute error plots. The ground truth is
the 116mm length of the physically measured segment. a) The plot shows the
precision attained with artificial lighting inclusive natural morning illumination
incoming from the windows. b) Plot with artificial lighting inclusive natural
evening illumination. c) Only artificial lighting (see table 5.2).
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Figure 5.13: Visual recognition and pose estimation of the dishwasher basket.
This three stacked images show on the left column the input image of the left
camera of the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa while opening the dishwasher (see
motion planning and control in [205]). On the right column, the visualization
of the saliency function with the marked recognized element is visualized. This
illustrates the visual recognition for grasping and manipulation based on the
proposed method. The qualitative evaluation is presented in table 5.2.
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Figure 5.14: Visual recognition and pose estimation of the fridge handle. The
right column shows the input images from the left camera at upper row and
the right camera on the lower row. The right column shows the results of the
segmentation based on homogeneity and the edge analysis for the estimation of
the location of the handle.
5.9 Discussion
The presented method has no parameters which depend on the image
content. The content independent parameters discussed here have only well-
bounded impact on the performance of the execution. In the experiments,
the exhaustive geometric-primitives search took at most 7-10s using a
Intel-CPU @ 1.8 GHz with no code optimization. Technical improvements
such as parallelization using a GPU and faster interfaces to HDR-enabled
cameras will improve the performance to real-time execution.

6 Visual Uncertainty Model of
Depth Estimation
The visual skills linking the physical world with the internal world rep-
resentation of a humanoid robot are affected by internal and external
uncertainty. These uncertainties are present at various levels ranging from
noisy signals and calibration deviations of the physical system up to the
limited granularity and mathematical approximations of the perception-
planning-action cycle. This cumulated uncertainty limits the precision and
efficiency of the visual perception. In order to overcome these limitations,
the depth uncertainty has to be modeled in the skills of the humanoid
robot. The model of perceptual uncertainty is important for the robustly
realization of complex actions. Furthermore, the integration of the visual
depth uncertainty model in task planning and execution enables better
perceptual scalability by managing ambiguities and handling errors while
simultaneously enables consistent sensor fusion. Due to the complexity of
the inherent hardware-dependent uncertainties in humanoid robot percep-
tion, the visual uncertainty can be hardly modeled analytically. However,
the uncertainty distribution can be conveniently learned with the help
of supervised methods. In this approach, the role of the supervisor is to
provide ground truth spatial measurements corresponding to the uncertain
observations. In this chapter, a supervised learning method for inferring
a novel model of visual depth uncertainty is presented. The acquisition
of the model has been autonomously generated by the humanoid robot
ARMAR-IIIb.
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6.1 Uncertainty Modeling: Related Work
Humanoid robots have to perceive the real world in order to attain the
vision model coupling (see section 2.4). The perceptive system should
quantitatively determine the observed properties of the attributes and
relations in the world such as size, location and orientation. Additionally,
the perceptive system should qualitatively solve complex tasks such as
recognition, classification and interpretation. In the vision model coupling,
the quantitative perception provides the essential cues (length and depth)
for complex perception tasks of object recognition with 6D-pose estimation.
This visual quantitative perception relies on different cues depending on
the sensing approach. Evidently for humanoid robots the most coherent
and natural approach is the use of stereo vision to acquire quantitative
information.
The uncertainty analysis and modeling for stereo vision has been an
active research field in the last three decades. Considerable results have
been achieved (see approaches from the pioneers [206, 207, 208] up to
recent contributions [209, 210, 211]). Despite their significance, previous
approaches rely on at least one fundamental and critical assumption:
• Parametric distribution: They consider an underlying paramet-
ric distribution of the perceptual deviations and usually model it
by arbitrary fitting parametric distributions. This occurs either
explicitly or quite subtly.
– Explicit parametric model: This occurs when modeling the
uncertainty as the weighted sum of normal distribution(s) with-
out rigorous validation of the uncertainty distribution profile,
namely a methodical analysis of the plausibility of a parametric
distribution [207]. This rigorous modeling includes the analysis
of the systematic errors and the stochastic spreading as functions
of depth. These approaches also lack of the validation through
deviation analysis between their estimated distribution and
one accurate ground truth-based non-parametric model which
tightly reflects the uncertainty nature of the visual perception.
– Implicit parametric model: These assumptions are implic-
itly stated by a priori covariance propagation. This takes place
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assuming simplifications through analytical models satisfying
strong mathematical constraints, usually depicted by lineariza-
tion through truncated Taylor series [211].
• Actuator uncertainty effects: Previous approaches also ignore
the actuator effects within the active visual perception and consider
only one combination of image and feature extraction [208].
• Ground truth reference: These methods lack of independent
and accurate source of measurements to widely (in contrast to [211]
with several meters of depth), strictly and trustworthy validate their
models within a deep range and a large amount of trials.
6.2 Supervised Uncertainty Learning
In this chapter, a novel uncertainty model of the visual depth perception is
presented. In contrast to the discrete approaches (as in [210]), the following
method is based on supervised uncertainty learning in continuous space.
In these terms, the uncertainty model of stereoscopic depth perception is
the inferring function Ψ which maps the visual depth (distance between
the camera and the target object) 𝛿 to its ground truth depth 𝛾 in terms
of the probability density function 𝜁, namely
{Ψ}⏟ ⏞ 
ground truth model
: {𝛿, 𝛾 ∈ R}⏟  ⏞  
perceptual and ground truth depths
↦→ {𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) : R2 ↦→ R}.⏟  ⏞  
ground truth PDF
The realization of this non-reductionist approach takes four compounded
and interconnected elements (see figure 6.3):
• Ground truth kinematic tree: This tree connects the ground
truth 6D-pose of the robot cameras and the visually recognized
reference-rig(s). The external reference is partially attained with the
marker-based system [?]. Notice that the reference system can only
partially provide the required information to build the kinematic tree.
It occurs because the kinematic frame of the camera 𝐶 cannot be
straightforwardly obtained by placing markers at the humanoid robot
head nor by attaching markers close to its eyeballs (see figure 6.7).
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In order to estimate the stereo camera kinematic frame 𝐶, a precise
registration process must be conducted in order to link the visual
recognition with the marker system (see section 6.6).
• Visual perception pipeline: The visual perception consisting of
stereo camera calibration, feature extraction and depth estimation
methods to be analyzed in order to modeled into a uncertainty
distribution (see chapter 5).
• Autonomous uncertainty sampling: An autonomous process for
collecting learning samples. This process generates a scanning plan,
controls its execution on the humanoid robot using six DoFs, three
DoFs of the platform and three DoFs of the neck. The scanning plan
simultaneously coordinates the network interfaces with the marker
based ground truth system in order to gather the learning samples.
This autonomous sampling collects large sample sets necessary for
soundly inferring the uncertainty model.
• Learning and modeling methods: The inferring method ana-
lyzes the acquired learning samples to obtain the uncertainty model
function Ψ. Afterwards, the detailed analysis of the model unveils the
systematic-errors and stochastic-spreading of the visual perception.
This produces an outstanding uncertainty model representation in
terms of usability and minimal computational complexity.
In section 6.3, particular aspects of the depth perception are discussed.
Subsequently, the section 6.4 describes the modeling setup used for su-
pervised learning. Afterwards (in section 6.5), the visual recognition and
6D-pose estimation of the reference-rigs are introduced. Subsequently, the
section 6.6 describes the ground truth acquisition subsystem. Thereafter
in section 6.7, the integration of visual recognition and ground truth into
the uncertainty model Ψ is presented including its representations. Finally,
the section 6.9 discusses the proposed model.
6.3 Visual Depth Perception Uncertainty
In order to sagaciously model and manage the uncertainty of a robot vision
system, it is crucial to reflect upon the nature of the acquired uncertainties.
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There are two remarkable categorical sources of uncertainty, namely the
image-to-space and the space-to-ego uncertainties.
6.3.1 Image-to-Space Uncertainty
The image-to-space uncertainty is introduced at the visual recognition
level and pose estimation processes. Its generation begins with the pixel
precision limitations, such as noise, discretization, quantization, etc., termi-
nating with error-limitations of the camera model and calibration, namely
radial-tangential distortion and intrinsic parameters [124]. This uncertainty
























Figure 6.1: The image-to-space uncertainty factors of an ideal stereo front-
parallel configuration. The volume contained within the intersection of the
frustum of two pixels (displayed in red) directly depends on its depth, base line
length and focal distances of the stereo rig.
In detail, the uncertainty arises from the following superposed facts: First,
considering only the monocular influence in each camera of the stereo
rig. The surface patch 𝐴𝑖 on the plane perpendicular to the optical axis
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of the camera (figure 6.1) which is imaged to a single pixel 𝑃𝐴 grows










, where 𝜃ℎ and
𝜃𝑣 represent the horizontal and vertical angular apertures of the field of
view, whereas ℎ and 𝑣 depict the width and height resolutions of the image
(see figure 6.1).
Additionally, the stereo triangulation has an additional effect during the
estimation of the 3D position of a matched pair of points. The depth
𝛿𝑖 affects the magnitude of the disparity 𝑑𝑖. Therefore, the precision of
the pixel computations plays a central role. This occurs due to fact that
points close to the stereo rig base line have wider disparities along the
epipolar lines, meanwhile those points located beyond distance1 𝛿𝑇 ℎ > 𝑓𝑏
have a very narrow disparity falling into the subpixel domain 𝑑 < 1.
This results in inaccurate depth calculations. These situations produce
sparse distributions of the iso-disparity surfaces [212]. In other words, the
subspace contained between these surface-strata grows as 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑓𝑏/𝛿𝑖, where
the focal distance 𝑓 and the base line size 𝑏 = ||𝐶𝐿 − 𝐶𝑅|| play relevant
roles in the measurement precision.
Figure 6.1 shows the ideal front parallel case with iso-disparity edges
delineating the subspaces contained between two discrete steps in the
disparity 𝑑𝑖. In this manner, points contained within one of these subspaces
produce the same discrete disparity when matching corresponding pixels.
Hence, the location uncertainty muss be proportional to the space contained
between iso-disparity surfaces. These two factors produce an uncertainty
growing in an attenuated polynomial fashion. This behavior arises naturally
and is reflected in the model obtained in section 6.7.2.
6.3.2 Space-to-Ego Uncertainty
The space-to-ego uncertainty is introduced while relating the position of a
3D visual estimated point from the camera frame to the ego frame, namely
at the kinematic mapping between cameras and frames of the humanoid
robot (see figure 6.2-a). This is caused by the physical and measurement
inaccuracies of the head which are substantially amplified by projective
effects.
1The depth 𝛿𝑇 ℎ of a point in the scene produces a disparity smaller than a pixel.
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The almost negligible errors in the encoders and mechanical joints of
the head of the humanoid robot are amplified proportional to the depth
distance 𝛿𝑖 between the ego center and the location of the points in space.
Figure 6.2-b shows this kinematic chain starting at the visual estimate
point 𝑥𝑖. Subsequently, the transformation from the camera frame to the
platform frame passing through the eyes and neck frames. These are time





































Figure 6.2: The space-to-ego uncertainty is introduced by the mapping of
visual estimated points from the camera frame to the ego frame. a) Whole
transformation from the visual space to the ego frame. b) Partial transformation
from the camera frame to the ego frame.
The estimation of the 3D position by triangulation is subject to inaccuracies
due to the lack of subpixel calculations [47] and because of the flaws in
the extrinsic calibration (see [209]). The depth uncertainty is an intricate
heterogeneous composition. Many attempts to partially model these effects
have been done [207, 208, 211, 206, 209, 210]. However, non of them has
simultaneously regarded all the facts that a complete analytical uncertainty
model has to consider inclusively the particular image content. In real
applications robots are exposed to a wide variety of materials, lighting
and operation conditions. Additionally, there are divers feature extraction
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methods which have been successfully and complementary applied in
complex humanoid robots application (see [40, 69]). Thus, a complete
analytical formulation is unfeasible. Still, the robot depth perception must
incorporate an effective uncertainty model which directly and consistently
reflects the nature of the visual perception. A plausible model of such a
complex composition is to represent the depth uncertainty Ψ in terms of the
depth density distribution 𝜁, namely the PDF associating the perceptual
depth 𝛿 and the ground truth depth 𝛾. This holistic approach integrates
all the uncertainty sources into a learnable compounded process providing
a convenient description of the uncertainty distribution. Additionally, the
proposed approach generates an optimal representation for pose estimation
exploited in chapter 7. In contrast to previous analytical approaches,
the key concept in this thesis is to learn the non-parametric uncertainty
model Ψ as a probability density function by kernel density estimation.
The resulting non-parametric PDF Ψ is further analyzed by nonlinear
regression in order to compare and verify its shape against the normal
distributed uncertainty model.
6.4 Modeling Setup
A learning observation 𝑆𝑡 ∈ R2 of the depth uncertainty probability function
consists of the vision estimated depth 𝛿 ∈ R from stereo images and the
ground truth depth 𝛾 ∈ R attained by the marker system. In order to
collect these observations, the following setup (in figure 6.3) is proposed:
Head markers: On the humanoid robot head, three spherical markers
were placed in a non-collinear arrangement. They are used to estimate the
head kinematic frame 𝐻 ∈ 𝑆𝐸3.
Reference-rigs: The blob-rig is made of two overlapped patterns: i) The
2D pattern consisting of three black asymmetrically distributed circles
with rather large diameter  60mm. ii) The 3D pattern consisting of
three spherical markers respectively placed at the centers of the circles.
The alignment between both patterns is done by a translation along the
3D normal 𝑁Blobs ∈ R3 of the blobs pattern, namely the offset to the
marker center. Hence, the reference-rig has two kinematic frames, the
𝜒-printed kinematic frame and the 𝜍-spherical markers frame. Second, the
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Figure 6.3: Supervised learning of the visual depth uncertainty model consists
four compounded elements: i) Three markers on the humanoid robot head. ii)
The 2D blob-pattern reference-rig. iii) The chess reference-rig. iv) The active-
camera marker system. The exploitation of these elements partially provides
the 6D-pose ground truth of the camera frame and the 6D-pose of the reference-
rig(s). The aim of use different patterns is to analyze the differences in terms of
uncertainty behaviors.
chess-rig is a 800x600mm standard reference pattern with three reference
markers located at the corners. This chess reference-rig also involves
the two kinematic frames 𝜒 and 𝜍 with an alignment vector 𝑁Chess ∈ R3,
namely the translation vector from the chess-pattern center point to the
spherical markers frame. Pattern dimensions are determined for the visual
recognition at wide-depths further than 3,500mm using a 6mm lenses with
VGA images.
Labeled marker positions: The multiple view fusion with active-
cameras is done by the marker system [?]. All marker positions are
calculated relatively to the world coordinate system 𝑊 ∈ 𝑆𝐸3 established
at the initial calibration (see figure 6.4).
Autonomous uncertainty sampling: In order to obtain highly repre-
sentative observation samples, the distributed locations and orientations
of the humanoid head for visual recognition are planned and controlled by
a scanning plan (see two scanning plans in figure 6.4 and figure 6.5). This
is done by transversing the path of sampling nodes. Within each node,
various configurations of the humanoid robot neck (pitch, roll and yaw) are
reached. This introduces the actuators uncertainty effects in the samples.
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Furthermore, at each neck configuration, several recognition trials were
performed to obtain highly representativeness of the configuration. The
coordinated acquisition ensures the sound data association between the
visual perception of the robot and the marker reference system in terms
of temporal consistency, spatial uniformity and active sensing representa-
tiveness by the inclusion of uncertainty effects of the head actuators. The
systematic generation and execution of scanning plans has various advan-
tages. First, because the process is totally autonomous, it was possible to
extensively collect large amount of learning samples (in the experiments
more than 25,000 registered observations were collected) allowing the
generation of high quality uncertainty models. In addition, the systematic
scanning plans enable the comparison of extraction methods.
Figure 6.4: Autonomous uncertainty sampling. The red rectangle on the floor
is the boundary of the marker system. The sampling plan is a distributed set of
linked 3D poses (2D for location and 1D for orientation of the robot platform)
also called sampling nodes. A sampling node includes a set of neck configurations.
This regular polar grid plan is direct and intuitive but naive and faulty. This
produces sampling artifacts because the nodes along each arc are located at
the same distance from the reference-rig. This plan generates isolated sample
clusters preventing the proper depth generalization by kernel density estimation.
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Figure 6.5: The progressive polar zigzag plan enables the proper acquisition of
uncertainty observations. The sampling nodes are located in a regular depth
progression with adjusted angular distribution (see resulting model in figure 6.8).
6.5 Visual Measurements
Blob reference-rig: The humanoid robot visually estimates the 6D-pose
of the blob reference-rig as follows. In order to segment the pattern
circles, the input color image 𝐼𝑅𝐺𝐵(x) ∈ N3 is transformed to a normalized
saliency image by 𝐼𝑆(x, 𝜏) = 1 − 123𝑚𝜏 [𝐼𝑅(x) · 𝐼𝐺(x) · 𝐼𝐵(x)]
𝜏 ∈ R, where
𝜏 ∈ N+ improves the contrast between circles and background and 𝑚
is the bits per pixel (eq. 4.2) (see figure 6.6). After, the mask image
𝐼𝐴(x) ∈ {0, 1} was computed by adaptive thresholding [213] (figure 6.6-b).
Next, a region growing algorithm extracts the blobs 𝐵𝑖. The centroid
of each blob x̄𝑖 is estimated by integrating its radial weighted saliency.
The blobs in the left 𝐵𝐿𝑖 and right 𝐵𝑅𝑘 image were matched using epipolar
geometry [124]. Matches with low confidence or outside the depth interval
(𝛿0=500 ≤ |𝑋𝑖| ≤ 𝛿1=3,500mm) were removed. Based on the 3D positions
of the blobs 𝑋𝑣𝑖 (the superindex 𝑣 denotes vision estimated), the marker
correspondence was performed using the center distances. Finally, the
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matched blob centers 𝑋𝑣𝐵, 𝑋𝑣𝐸 and 𝑋𝑣𝑆 ∈ R3 described the kinematic
transformation 𝒯 𝜒𝑣𝐶 from the camera kinematic frame 𝐶 to the 𝜒-printed
pattern as an homogeneous matrix




[︂̂︁𝑀𝑣 ̂︀𝑁𝑣 ̂︀𝑃 𝑣 𝑋𝑣𝐵
0 0 0 1
]︂
, (6.1)
where ̂︀· denotes the unitary vector. Finally, the kinematic transformation
𝒯 𝜍
𝑣
𝐶 from the camera kinematic frame 𝐶 to the spherical markers frame 𝜍




[︂̂︁𝑀𝑣 ̂︀𝑁𝑣 ̂︀𝑃 𝑣 (𝑋𝑣𝐵 +𝑁Blobs)
0 0 0 1
]︂
. (6.2)
This is the transformation from the camera kinematic frame 𝐶 to the
reference-rig. This is the key to bidirectionally relate the ground truth
system with the visual depth perception.
Figure 6.6: The humanoid robot visual system recognizes and estimates the 6D-
pose of the reference-rigs. In a) to d), results of the processing pipeline at a close
distance (∼356.8mm). a) The input color image 𝐼𝑅𝐺𝐵(x). b) The mask image
𝐼𝐴(x). c) The saliency image 𝐼𝑆(x, 𝜏) with labeling and the estimated depth.
d) The zoom circle shows the recognized blob with its matching identifier and
the visual depth measurements. e) The kinematic frame of the chess reference-rig
is robustly done by Eigen-decomposition of corner points.
Chess reference-rig: The extraction of corner points from the chess
reference pattern is a well studied problem. It has been properly solved (see
[188]). The extracted noisy 3D corner points 𝑃 𝑣𝑖 were used to determine
their centroid 𝑃 𝑣 corresponding to the base of the 𝜒 kinematic frame
of the chess reference-rig. Finally, from the covariance matrix 𝐺𝑣 =






𝑖 − 𝑃 𝑣)(𝑃 𝑣𝑖 − 𝑃 𝑣)𝑇 using SVD decomposition2, the Eigenvector
with smallest associated Eigenvalue is the normal of the plane. The other
axes are determine using the geometry of the pattern. The representation
of this kinematic frame is analogous to eq. 6.2 (see figure 6.6-e).
6.6 Ground Truth Measurements
In order to sample the uncertainty distribution of the visual depth, all
kinematic frames have to be linked into a kinematic tree (see figure 6.3).
This enables global unified temporal association of the 6 DoF measurements
obtained based on both systems. The linkage arises from the following
bidirectional transformations:
• World to head: The labels and position of the markers are obtained
by a network interface. These measurements have submillimeter ac-
curacy according to [?]. The kinematic frame on top of the humanoid
robot head 𝒯 𝐻𝑚𝑊 is calculated by eq. 6.1 where the superindex 𝑚
denotes the source of information is the marker system.
• World to reference-rig: The transformation 𝒯 𝜍𝑚𝑊 is also computed
(as in eq. 6.1) using the marker positions and labels.
• Reference-rig to cameras: The transformation from the kine-
matic frame on the reference-rig to the camera kinematic frame is
the inverse of eq. 6.2, namely 𝒯 𝐶𝜍𝑣 = [𝒯 𝜍
𝑣
𝐶 ]−1.
• World to camera: This transformation results from the forward
kinematic chain of previous two transformations as 𝒯 𝐶𝑊 = 𝒯 𝐶𝜍𝑣 𝒯 𝜍
𝑚
𝑊 .
This is the coupling of the visual perception 𝜍𝑣 to the marker ground
truth 𝜍𝑚, namely the connection from the 𝜒-printed kinematic frame
to the spherical markers frame 𝜍.
• Head to camera: Results from the kinematic chain coupling the
inverse transformation from world to head and the direct transfor-
mation from the world to camera is expressed as 𝒯 𝐶𝐻𝑚 = 𝒯 𝐶𝑊 [𝒯 𝐻
𝑚
𝑊 ]−1.
This is the camera registration relative to the head kinematic frame.
2Since 𝐺𝑣 is a 3x3 matrix, the the singular values and vector coincide with the
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors.
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In order to accurately achieve this registration, the humanoid robot
should be close to the reference-rig while performing this procedure
(see figure 6.6 a-d). Once attained, this transformation is fixed
and stored for the sampling process. Thus, when the humanoid
robot moves, the transformation from the world kinematic frame
𝑊 to the camera kinematic frame 𝐶 is properly determined as
𝒯 𝐶𝑊 (𝑡) = 𝒯 𝐶𝐻𝑚𝒯 𝐻
𝑚
𝑊 (𝑡), where the 𝑡 argument is the time stamp. This
dynamic transformation unifies the visual perception and the ground
truth measurements.
6.7 Uncertainty Distribution Learning









⏟  ⏞  
𝛿-visual depth (eq. 6.2)






⏟  ⏞  
𝛾-ground truth depth (eq. 6.4)
]︃𝑇
∈ R2, (6.3)
where the depth function Φ : 𝑆𝐸3 ↦→ R extracts the displacement length
of the transformation. The observation 𝑆𝑡 (see figure 6.8) integrates the
vision 𝒯 𝜍𝑣𝐶 (𝑡) from eq. 6.2 and marker information
𝒯 𝜍
𝑚
𝐶 (𝑡) = 𝒯 𝜍
𝑚
𝑊 (𝑡)[𝒯 𝐶𝑊 (𝑡)]−1. (6.4)
6.7.1 Model Learning
The uncertainty PDF of the depth perception Ψ is a random variable
function sampled by a collection of learning observations using eq. 6.3. The
inference based on the sampling set 𝐿 := {𝑆𝑡}𝑚𝑡=1 is done by kernel density
estimation [141]. The continuous model implies that for a perceptual depth
𝛿 there is a corresponding uncertainty distribution 𝜁 such as ∀ (𝛿0 ≤ 𝛿 ≤
𝛿1) ∃ Ψ(𝛿)⇒ 𝜁(𝛿, 0 ≤ 𝛾 <∞) and consequently
∫︀ ∞
0 𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) 𝑑𝛾 = 1.
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 Learning Observation  Learning Observation
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.8: a) and b) The show 2D learning observations 𝑆𝑡 (eq. 6.3) relating
visual depth perception 𝛿 to ground truth depth 𝛾. c) and d) The shows the
learned models by KDE using the adaptive band-width (eq. 6.5).






||[𝛿, 𝛾]𝑇 − 𝑆𝑡||
)︂
, (6.5)
where the Gaussian kernel 𝐾𝜆(𝛿,𝛾) and its adaptive bandwidth are deter-
mined by the generalized Scott rule [214] as 𝜆(𝛿, 𝛾) = ℎ𝑚− 16 ̂︀Σ 12 (𝛿, 𝛾), wherê︀Σ(𝛿, 𝛾) is the sampling covariance matrix centered at [𝛿, 𝛾]𝑇 , 𝑚 denotes the
cardinality of 𝐿 and ℎ ∈ N+ is an isotropic scale factor for the bandwidth
matrix (see detailed evaluation in [215]).
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The learned function 𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) is a non-parametric continuous distribution
sampled with fine discretization (𝜅=1mm) into a lookup table 𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) with⌈︀(︀
𝛿1−𝛿0
𝜅
)︀⌉︀2 = (3460)2 = 11, 971, 600 support points (see figure 6.8).
6.7.2 Model Analysis
The analysis of the uncertainty model Ψ is based on the concept of depth
query 𝜁(|𝑋𝑖|, 𝛾). When a point in space 𝑋𝑖 has been estimated by the
visual perception of the humanoid robot, it is possible to obtain its depth
uncertainty distribution Ψ(|𝑋𝑖|) ↦→ 𝜁(|𝑋𝑖|, 𝛾), which efficiently, compactly
and non-parametrically describes the visual depth PDF along the ground
truth depth 𝛾. This inference depth query 𝜁(|𝑋𝑖|, 𝛾) results from the learned
ground truth model (without assumptions or reductions) of the visual
perception process (see figure 6.9).
Query Line
Figure 6.9: The concept of depth query. The uncertainty model Ψ enables
efficient computation of depth queries 𝜁(|𝑋𝑖|, 𝛾). This mechanism equips the
humanoid robot with means to determine the depth probability distribution of
a visually estimated point in space.
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Parametric Uncertainty Model: Normal Distribution Plausibility
A study of the uncertainty model Ψ was conducted on regular distributed
queries applying nonlinear least squares (NLS) regression 𝒩 (𝜇𝛿, 𝜎𝛿) ∼=
ΛNLS(𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾)) [216] with depth intervals of 𝜅=1mm (see figure 6.10 and
6.11).
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Figure 6.10: Queries of the ground truth uncertainty model of depth percep-
tion Ψ using the blob-pattern. a) Five different examples of queries show the
inferred functions 𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) (eq. 6.5). These curves are learned uncertainty profiles.
b) Resulting curves by NLS (with normal distribution 𝒩 (𝜇𝛿, 𝜎𝛿) ∼= ΛNLS(𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾)))
from the upper plot. c) The RMS-deviation between non-parametric model and
normal regression curves (with maximal RMS deviation of 0.0089% @ 3000mm
depth) support the use of normal distribution as function of the depth.
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In the NLS-regression, the normal distribution profile was used as the
underlying regression shape in order to compare the parametric distribution
with the non-parametric approach. This obtains the systematic-error curve
(mean vs depth), the stochastic-spreading curve (standard deviation vs
depth) and their RMS-deviation curve (normal-plausibility vs depth). The
resulting regression curves were compared against the non-parametric
queries (see results in figure 6.12 and figure 6.13). These findings yield to
the extraction of an optimal (compact and efficient) representation in the
following section.
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Figure 6.11: Queries of the ground truth uncertainty model of depth perception
Ψ using chess-pattern. a) Queries show the inferred functions 𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) (eq. 6.5).
b) Resulting curves by NLS. c) The RMS-deviation between the non-parametric
model and the normal regression curves (with a maximal RMS deviation of
0.0069% @ 3000mm depth) also support the use of normal distribution as a
profile of the depth uncertatinty.










































































Figure 6.12: Comparative results of the normal distribution plausibility using
NLS-regression on the non-parametric model Ψ from the blobs reference-rig.
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Figure 6.13: Comparative results of the normal distribution plausibility using
NLS-regression on the non-parametric model Ψ from the chess reference-rig.
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Efficient Visual Uncertainty Depth Model: High Order Polynomials
The normal distribution from NLS-regression at the depth 𝛿𝑖 = 𝛿0 + 𝑖𝜅
enables its use only at this particular depth. In order to generalize this
concept for the whole learned depth, a polynomial fitting of the normal
distribution parameters is conducted, namely the mean 𝜇Ψ(𝛿) and standard
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the resulting polynomial mean curve 𝜇Ψ(𝛿) in figure 6.14). For the standard




can be applied (see the result in figure 6.15). These analyses include various
(2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 5) orders3 of the polynomial expressions and their corresponding
deviations compared to the Ψ model using NLS-regression of depth queries
(as in section 6.7.2).
6.8 Experimental Model Validation
The validation of the proposed uncertainty model was performed by collect-
ing new samples 𝑆𝑡 (eq. 6.3) and comparing the predictions provided by the
learned uncertainty model in terms of polynomial functions of the depth
𝜇Ψ(𝛿) (figure 6.14) and 𝜎Ψ(𝛿) (figure 6.15). The validation (see figure 6.16)
evidences that the proposed model Ψ can be used to soundly reflect the
perceptual uncertainty of the visual landmarks by estimating the correc-
tion of the depth perception (compensation of the systematic-error) while
simultaneously determining the accurate stochastic-spreading by high oder
polynomial functions (see the summary validation in figure 6.17).
3Higher orders 𝑛 ≥ 6 were analyzed resulting insignificant deviations.




















































)   =(6.96e−07) 2+(−1.14e−03)   +(1.30e+01)
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  =(−3.94e−14) 4+(4.65e−10) 3+(−1.08e−06) 2+(1.50e−03)     +(1.17e+01)
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  = (−2.27e−06) 2+(1.01e+00)   +(1.79e+00)
  = (−3.62e−10) 3+(−1.26e−07) 2+(1.00e+00)   +(3.88e+00)
   = (4.53e−13) 4+(−3.94e−09) 3+(9.84e−06) 2+(9.90e−01)   +(8.40e+00)
 = (3.07e−16) 5+(−2.57e−12) 4+(7.45e−09) 3+(−1.05e−05) 2+(1.01e+00)   +(3.10e+00)
Figure 6.14: Polynomial representation of the normal distribution parameters
from the NLS-regression of Ψ (in section 6.7.2) using the blobs reference-rig.
These expressions provide the mean 𝜇Ψ(𝛿) and standard deviation 𝜎Ψ(𝛿) as
functions of the continuous depth 𝛿 in consistent and efficient manner.



















































   =(6.63e−07) 2+(−1.84e−03)   +(1.09e+01)
   =(8.46e−11) 3+(2.00e−07) 2+(−1.05e−03)     +(1.05e+01)
   =(−2.59e−13) 4+(1.97e−09) 3+(−4.71e−06) 2+(4.29e−03)     +(8.44e+00)
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  = (−2.62e−06) 2+(1.01e+00)   +(5.50e+00)
  =  (2.98e−10) 3+(−4.25e−06) 2+(1.01e+00)   +(4.07e+00)
   = (4.06e−13) 4+(−2.66e−09) 3+(3.45e−06) 2+(1.00e−00)   +(7.26e+00)
 = (1.07e−17) 5+  (3.08e−13) 4+(-2.32e−09) 3+  (2.87e−06) 2+(1.00e+00)   +(7.12e+00)
Figure 6.15: Polynomial representation of the normal distribution parameters
from the NLS-regression of Ψ (in section 6.7.2) using the chess reference-rig.
These polynomial reflect the mean 𝜇Ψ(𝛿) and standard deviation 𝜎Ψ(𝛿) depending
on the continuous depth 𝛿 by a computational efficient representation.
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Figure 6.16: The validation of the model was realized by comparing the visual
and predicted depths from the uncertainty model and the real depth attained
by the marker system (see the relative and absolute errors compared with the
estimated standard deviation in figure 6.17).
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c) Estimated Mean vs Estimated Deviation














Validation Samples in 1 σ −Interval =1519 (62.4846%)
Validation Samples in 2 σ−Interval =2185 (89.8807%)
Validation Samples in 3 σ−Interval =2369 (97.4496%)
Sample
Figure 6.17: The absolute and relative depth deviations analyzed according the




The contribution of this chapter is a novel ground truth based uncertainty
model of the depth perception for humanoid robots. The proposed method
conveniently overcomes the analytical limitations of previous models while
integrating all uncertainty sources. The setup and the developed recogni-
tion methods exploit the accurate ground truth attained by the marker
system. The systematic collection of perceptual samples allows to obtain
high quality models in a fully automatic fashion. The attained uncer-
tainty models (presented in figure 6.10 and figure 6.11) corroborate the
motivation of the approach. These results support the need to learn the
uncertainty model of the applied recognition mechanism. Furthermore,
the representation and exploitation of the model into a lookup table and
polynomial functions are appropriate techniques for wide range of real-time
visual perception applications. A unique and remarkable property of the
proposed uncertainty model is its capacity to correct the systematic depth
errors in the visual depth perception. This novel property together with
the coherent estimation of the standard deviation at each arbitrary and
continuous depth are the successfully achieved objectives of this chapter.
However, the learned models expose high dependency on the stereo calibra-
tions. This has been extensively analyzed in [215]. This is a critical point
of the method. However, the fact that visual depth uncertainty of the
humanoid robot can be properly represented (with polynomial expression
of degree five) enables the fast learning by considering only a few samples
(see section 8.2). The focus in this chapter is placed on the depth deviation
directly formulated by the depth function Φ (in eq. 6.3). This function
maps the learning space from 6D-poses to the 1D visual depth subspace.
Because the uncertainty of the 6D-pose was extensively and properly sam-
pled, it can be exploited more widely using the observations 𝑆𝑡 (eq. 6.3)
and a more general 6D-mapping Φ′ (see results in [215]). Additionally, the
time varying kinematic tree formulation of the humanoid robot and the
elements in the environment could also be used in many other contexts
and applications (SLAM, robot-machine interaction, motion graphs, imi-
tation, validation of vision algorithms and kinematic learning methods)
for robots were the marker positions and robot configurations are unified
in a spatio-temporal reference frame.

7 Global Visual Localization
Figure 7.1: Kinematic frames involved in the visual self-localization. Notice
the directions of the coupling transformations to reveal the ego-frame 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑜.
A formal representation of the elements composing the surroundings and
their spatial interrelations is needed to enable robots to perform complex
tasks through the composition of multimodal skills accomplished in a
perception-action cycle (see chapter 1 and 2).
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An effective mechanism to achieve the self-localization in these environ-
ments must profit from the intrinsic topological and geometric structure of
the world by exploiting invariant properties of the environmental elements
(see chapter 5). This mechanism has to sagaciously face many diminishing
factors that complicate the self-localizing task, namely the granularity of
the model, the nature of the sensors (chapter 4) and the uncertainty of the
perception-recognition cycle (chapter 6). Ideally, the visually extracted
geometric features (chapter 5) contain necessary information to obtain
the vision to model coupling transformation, namely the 6D-pose of the
robot. Notice that the estimation of the pose is affected by uncertainties
introduced during the recovering of euclidean metric from images as well as
at the mapping from the camera to the ego-frame1. The proposed method
models the uncertainty of the percepts with a radial density distribution
resulting from the plausibility analysis in section 6.7.2. The formulation
based on density spheres allows a closed-form solution which not only de-
rives the maximal density position depicting the optimal ego-frame but also
ensures a solution even in situations where pure geometric spheres might
not intersect (see section 7.1). The natural usage of concepts from geomet-
ric algebra [217] arises from the key idea of applying restriction subspaces
in order to constraint and find the location of the robot. In this manner,
the formulation profits from mathematical frameworks (geometric algebra
and computational geometry), for instance, the generalized intersection
operator ∧ of geometric entities such as planes, lines, spheres, circles, point
pairs and points. This so-called wedge operator is the ideal instrument to
attain the generation and validation of the ego-center location candidates
of the robot. This intersection of geometric primitives can also be done by
a computational hierarchy of classes. This means the geometric algebra is
not the only mathematical approach but it is a very convenient one due to
its powerful set of operators and simplistic notation. Independently from
the computational implementation, the treatment of subspaces helps to
reduce the complexity of the visual-feature to shape-primitive matching
by a computationally efficient, conceptually clear and consistent method
for expressing the intersection among geometric-primitives.
1The reference frame of the humanoid robot which remains static during the execution
of the active visual scan for global localization. Depending on whether the scan
strategy includes the hip, this ego-frame is usually located at the platform- or
shoulders-frame of the humanoid robot.
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Figure 7.2: Model-based visual self-localization approach (see [77]). From
the schematic above: 1) Visual-feature extraction components (chapter 4 and
5). 2) Extracted geometric percepts mapped into the ego-frame. 3) Percepts.
4) Ego-percepts with corresponding model association hypotheses. 5) Percepts
pruning upon world model. 6) Partial model matching. 7) Hypotheses generation.
8) Hypotheses validation. 9) Geometric and statistical pose estimation (chapter 6
and 7). 10) Resulting pose.
This chapter presents a novel geometric and probabilistic approach for
model-based visual global self-localization for humanoid robots. The global
character of the localization concerns about the 6D-pose of the robot which
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can also be stated as the kidnapped robot problem [218]. The common
approaches for global visual localization in task-specific environments
(previously discussed in chapter 2) are based on Bayesian filtering. Their
initial state (prior on state distribution) is actually the tasks of global
localization. This is why the approach of this thesis differs from the
widespread prediction-updating recursive filtering schema. In this thesis,
the global localization is split into two sequential phases; i) The acquisition
of visual-features also called landmarks. ii) The simultaneous partial
association between visual-features and world model representation for
estimation of the 6D pose of the robot.
Visual Acquisition of Landmarks
The robust and accurate image acquisition (chapter 4) for environmental
visual object recognition (chapter 5) are responsible for delivering the
6D-pose of elements (geometric visual-features) described in the world
model (see figure 7.2). The visually recognized geometric-primitives (from
now on geometric percepts) of the environmental objects provide not only
useful information to perform actions but they also partially solve the data
association between the visual and model spaces.
Simultaneous Partial Data Association and Pose Estimation
The extracted model geometric features of the scene impose restraints







constraints the position of the robot to the subspace
of all points which are ||𝑋𝑝𝑖 || units away from 𝑋𝑚𝑗 . This subspace is actually


















||𝑋𝑚𝑗 || − ||𝑋
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𝑖 ||
)︀⏟  ⏞  
perception-model matching
𝑒∞ + 𝑒0 ∈ 𝑃𝐾3,
(7.1)
centered at 𝑋𝑚𝑗 with radius ||𝑋𝑝𝑖 || (see figure 7.3-a). Note that the sphere in
(eq. 7.1) can also be represented as an element of the conformal geometric
space 𝑃𝐾3, which has the Clifford algebra signature G(4,1) [217]. For a
single percept this idea provides little benefit, but on second thought, when
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observing the same concept with two different percepts it turns out to be
a very profitable formulation because the ego-center should reside in both
constrained subspaces.
Figure 7.3: a) Geometric concept for robot position estimation. The surface of
the sphere is the constraining subspace. b) Cooccurring constrained-subspaces
depicting a circle. c) Three constrained-subspaces acting in conjunction yield
to a point pair. d) Four constrained-subspaces yield to a simultaneity point,
namely the point within the intersection of these four constrained-subspaces.
This means that the ego-frame has to be on the surface of both spheres at
the same time. Now consider two spheres acting as restriction subspace









𝑙 ⟩, they implicate that the position of the robot belongs to both
subspaces. Thus, the restricted subspace is a circle, namely an intersection







∧ Ω2 ⟨𝑂𝑝𝑘, 𝑂
𝑚
𝑙 ⟩ . (7.2)
Following the same pattern, a third sphere Ω3 enforces the restriction to a
point pair
𝐽(1∧2∧3) = 𝑍(1∧2) ∧ Ω3 ⟨𝑂𝑝𝑟 , 𝑂𝑚𝑠 ⟩ , (7.3)
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this is actually a circle-sphere intersection (see figure 7.3-c). Finally,
a fourth sphere Ω4 determines the position of the robot, namely the
intersection point from the this point pair (see figure 7.3-d),
𝑃(1∧2∧3∧4) = 𝐽(1∧2∧3) ∧ Ω4 ⟨𝑂𝑝𝑡 , 𝑂𝑚ℎ ⟩ . (7.4)
These concepts outline the position estimation idea in the proposed method.
However the questions: i) where to place ? and ii) how to set the radius of
these spheres in the world model ? needs to be discussed: The partial asso-
ciation of the visual features acquired with the methodology of chapter 5
allows to extract visual edges with euclidean metric, namely length and
pose. These visual edges are ranked in terms of similarity according to their
length using the method presented in section 3.4.5. Once the ranked lists
are created, the composition of queries helps to detect incidence between
vertices and edges as explained in section 3.4.5. This procedure gener-
ates partial matches between visual features and the world model. Now,
partially matched geometric percepts of the world model are exploited in
order to generate position candidates in terms of spheres as follows: First,
the center point of the model edge 𝑂𝑚𝑗 is use to place a restriction sphere Ω
within the model space. The radius of this sphere is the distance measured
during the depth estimation between the visual edge 𝑂𝑝𝑖 and the camera
center 𝐶. This is illustrated in figure 7.2-6,8 and figure 7.4. Notice that
the novel formulation and treatment of the uncertainty acquired during
perception (based on the model presented in chapter 6) is presented in
section 7.2. The computational complexity of this location hypotheses
management process is 12𝑛(𝑛−1)(𝑛−2)(𝑛−3) = 12𝑛4−3𝑛3 + 112 𝑛2−3𝑛 which







(percepts-spheres). Fortunately, only in rare cases
the internal partial result of the intersection stages are densely populated.
This could be easily seen. For example, when intersecting two spheres,
the resulting circle occupies a smaller subspace which in successive stages
meets only fewer remaining spheres. One important factor why there are
less operations in this combinational computation is because the child
primitives resulting from the intersection of parent spheres should not be
combined with their relatives avoiding useless computation and memory
usage, see this consideration in the schematic representation in figure 7.4.
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y
Figure 7.4: Sphere intersection method for location hypotheses generation and
validation systematically manages the location-hypotheses. In the upper part of
the schema, the restriction spheres generated by partial association of model edges
and visual edges constitute the first-level set. The intersection of this spheres
generate the circles in the second-level set. In the next level, the intersection
generates point pairs in the third-level set. Finally, the location-hypothesis set
is produce by the intersection of point pairs and restriction spheres which are
not related in previous levels. For example, this computational process requires
58140 intersection operations in the worst case when haven 20 spheres in the
zero level set.
Hypotheses Generation: Each percept subgraph is used to produce the











These spheres are intersected by either the wedge operator ∧ (or well by
the computational geometry class hierarchy) in an upper triangular fashion
producing the first-level set Φ1 containing circles. The second-level set Φ2
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is computed by intersecting those circles with spheres from Φ0 excluding
those directly above. The resulting point pairs are intersected in the same
way creating the highest possible level (the third-level set) Φ3, here the
points resulting of the intersection of 4 spheres are contained. Finally,



















which were not considered in the generation
of the current validating hypothesis. In case there is more than one
prevailing hypothesis (which rarely happens in non-symmetric repetitive
environments) a validation needs to take place selecting objects from the
model and then localizing them in the visual space assuming the hypothesis
6D-pose. This is done in the same way that a particle filter determine its
observation similarity, see [219].
Ideal Pose Estimation: Once the location hypothesis has revealed, the




= 𝑆𝑢,𝑤,𝑣𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙⏟  ⏞  
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙−𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔
[𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑃 𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡]−1⏟  ⏞  
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙−𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
, (7.7)
which is actually the transformation from the kinematic chain that cou-
ples the world model frame 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 (forwards) and the perception frame
[𝑆𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑃 𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡]
−1 (backwards) (see figure 7.1). There are situations where a
variety of diminishing effects alter the depth calculations of the percepts
in a way that the ideal pose calculation may not be robust or could not be
assessed. The subsequent sections describe the proposed method to deter-
mine the optimal location of the robot, namely the maximal probabilistic
density position.
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7.2 Geometry and Uncertainty Model
The critical role of the visual depth uncertainty can strongly diminish the
precision of the estimated pose. It can also forbid the 6D-pose estimation
by drawing away the intersection of the restriction subspaces. This means,
the spheres might not intersect due to numerical instability and errors
introduced by the visual perception. The geometric and probabilistic
method for determining the position of the robot based on the intersection
of spheres is properly formulated by introducing the following density
sphere and its closed-form for optimal intersection.
7.2.1 Density Spheres
The proposed restriction spheres Ω𝑖 are endowed with a density function̂︀𝑓(Ω𝑖, 𝑥) | Ω𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝐾3, 𝑥 ∈ R3 ↦→ (0, 1] ∈ R, (7.8)
where 𝑃𝐾3 denotes the set of spheres in 3D space by means of conformal
geometric algebra. The density value decreases as a function of the distance
from any arbitrary point 𝑥 to the surface of the sphere Ω𝑖
𝑆(𝑥,𝑋𝑖, 𝑟𝑖) = |(||𝑥−𝑋𝑖|| − 𝑟𝑖)| , (7.9)
̂︀𝑓(Ω𝑖, 𝑥) = exp [︂−𝑆(𝑥,𝑋𝑖, 𝑟𝑖)22𝜎2𝑖
]︂
. (7.10)
















for 𝑥 to be in the surface of Ω𝑖, namely the null space of 𝑆(𝑥,𝑋𝑖, 𝑟𝑖). Notice











presented in chapter 6 at eq. 6.7.2. The density of a point 𝑥 in relation with
a sphere Ω𝑖 represents the non-normalized probability (density) for the




































Figure 7.5: Gaussian sphere meeting. a) Two Gaussian spheres meeting Ω 1∧Ω2
describing a density-subspace Δ(Ω1 ∧ Ω2). b) Three Gaussian spheres Ω1, Ω2
and Ω3 meeting in two regions depicting a subspace Ω1 ∧ Ω2 ∧ Ω3. c) Detailed
view of one of the previous subspaces. d) Discrete approximation of the maximal
density location 𝑥𝑠. e) Details of the implicit density-space Δ(Ω1 ∧ Ω2 ∧ Ω3).
f) (Upper-right) Implicit radius 𝑟𝑥 when estimating the density at position 𝑥.
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point 𝑥 to belong to the surface of the sphere Ω𝑖. The maximal density is
obtained on the surface of the sphere itself. In order to estimate the robot
position based on the intersection of spheres, it is necessary to propose an
effective mechanism for applying intersection of density spherical subspaces
for determining the robot position. The nature of the applied intersection
has to consider the endowed spatial density of the involved density spheres.
Concretely, the density intersection of spheres is determined by finding
the subspace where the maximal density is located (see figure 7.5). This
can be interpreted as an isotropic dilatation or contraction of each sphere
in order to meet at the maximal density of the total intersection function




Due to the geometric composition of 𝑛 spheres, it is possible to coarsely
foresee the amount of peaks and the regions W𝑠 where the density peaks
are located (see figure 7.6-c). Therefore, it is feasible to use state-of-the-art
gradient ascendant methods [220] to converge to the modes using multiple
seeds. These should be strategically located based on the spheres centers
and intersection zones (see figure 7.6). Finally, the seed with maximal
density represents the position
𝑥𝑠 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 ̂︀𝑓𝑡(𝑥). (7.15)
However, there are many issues of this shortcoming solution commonly
used in trilateration approaches [221]. The iterative solution 𝑥𝑠 has a
precision limited by the parameter used to stop the shifting seeds. In
addition, the location and spreading of the seeds could have a tendency
to produce undesired oscillation phenomena, under or oversampling and
all other disadvantages of iterative methods. The optimization eq. 7.15
can be properly solved in a convenient closed-form. In order to address
the solution 𝑥𝑠, it is necessary to observe the configuration within a more
propitious space which simultaneously allows a helpful representation of
the geometrical constraint and empowers an efficient treatment of the
density. This has also to incorporate the measurements according to their
uncertainty and relevancy to avoid density decay.










































Figure 7.6: Gaussian circles, namely 2D Gaussian spheres. a) Three Gaussian
circles setup. b) The total accumulative density ̂︀𝑓𝑐(𝑥) = ∑︀𝑛𝑖 ̂︀𝑓(Ω𝑖, 𝑥) allows a
better visualization of the composition of its product counterpart ̂︀𝑓𝑡(𝑥) (see also










































Figure 7.7: The Gaussian circles, namely 2D Gaussian spheres. a) Three
Gaussian circles setup. b) The total density ̂︀𝑓𝑡(𝑥) = ∏︀𝑛𝑖 ̂︀𝑓(Ω𝑖, 𝑥). c) Density
contours and ego-center 𝑋𝑒𝑔𝑜. Notice that the resulting distribution is not
Gaussian.
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7.2.2 Radial Space
The key to attain a suitable representation of the optimization resides
in the exponent of eq. 7.10. The directed distance from a point 𝑥 to the
closest point on the surface of the sphere is expressed by eq. 7.9. When
considering the total density function in eq. 7.14, the complexity unfolds
expressing the total density as a tensor product. The inherent nature
of the problem lies in the radial domain. The expression 𝑆(𝑥,𝑋𝑖, 𝑟𝑖)2 is
actually the square magnitude of the difference between the radius 𝑟𝑖 and
the implicit defined radius 𝑟𝑥 between the center of the spheres 𝑋𝑖 and the
point 𝑥 (figure 7.5-f). Hence, the optimization can be better expressed in
radial terms. The geometric constraints restricting the relative positions
of the spheres in the radial space are presented in the following section.
7.2.3 Restriction Lines for Sphere Intersection
Consider the case of two spheres Ω1 and Ω2 (figure 7.8-a). The radii of
both spheres and the distance between their centers
𝛿1,2 = ||𝑋1 −𝑋2|| (7.16)
allow the formulation of the geometric restrictions which ensure the in-
tersection of the spheres in at least a single point 𝑃𝜒. These restrictions
are expressed by the inequation line 𝐿𝜒 describing the radial configuration
subspace represented by radii pairs of the form 𝑃𝜒 = [𝑟1, 𝑟2]𝑇 ∈ S2. This
configuration represent the intersection of spheres Ω1 ∧ Ω2 where the S2
refers to the radial configuration space of spheres. Notice in figure 7.8-d,
the inequality line divides the configuration space into two regions. The
half space holding the restriction imposed by the inequation line 𝐿𝜒 still
contains configurations which produce no intersection of spheres. In fact
any configuration holding
𝑟2 ≥ 𝛿1,2 + 𝑟1. (7.17)
In order to prevent these degenerated configurations two additional restric-
tion inequation lines arise as follows.





























































Figure 7.8: The spheres intersection criteria by restriction lines in the radial
space S2. a) The line 𝐿𝜒 is the first restriction for ensuring non-empty intersection
of spheres. b) The derivation of right side non-empty intersection restriction line
𝐿𝛽 . c) The left side is the symmetric case generating the restriction Line 𝐿𝛼.
Figure 7.8-b shows the case where the minimal contact point 𝑃𝛽 occurs,
subject to
𝑟1 ≥ 𝛿1,2 + 𝑟2. (7.18)
In this configuration subspace, the sphere Ω1 fully contains sphere Ω2 and
their surfaces intersect solely at 𝑃𝛽. In order to ensure at least one contact
point, the variation of the radii of both spheres is restricted by a relation
expressed by the inequality line 𝐿𝛽. The restriction actually applies in
a symmetric manner by interchanging the roles from Ω1 with Ω2. This
results in a third restriction, namely the inequality line 𝐿𝛼 (see figure 7.8-
c,d). Therefore, the S2 space is divided in four regions 𝐾𝛼, 𝐾𝛽, 𝐾𝜒 and
𝐾meet all open except 𝐾𝜒. Only the configurations within the subspace
𝐾meet represent non-empty intersections of the spheres, for example, the




2]𝑇 ∈ 𝐾meet. The edge surface
separating 𝐾meet from other regions depict single point intersections of
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spheres, whereas elements within 𝐾meet represent intersection depicting
a circle with non-zero radius. This conceptualization soundly merges the
distance among centers of the spheres with their radii. It produces a
robust and general criteria to establish pairwise intersection guarantee (see
figure 7.8-d).
7.2.4 Restriction Hyperplanes for Sphere Intersection
The previous derivation of the restriction lines was achieved by considering
only the case involving two spheres, however, it is possible to extend these
restrictions to 𝑛 spheres by considering few restrictions. Formally, this
affirmation is theoretically supported by representing the 𝑛 sphere radial
configuration space S𝑛 as the Hilbert space C𝑛, where each dimension
depicts the radius of one sphere. In element 𝑥conf ∈ S𝑛 of the 𝑛-dimensional
radial configuration space can be uniquely specified by its coordinates
with respect to orthonormal basis vectors 𝑒𝑖 ∈ S𝑛 | 𝑖 ∈ {1, · · · , 𝑛} ⊂ Z,
which are (as expected in a Hilbert space) perpendicular to each other
because the radius of each sphere is independent from other radii. In this
manner, the previous restriction lines could be perpendicularly extruded
in 𝑛 − 2 dimensions creating the restriction hyperplanes Φ(𝑖,𝑗)𝛼 . Where
each hyperplane divides the space in two subspaces. Configurations within
the region opposite to the normal vector 𝑉𝐿𝛼 (back of the hyperplane)
represent non-intersecting spheres (see figure 7.9). Even more, the set
of hyperplanes expressed in their Hesse normal form could be used to
compose a matrix inequality A𝑥 ≤ 𝑏, where A ∈ R𝑚×𝑛 is a matrix, with 𝑚
bounding half spaces separators (normal vectors of the hyperplanes) and 𝑏
represents a 𝑚× 1 column vector formed by stacking the Hesse distances
of the hyperplanes, namely an open polytope (see figure 7.9). Consider







𝜒 could be extruded in the complementary dimension
creating restriction planes given by Φ(𝑖,𝑗)𝛼 .





































Figure 7.9: The radial density space Sb3 containing the open polytope which
delineates the subspace 𝐾meet. The transformation-optimization vector 𝑉𝑜𝑝𝑡
implies an isotropic variation in the underlying density domain while creating a
general dilatation within the implicit radial domain.
Next, the face cells, ridges and vertices of the polytope are found using a
simple and fast implementation for vertex enumeration [222] (see figure 7.9).
At this stage, it could be conveniently established whether the current
configuration is valid, in other words, determine whether the point 𝑥conf is
inside the polytope. This assertion is formally given by
A𝑥conf < 𝑏. (7.19)
In case this assertion is held (considering the perceptual depth correction
of eq. 6.6), there is no need to go through the following optimization phase
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because the spheres meeting on their surface, resulting the maximal densitŷ︀𝑓(𝑥conf) = 1. The opposite situations represent degenerated configurations
resulting from noisy measurements and previously discussed uncertainties.
For instance, the point 𝑥conf represents an invalid configuration, outside of
the polytope where no intersection of spheres exist (see figure 7.9). The
solution for this case necessarily implies a decay in the density because at
least one dimension (vector component) has to be modified for the point
𝑥conf in order to become a valid configuration 𝑥conf. This offset signifies
a dilatation or contraction of the sphere(s) depending on the magnitude
and direction of the optimal displacement 𝑉𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑥conf = 𝑥conf + 𝑉𝑜𝑝𝑡, (7.20)
which transforms the degenerated configuration into a valid one, namely
a configuration of radii and distances among the spheres which produces
a geometric and numeric stable intersection. The optimal criterion is
to accomplish the minimal length offset vector transformation 𝑉𝑜𝑝𝑡 :=
[𝑣𝑟1 , ..., 𝑣𝑟𝑛 ] ∈ S𝑛. This minimal length is aimed in order to retain as much
density as possible by eluding degradation of the spheres, namely reducing
the radial deviation eq. 7.10. The intuitive geometric way of finding such
a vector is to find the closest point from 𝑥conf on the cells or ridges of the





= 𝑥conf − (𝑉 (𝑖,𝑗)𝛼 · 𝑥conf)𝑉 (𝑖,𝑗)𝛼 , (7.21)
consequently selecting the closest point holding the assertion given by A𝑥 ≤
𝑏. Although this technique is computationally efficient and geometrically
correct the outcoming solution is not optimal. This occurs because within
this space only the absolute directed distance is considered. No contribution
effects of the different deviations (particular uncertainty profiles of each
density sphere) are assessed, producing non-minimal density decay. This
limitation could be overcome by considering a homothety transformation
H(S𝑛), namely a normalization of the radial configuration space inspired
by the concept supporting the Mahalanobis distance [141]. The spatial
density function of a Gaussian sphere Ω𝑖 eq. 7.10 could be conveniently
reformulated in the radial domain as
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in such a way the deviation of the endowed normal distribution scales the
implicit defined radius 𝑟𝑥 and the mean radius 𝑟𝑖 of the sphere Ω𝑖 by the
factor 𝜎−1𝑖 . This normalization could be generalized for the whole radial
configuration space S𝑛 as
H = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔
[︀





This matrix actually represents the inverse covariance matrix Σ−1 of the
total density function given by eq. 7.24. This could be easily visualized by
the alternative expression (by rewriting the exponent as a vector column
and rearranging all in a standard form 𝑥𝑇 Σ−1𝑥), namely










Based on eq. 7.24 and taking into account the uncorrelated radial distribu-
tions, the underlying covariance matrix H−1 = Σ has zero elements outside
its trace. Because of this fact, the proposed normalization Sd𝑛 = H(S𝑛)
could take place by applying the matrix H as an operator over the or-
thonormal vector bases of S𝑛 as
𝑒𝑖 = H𝑒𝑖. (7.25)
The euclidean metric within the resulting space Sd𝑛 is uniformly isomorphic
to the density space. Therefore, displacements of the same length arising
from any position imply isotropic density decay in any direction reflecting
different dilatation or contractions of those implicitly involved density
spheres. Note, this normalization takes place before the vertex enumeration
(for the polytope extraction) has been realized while computing the optimal
points (eq. 7.21, see figure 7.9). The application of the previous methods
within the normalized radial configuration space Sd𝑛 does not only ensure
the optimal solution with minimal decay. It also benefits from the available
certainty provided from those spheres with smaller deviation (closer and
therefore higher reliable percepts) by introducing smaller displacements in
their corresponding 𝑒𝑖 dimension(s) in the displacement vector 𝑉 𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡 ∈ Sd𝑛.
In other words, the spheres which have a wider deviation can easily expand
(or contract) their surfaces than those with smaller radius in order to
obtain the highest possible intersection density at the meeting operation.
This method delivers the optimal trade-off fusion while performing the
management of the modeled uncertainty, see figure 7.2.5.
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7.2.5 Duality and Uniqueness
In case the method has taken place in Sd3 (considering three spheres) for
obtaining the optimal configuration 𝑥conf ∈ Sd3, still there is a duality
to solve while back mapping the resulting radial configuration into the









𝜎𝑖(𝑥conf · 𝑒𝑖), 𝑋𝑖
)︁
. (7.26)
In case both solutions lie within the valid subspace a simple cross-check
against the location of percepts which were not involved in previous
calculations will disambiguate the solution. Furthermore, it is possible to
obtain a unique solution by using four spheres for the optimization task,
namely to represent the setup within Sd4. In this way 𝑥conf ∈ Sd4 could
be again mapped back into the physical euclidean space by means of the








𝜎𝑖(𝑥conf · 𝑒𝑖), 𝑋𝑖
)︁
. (7.27)
Figure 7.10: Gaussian sphere intersection for optimal pose estimation.
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7.3 Experimental Evaluation
This approach copes with the model-based visual self-localization using
novel concepts from density spheres and computational geometry. The
proposed method translates the probabilistic optimization problem of
finding the maximal density location for the robot into a radial normalized
density space Sd𝑛. This allows a convenient description of the problem.
Within this domain it is possible to determine the geometric restrictions
which ensure the intersection of spheres. It also attains the optimal fusion
and trade-off of the available information provided from the percepts
by incorporating the available information of the landmarks according
to their uncertainty. The global self-localization of the humanoid robot
ARMAR-IIIa within the modeled environment was successfully performed
using this approach. The scanning strategy takes 55-65 seconds processing
9 HDR stereo images, see figure 7.3. The model pruning takes 100-150
ms. The hypotheses generation-validation takes 270-540 ms. Finally,
the vertex enumeration takes approximately 15 − 50 ms depending on
the configuration, see figure 7.3. The experimental evaluation showed a
maximal deviation of 64.8 mm at a distances of 2471.72 mm from the
closest edge center in the environment.
Figure 7.11: Selected salient visual edges for partial data association.
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Figure 7.12: a) The acquisition of structural visual-features are landmarks in
the context of visual global localization. This images show the extraction of
visual landmarks within a kitchen environment. This elements are partially
matched to the environment using their length attribute. b) Visualization of the
registered visual features. Notice the two frames: The cameras frame and the
ego center frame located at the hip base of the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa.
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Figure 7.13: Experimental trial of global visual localization. Results illustrate
the simultaneous data association and pose estimation method and its imple-
mentation. a) The generation of the first-level of restriction spheres. b) The
intersection of spheres generates the second-level composed by circles in 3D
space. c) After the intersection of the second and third level only few hypothesis
remain. Spurious hypothesis are easily rejected by a cross-check.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
“Great hopes make great men”. Thomas Fuller.
The main objective of this thesis is to establish the essential methods
to couple the world model representation with the visual perception for
humanoid robots in made-for-humans environments. The establishment of
the vision-model coupling requires to achieve two central and correlated
skills, namely the model-based visual environmental object recognition and
the model-based visual global self-localization. The scientific contributions
of this thesis are presented in section 8.1. Finally, the future work is
discussed in section 8.2.
8.1 Scientific Contributions
The environmental model-based visual perception for humanoid robots con-
sists of the processes which coordinately acquire, extract, organize, model
and couple visual sensory information and world model representation in
order to bidirectionally link signals and symbolic representations of the
application domain. A solid and noticeable contribution to environmental
model-based visual perception for intelligent autonomous humanoid robots
operating in made-for-humans environments has been achieved in this
research work. The scientific contributions were set at the critical aspects
of visual sensing, feature extraction and pose estimation using the stereo
vision system of humanoid robots within CAD-modeled environments.
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Robust and Accurate Visual Manifold Sensing using Optimal
Temporal and Exposure Fusion: The limitations imposed by the
complex hardware composition of humanoid robots and the unsuitable
environmental conditions (lighting and complex material) in real applica-
tion environments require novel methods for attaining robust and accurate
visual manifolds from scenes. The proposed method overcomes these
limitations providing high-dynamic-range images with high signal-to-noise
ratio using standard low-dynamic-range cameras. The sensing method
acts as accurate transducer between the physical world and the visual
space by temporal image fusion and exposure bracketing. The temporal
fusion developed in this thesis provides pixel-wise stability and robustness
against arbitrary multimodal distributions of the noisy irradiance signals
of the camera sensors. The exposure bracketing extends the dynamic
range of the sensors by exploiting the extended and improved radiometric
calibration coordinated by optimal exposure control in order to synthe-
size high-dynamic-range images with high quality for structural feature
extraction. The statistical analysis of the stability and convergence of the
fusion methods enables their synergistic coordination for noise removal
and dynamic range enhancement. These statements are supported with
experimental evaluation showing the high quality and applicability of the
method.
Model-Based Visual Object Recognition using Saliency Eccen-
tricity Graphs: The extraction of visual-features requires methods which
significantly and coherently reduce the amount of information available in
the visual manifold acquired by the sensing method. Previous methods
in the literature for visual geometric-primitive extraction are conceptual-
ized to select image structures based on thresholded saliencies and other
parametric representations whose selection criteria are necessarily corre-
lated with the image content. These content-dependent parameters can
hardly be automatically estimated in a broadly manner. This limits the
robustness and applicability of the geometric methods for object recogni-
tion. The proposed feature extraction and representation using subpixel
saliency edge and rim graphs overcomes these limitations because the
structural saliencies are selected based on their geometric constitution and
not solely on their saliency magnitude. Hence, this novel method is free of
image content parameters enabling wide applicability and high sensitivity.
Another important feature of the method is the robust segmentation of
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geometric-primitives. This is done by the combined characterization of
topological connectivity and spatial arrangement of the saliency subpixel
graphs, namely the eccentricity model. As a result, the extraction and
representation of geometric-primitives from HDR images expose no de-
generation in presence of cluttered backgrounds and complex foregrounds.
This is illustrated by the visual object recognition method which integrates
3D geometric-primitives from eccentricity graphs with the developed prob-
abilistic world model representation. The experimental evaluation shows
the high precision necessary for grasping and manipulation of complex
environmental elements.
Model-Based Visual Global Self-Localization using Intersection
of Density Spheres: Humanoid robots should attain their 6D-pose rela-
tive to the world coordinate system in order to plan sequences of actions
necessary to realize useful tasks. This necessarily implies world model
representations with task-specific information. In these representations,
the environmental objects are registered relatively to the model coordinate
system. Within these domains the visually extracted geometric features
contain enough information to estimate the 6D-pose of the robot. This
is realized by matching visual-features to shape-primitives. These two
elements unambiguously define the kinematic chain linking the visual per-
ception to the world model representation, namely the global localization
in task-specific world model representations. The contribution of this thesis
is the method which simultaneously solves both critical issues arising while
creating this kinematic chain: i) The association from visual-features to
shape-primitives. ii) The optimal pose assessment. The novelty of the
contributions relies on two important aspects.
• Visual depth uncertainty model: The comprehensive analysis of
the visual depth uncertainty was conducted based on reliable ground
truth measurements. This precise data enables the exploitation of
supervised learning methods in order to generate a novel visual un-
certainty model without reductionism or assumptions of the visual
perception process. The convenient model representation is computa-
tionally efficient not only for estimating the uncertainty distribution
of the depth queries but also for correcting the systematic errors of
the depth estimations.
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• Pose estimation by closed-form density spheres intersec-
tion: A novel concept for data association and pose estimation
based on multilateration of visual depth was proposed. This is real-
ized by the intersection of probabilistic and geometric entities called
density spheres. The particular depth-dependent density distribution
of these spheres is the result of the uncertainty model. This enables
the optimal integration of visual estimated geometric-primitives ac-
cording to their uncertainty for the estimation of the robot position.
The method is described by a closed-form solution for determining
the position with maximal associated density resulting from the
conjunctive combination of density spheres.
8.2 Future Work
The vision-model coupling is the first stage for environmental visual percep-
tion for humanoid robots. This bidirectional connection can be exploited
for various important skills such as visual planning, navigation, dynamic
localization, object registration for categorization, etc. In order to achieve
these important visual skills, various scientific and technical questions
should be addressed.
• Active view fusion: The comprehensive global visual localization
and object recognition requires the active exploration of the sur-
roundings in order to attain reliable recognition with 6D-poses. This
implies multiview fusion to cope with situations where the initial
field of view provides insufficient visual cues. Preliminary research
in this direction has been done along this thesis [80]. However, there
are still various important issues to be achieved for general active
view fusion.
• Environmental visual saliency learning: An important perfor-
mance improvement can be accomplished by enabling humanoid
robots to learn elements or regions of the environment which are
stable and salient for visual extraction and recognition. This research
could be based on offline analysis using heuristic and photorealism
render engines together with online unsupervised learning methods.
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• Real-time continuous global localization: Based on the global
localization method proposed in this thesis, it is possible to extend
the state-of-the-art methods for dynamic localization in order to
provide globally registered robot poses in real time. This implies
novel methods to incorporate prediction of visual-features within
the state estimation cycle. This is a fundamental skill for biped
humanoid robots which solely rely on vision for obstacle avoidance,
path planning and navigation.
• Autonomous model generation: The applicability of humanoid
robots requires systems to autonomously generate environmental
models. In this way, humanoid robots can act in various contexts
without human assistance. This is a complex challenge beyond
geometric or appearance representations including functional and
semantic information.
• Large scale applicability: The environmental visual perception
should cope with wide application scopes. Scenarios including full
housing complexes and cities should be addressed for a full integra-
tion of humanoid robots in the society. These scenarios require to
integrate diverse autonomous model generators producing shared
and platform independent representations with different levels of
granularity exploitable by multiple sensing approaches.
• Beyond vision, multiple sensor fusion: An unimpaired environ-
mental perception for humanoid robots should also include other
sensing modalities such as inertial measurement units (IMUs), global
positioning system (GPS), etc. These sensors complement each other
to cope with large scale applications.
• Unified multiple purpose representation: Intelligent autono-
mous humanoid robots require a unified representation of the envi-
ronment, objects, actors (humans, animals, vehicles, other robots,
etc.), internal aspects such as motion plans and events. Research in
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3.11 The directed hierarchy tree T(W,Θ) from an exemplary world
model representation W consisting of 𝑛 = 14 object models. The
hierarchy tree is topologically organized by the spatial enclosing
principle (stated in eq. 3.2 and eq. 3.3). The subspace contained
by each model object is depicted as a gray rectangle. An instance
of a parametric transformation 𝑃 (𝐿W1) (eq. 3.7) shows a subtree
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sociate density obtained by kernel density estimation 𝐷Γ(Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽)).
The range determined by the indexing searches (eq. 3.41) with
arguments 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 is highlighted. The integration of the den-
sity in the interval approximates the 𝜖𝑑 normalized probability
𝑃Γ([𝑎0, 𝑎1]). On the left, the indexing list 𝑍 is placed orthogonal
to itself in order to display the conjunctive Cartesian product in
the composed query 𝑄∩. For visualization purposes, the compu-
tation of all combinations is displayed. However, during a query
only the elements within the red rectangle are computed. Finally,
the composition by means of conditional queries is shown by the
selection of two edges 𝑒𝛼𝛽 and 𝑒𝛼𝜒 connected by a common vertex
𝑣𝛼. This effective mechanism combines the probabilistic analysis
with the graph structure of the world model. . . . . . . . . . . . 94
3.22 CAD model of a complex robot kitchen. The first of the two
experimental application setups used to evaluate the methods
of this thesis. The setup is a functional full-fledge kitchen envi-
ronment. This CAD model consists of |W| = 1, 033 object mod-
els with a total of
∑︀|W|
𝑖
|𝐶(𝑂𝑖)| = 10, 685 composed faces from∑︀|W|
𝑖




89, 767 edges connecting
∑︀|W|
𝑖
|𝑉 (𝑂𝑖)| = 32, 262 vertices (see ta-
ble 3.3). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
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3.23 The CAD model of a simple minimal mobile kitchen. This exper-
imental setup is a minimal transportable kitchen with an opera-
tional sink, dishwasher and refrigerator. The CAD model consists
of |W| = 50 object models with a total of
∑︀|W|
𝑖












3, 325 vertices (see also table 3.3). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
3.24 The effects of two angles of aperture for surface approximation
are illustrated at the water faucet. This element is drastically af-
fected during subdivision because its shape creates very deviating
polygonal approximations depending on the angle of aperture. a)
The narrow angle of aperture (fine granularity) generates accurate
shape approximations with large amount of polygons. The narrow
angle of aperture generates non-perceptible edges and faces. b)
The wide angle of aperture reduces the amount of shape-primitives. 99
3.25 Object separation by geometric, functional and semantic criteria.
The robot kitchen environment shows the composition of envi-
ronmental elements. The segmented and labeled sink shows a
composition ideal for illustrating redundancy reduction, surfaces
division and visual saliency detection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
3.26 The Open Inventor is a scene graph and CAD format. This
subgraph is a visualization of the first nodes of the model in
figure 3.22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
3.27 An example of a vertex 𝑣𝑘 with seven occurrences in the CAD
model. This repetitive occurrences are removed for graph indexing
(see section 3.4.4). The green lines show the incident edges to 𝑣𝑘
(see eq. 3.33) and the red lines denote edges associated by face
incidence (see eq. 3.35). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
3.28 The detection and removal of object model redundancies. a) The
virtual edges 𝑒𝜏𝜐 are removed for indexing and visualization.
b) This stage notably reduces the amount of edges for visual
matching. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
3.29 Removal of visually indistinguishable edges (based on length and
angle of aperture) filters the visually salient edges. . . . . . . . . 103
3.30 The composed faces 𝐶(𝑂𝑖) of an object model are classified by
convexity. This example shows selected surfaces by area and
convexity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
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3.31 XML serialization of the world model representation. The ar-
rows show the correspondence between mathematical concepts
and implementations. This XML shows two object models from
figure 3.23. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
3.32 The vertices characterization in terms of valence 𝜈(𝑣𝑘) and non-
virtual valence 𝜈(𝑣𝑘) from the robot kitchen setup in figure 3.22.
a) The plot shows the frequency and relation between the direct
connectivity of the vertices (eq. 3.15) and their non-virtual valence.
b) The concept is illustrated for the vertices obtained from the
model with narrow angle of aperture (the high resolution version).
Similar pattern arises when analyzing the mobile kitchen setup.
However, since the amount of vertices is significantly smaller, the
visualization is less representative and therefore omitted. . . . . . 107
3.33 Edge characterization of the robot kitchen figure 3.22. a) Model
edges are shown by two different subdivisions. Red circles illus-
trate edges from low resolution model. Blue crosses represent
edges using high resolution model. The cyan vertical dotted lines
(located at 50 and 1000mm) delimit the visually detectable edge
length. The horizontal magenta lines (placed at 0.06125𝜋 and
0.75𝜋) delineate the discernible edge aperture. b) The zoom of
the discernible region. Only 4184 ≈ 11.538% of the edges are
discernible in the low resolution model and 7124 ≈ 7.936% in the
high resolution model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
3.34 a) Edge characterization of the mobile kitchen figure 3.23. b) Only
1034 ≈ 19.483% of the edges in the low resolution model and
barely 1094 ≈ 11.328% edges in the high resolution model are
discernible. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
3.35 a) The edge length distribution (estimated by KDE, eq. 3.43)
of the robot kitchen (in figure 3.22) is non-parametric and mul-
timodal. The region with minimal length has maximal density.
This occurs because the small triangular faces (used to approxi-
mate curved surfaces) are dominant in terms of frequency. b) The
region zoom contains edges with length shorter than 1,000mm.
This zoom enables a better visualization of the mean edge length
Γ𝜇(𝑒𝛼𝛽) for both resolution models. The bandwidth (eq. 3.45 and
eq. 3.46) is visualized for both resolutions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
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3.36 The edge length distribution (from eq. 3.43) of the mobile kitchen
setup (in figure 3.23) is (in same manner as figure 3.35) non-
parametric and multimodal. a) The plot shows the full length
distribution. b) The plot shows the region zoom containing
the distribution of the edges shorter that Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) < 900mm. A
remarkable fact of this edge length distribution (in both setups
and resolutions) are the two modes, one at the the very short
edge length (approximately Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) < 100mm) and the second
located between 400mm < Γ(𝑒𝛼𝛽) < 800mm. The second region
is very significant for visual recognition because there are many
elements (high frequency) which are visual salient at manipulable
distances for the humanoid robot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
3.37 The area distribution of the composed faces (eq. 3.43 using the
predicate function in eq. 3.28). This particular distribution was
obtained from the robot kitchen setup (see figure 3.22). a) The
plot shows the full area distribution. b) The plot shows the region
zoom containing the distribution of the composed faces which are
smaller that 𝐴(𝑆ℎ) < 18x105mm2. The two different versions (in
blue and red lines) of the same model (due to different angles
of aperture) expose slightly variations. The scale is in square
millimeters (mm2). This has the effect of a wide rage in the
horizontal axis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
3.38 The area distribution of the composed faces from the model
mobile kitchen (see figure 3.23). In analogy to figure 3.37, the
area distribution of the composed faces in the upper plot shows
that most of the composed faces are in the low area region of the
plot. This occurs because the surface subdivision of all rounded
chamfers (all over the doors and surfaces of the model) generate
small rectangles which are over representative for the PDF. This
is also an important criterion to search for faces whose area is
beyond this region. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
3.39 The time performance of the search interval (eq. 3.41 and eq. 3.42).
The plot shows in the horizontal axes the distances 𝑎0 and 𝑎1
(the lower and upper boundaries) of the interval search. The
vertical axis is the maximal elapsed time. Each configuration was
evaluated with 1000 trials. This large amount of searches enables
to determine the shortest 0.0109ms, longest 0.0213ms response
times. The mean performance time is 0.0128ms with an standard
deviation of 34.392𝜇s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
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4.1 Implementation constraints to be considered for integrated image
acquisition processes of a humanoid robot. a) The humanoid
robot ARMAR-IIIa [7]. b) This humanoid robot is equipped with
four cameras, six motors, a gyroscope and six microphones [8].
During task execution, these devices simultaneously work in a
perception-planning-action cycle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
4.2 Environmental difficulties to be considered for robust image acqui-
sition for humanoid robots. a) An everyday scene in a made-for-
humans environment where humanoid robots have to recognize
objects and estimate their positions and orientations. b) The
pseudo-color deviation image shows the camera instability and
detrimental artifacts produced from different noise sources. . . . 120
4.3 Combined environmental and embodiment sensing perturbations.
a) Everyday scene in a household environment. b) The deviation
of a single image shows important aspects: i) Noise waves dis-
turb (partially vanish or even completely occlude) the underlying
saliences such as edges and corners. ii) The inadequately (under
or over) exposed regions expose no deviation. . . . . . . . . . . . 121
4.4 The visual manifold acquisition pipeline. a) Complex high-
contrast heterogeneously lighted scene (for instance the scene
in figure 4.16). b) The low dynamic range (LDR) cameras capture
differently exposed sets of images, called Wycoffset in [169]. Those
image sets are used for temporal fusion to obtain “noiseless” im-
ages ̂︀𝐼𝑖𝑘 (see section 4.5). c) The exposure planning determines
the amount and integration time Δ𝑡𝑖 of each of the images to op-
timally sample the scene radiance. d) The radiance distribution
of the scene is captured by the minimal amount of exposures ℰmin
covering the full reachable radiance by the camera sensor. This
ensures the minimal sampling density. e) The radiometric cali-
bration is the response function of the composed optical system.
f) The Wycoffset set and the radiometric calibration are used to
synthesize [F ] the HDR image. g) The resulting HDR image 𝐸 is
the coherent and precise (up-to-scale) visual manifold. . . . . . . 124
4.5 The intensity signal of a pixel 𝐼𝑡(x) along the 𝑘 temporal scope.
The sequential intensity values are used to show the descriptive
statistics (from eq. 4.3 to eq. 4.6). The magenta circles denote the
highest and lowest intensity outliers. The pixel source location is
marked in figure 4.2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
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4.6 The probabilistic distribution function (eq. 4.7) clearly illustrates
that the straightforward fusion through mean or median can
produce suboptimal fusion density. This occurs when the inten-
sity samples are not symmetrically spread, slightly skewed or
multimodal distributed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129
4.7 Qualitative visualization of the optimal temporal fusion. a) Semi-
dynamic scene. b) The image in pseudo-color denotes regions with
wide deviation produced by the blinking lamp. c) The irradiance
descriptive statistics are displayed by means of a cross section.
d) The red surface shows the maximal intensity value that each
pixel has sensed in the temporal scope (eq. 4.3). e) The magenta
surface represents the mean value per pixel (eq. 4.6). f) The
𝑛-horizon fusion image 𝐼𝑛 (section 4.5.9) in green (eq. 4.9). The
fusion and the mean intensity partially overlap (section 4.5.4).
The small deviation between mean and fusion values occurs due
to the large sampling horizon 𝑛 = 400. g) The blue surface is the
minimal sensed value (eq. 4.4). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
4.8 The range expansion 𝐸𝑘and its rate Ψ𝑘 provide an intuitive
illustration of the sensor deviation convergence. The range
expansion stability is reached at the time position where the
curve shows a quasilinear tendency. It occurs approximately
after 𝑘 > 60(blue circles), whereas the rate Ψ𝑘converges in
a shorter (roughly) 𝑘 < 30temporal scope (magenta circle).
Notice the subtle differences between the curves from the
left and right images. The overall behavior is the same
for all scenes, see support for this statement in figure 4.11.
The black dotted line shows the convergence speed of the
Berry-Esseen theorem [171]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136
4.9 The convergence behavior 𝜒𝑘(eq. 4.18). Note the five regions
delimited by circles; a) The initial deviation from 𝜒1to 𝜒2.
b) After 4 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 6samples the maximal deviation is reached.
This occurs because very few images are enough to introduce
outliers but still not enough to robustly estimate the optimal
visual manifold. c) Within less than one sampling second
(15 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 25@ 30 FPS) the convergence slows down into a
quasilinear behavior. d) This quasilinear behavior remains for
a long temporal scope. Finally, near to the end of the scope
(𝑘 > 350, @ 𝑛 = 400) the convergence behaves nonlinear. e)
Evidently, plenary convergence is reached at the sampling
horizon, namely 𝑘 = 𝑛. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
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4.10 The abnormality plots show the relation between noise distri-
bution and intensity values. a) The abnormality extrema (from
figure 4.2) show the distributions of both cameras. b) Shows
the RMS-abnormality 𝐴𝜍 . In the gray region, the prominent
outliers on the upper 𝐴𝑢and lower 𝐴𝑙abnormality produce
detrimental effects for feature extraction and image segmen-
tation. Notice that this outliers are not representative in the
RMS-abnormality. This supports the proposed approach for
the pixel-wise fusion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
4.11 The convergence behavior 𝜒𝑘 (eq. 4.18) with 32 different view-
points (from the setup in figure 4.12). There are viewpoints which
slightly differ from the mean behavior. However, even in at these
viewpoints the inflection points have the same shape in terms
of sequence and relative convergence. The convergence behavior
points (marked with black circles) are no further than frames 30
(marked with black crosses) for all viewpoints. This supports the
selected convergence criterion (in section 4.5.10). . . . . . . . . . 140
4.12 Evaluation set with 32 viewpoints for convergence strategy val-
idation. At each viewpoint, 512 images were taken to obtain
𝑛-horizon fusion images 𝐼𝑛and corresponding 𝜒𝑘convergence
curves (eq. 4.18). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
4.13 a) Semi-dynamic scene. b) A trial resulting from the segmentation
based on adaptive region growing (similar method to [173]). c)
The absolute variation of segments relative to the mean of all
trials. d) Results show a 36.36% reduction in the variation range
of segments and a 40.05% less variance using images resulting
from the proposed fusion method. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
4.14 a) Semi-dynamic scene. b) A resulting trial of the edge detector
(based on [174], see chapter 5). c) Results show 23.81% reduction
in the variation range of the amount of edge pixels and 7.7% less
variance when using fused images attained by the proposed method.143
4.15 The convergence trade-off (eq. 4.18) using 180 different exposure
times with 512 images per fusion. This plot shows the expected
behavior resulting from the dark-current and shot-noise effects.
In order to achieve high quality fusion images, when capturing
short exposed images, more samples are required compared to
long exposed images. The particular assertion of the amount of
images is presented (in section 4.7.5) and is coordinated by the
camera radiometric calibration and distribution of the exposure set.144
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4.16 The ubiquitous wide intra-scene radiance range. In made-for-
humans environments, humanoid robots are confronted with high-
contrast scenes, dynamically varying illuminations and complex
materials. On the left, the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa [7]
encounters a wide range illumination scene in a household envi-
ronment. On the right, the high dynamic range (HDR) image
captured with the low dynamic range (LDR) camera of the robot
using the radiometric calibration and exposure control presented
in section 4.7.1. The pseudo-color representation allows a better
visualization of the a) bright, b) dark and c) complex regions
which require precise sensing mechanisms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146
4.17 Image formation pipeline from [182] [© 1997 - ACM]. . . . . . . . 149
4.18 The Debevec radiometric camera calibration. a) The 𝜆-smoothing
curves of the red-channel show that this is the most noisy
channel. b) The 𝜆-smoothing curves of the green-channel.
This channel has the higher signal-to-noise ratio of all three
channels. c) The blue-channel 𝜆-smoothing curves. For
each 𝜆𝑖plot, the horizontal axes were right shifted 2𝑖units
to conveniently display the comparative effects of the 𝜆-
smoothing factor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
4.19 The exponential domain of the radiometric calibration allows the
detection of detrimental artifacts. a) The exponential calibration
curve 𝑔*𝜆 per color channel. Within the light gray region, the De-
bevec calibration produces detrimental peaks. b) The zoom-box
and the zoom-circle show these negative effects. c) Prominent arti-
facts in the HDR image are not detected by the human perception
in the radiance map. However, these artifacts severely impact the
structural feature extraction for object recognition. d) Everyday
scene in made-for-humans environment. e) Pseudo-color HDR
image. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154
4.20 The model calibration 𝑔𝐿𝜆 is accomplished by kernel weighted
regression in the exponential domain. The Gaussian kernel 𝒩
(eq. 4.31) ponderates the 𝜆-optimal 𝑔*𝜆 calibration in order to
estimate the model 𝑔𝐿𝜆 . The model calibrations are: a) 𝑔𝐿𝜆,𝑅 (𝐼𝑟) =
ln(0.007961 * 𝐼𝑟) − 0.001419 @ 𝜆𝑅 = 0.94726. b) 𝑔𝐿𝜆,𝐺 (𝐼𝑔) =
ln(0.007602 * 𝐼𝑔) + 0.003388 @ 𝜆𝐺 = 0.95421. c) 𝑔𝐿𝜆,𝐵 (𝐼𝑏) =
ln(0.007798 * 𝐼𝑏) + 0.001609 @ 𝜆𝐵 = 0.96014. These results were
obtained using 16 images with 273 pixels per image. The pixel
locations were selected by the maximal intensity variance with a
32 pixel radius dominance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156
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4.21 The plots of the continuous reciprocity-consistent calibration
model 𝑔𝑀𝜆 and their comparison with the calibrations obtained
with the method in [182]. The deviation plots show the improve-
ments, namely the removed detrimental effects. . . . . . . . . . . 157
4.22 The HDR image 𝐸 acquired with the proposed method. This
representation is ln(𝐸) compressed to allow a suitable visibility
of the sensitivity and consistency of the acquisition method. This
HDR image was captured by the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa
with its left peripheral camera in the scene setup of figure 4.16.
This screenshot supports the quality and applicability of the method.160
4.23 The HDR image 𝐸 acquired with the proposed method. All
images (inclusive the figure 4.7.5) correspond to a single HDR
image captured by the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa with its left
peripheral camera in the scene setup of figure 4.16. The variation
of the perspective displays the discussed regions in section 4.7. . 161
4.24 a) The exposure stability index 𝑆𝑡 (blue dashed line) is closely
correlated with the commanded integration time Δ𝑡𝑖 (continuous
red line). b) The zoom-window shows the importance of the
exposure stability analysis for the consistent capture of iso-exposed
images 𝐼𝑖𝑘. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162
4.25 The irregular distribution of the integration times (indexed inte-
gration times bend at index 73) according to the values accessible
from the absolute registers of the camera interface (see [9]). . . . 162
4.26 The combined radiance-exposure model. This representation en-
ables the visualization of the sensor irrandiance segments captured
by four different exposure examples. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167
4.27 The minimal calibrated exposure set containing 11 exposures out
of 651. The set is ℰmin := {Δ𝑡1 = 0.0031,Δ𝑡3 = 0.0083,Δ𝑡8 =
0.0212,Δ𝑡15 = 0.0550,Δ𝑡33 = 0.1488,Δ𝑡74 = 0.3989,Δ𝑡91 =
1.1075,Δ𝑡138 = 3.0665,Δ𝑡269 = 8.5269,Δ𝑡634 = 23.7408,Δ𝑡*651 =
24.4911} in ms. The exposure Δ𝑡651 is not depicted to avoid visual
overlapping. This results from algorithm 7 with 𝜅𝑚 = 0.3671381.
This particular cut-off is determined by the larger gap (𝑂min
in lines 7-12 of algorithm 7) between two consecutive exposures
using the kernel weighting of eq. 4.37. A lower cut-off 𝜅 < 𝜅𝑚
would generate either sampling holes in the irradiance domain or
the minimal sampling density could not be thoroughly ensured.
Therefore, the minimal exposure set is fully determined by both
the radiometric calibration and the integration time granularity
of the camera. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170
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4.28 Everyday scene where the visual perception of the humanoid robot
must recognize environmental elements for attaining its own 6D-
pose. This viewpoint contains considerably wide dynamic range
produced by the large radiance difference between the ceiling
lamps and the oven. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171
4.29 Visual manifold acquisition. a) The plot shows the analysis of
the RMS-convergence of temporal fusion 𝜒𝑘(eq. 4.18) depending
on integration times. The dotted line at Δ𝑡269shows five
different levels of quality with their corresponding amount
of images. b) The lower HDR mesh is the ln(𝐸)compressed
representation of the radiance scene acquired with VGA
resolution using the 4mm lens (in figure 4.28, see also the
integrated HDR acquisition pipeline in figure 4.4). . . . . . . 172
4.30 Visual manifold acquisition detail. a) The HDR mesh ln(𝐸) of
the region marked with a rectangle in figure 4.28. This visual
manifold was acquired with a 12mm lens. Using a large focal
length significantly improves the spatial resolution. b) The red
rectangle is shown in the zoom illustrating the high quality of the
synergistic integration of both methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173
5.1 Schematic representation of the multi-cue pipeline for visual ob-
ject recognition. The three cues homogeneity, edge and rim
are integrated in order to extract perceptually organized 3D
geometric-primitives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176
5.2 Demosacing methods for Bayer pattern images. The textured
region is selected to clearly show the qualitative results. a) The
fast (1.2-2 ms) but naive bilinear interpolation exposes various
detrimental effects, for example zipper effects, lost of sharpness
and jagged edges [200]. b) The demosaicing with edge direction
detection [196] provides better results with relative fast perfor-
mance (15-20 ms). c) The adaptive demosacing method [194]
provides the best results of all previous methods. However, its
time performance is the lowest (85-100 ms) due to the internal
bilateral filtering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
5.3 The globally normalized neighborhood homogeneity 𝐻 ′ is a cue
useful to determine whether a particular pixel 𝐻 ′(x) is located
within a homogeneous region or not. Notice that the homogeneity
image has been displayed using a color map for a better visualization.180
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5.4 The high acutance lens undistortion process applies bicubic in-
terpolation [195] based on the radial and tangential distortion
model [201]. The whole field of view is attained by an additional
coordinate mapping in a larger image. The size of the resulting
image depends on the lenses calibration. In this particular ex-
ample, the camera [9] with a VGA (640x480 pixels) resolution
coupled with a 𝑓 = 4mm lens produces an undistorted image
containing more than 70% additional pixels than the distorted
VGA source image. This is of particular importance when the
robot is close to objects during grasping and manipulation. The
whole undistorted field of view allows the maximal explotation of
the aquired HDR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182
5.5 The virtual spatial resolution increase is noticeable at the results
of the processing pipeline. The improvements are detectable
at corners or interstices between parallel structured elements
like doors and drawers. a) Source image. b) Results of edge
extraction (see section 5.6). The green and yellow rectangles show
the discussed effects. c) Zoom of the resulting edge extraction
from the source image. d) The result of edge extraction by
interpolating the image for increase of spatial resolution. At the
magenta circles is possible to see the edge line segment. This
results are no possible using the original source image due to the
resulting spatial limitations. e) Results from the original image
show the lost of connectivity at this particular interstice of the
fridge. f) The improved results. g) The difference between the
source image and its improved version. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184
5.6 The Gabor kernel set Ψ(x, 𝛼+ 𝑞𝜋2 , 𝛾1, 𝛾2, 𝜆), 𝑞 ∈ {0, 1} is composed
by orientation-complementary kernel band-pairs. . . . . . . . . . 185
5.7 Edge extraction process. a) Wide intra-scene radiance range with
complex structures and metallic surfaces. Notice the selected yel-
low window used in figure 5.8. b) The HDR image Φ. c) Receptive
radiance saliency ‖Γ‖ from eq. 5.6. d) Edge pixel map 𝛶 from
eq. 5.9. The coherency factor 𝜇 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜋/8) partially removes
phantom edges from the map and is tightly related to the spatial
resolution per pixel (see section 5.5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186
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5.8 Comparative edge-extraction. These results were obtained from
the yellow window in figure 5.7-a. The Canny filter applied with
maximal sensitivity (the lower and the higher threshold set to
0, namely pure non-maximal suppression). a) Column results
from the implementation in IVT [188]. b) Column results from
the implementation in OpenCV [202]. c) Edge resulting from the
proposed method in this thesis supports the greater quality of the
attained edges. Red edges obtained at the marked locations a-1,
a-3, b-1 and b-3 present connectivity to residual clutter which
corrupts the underlying geometric structure. Besides, the broken
segments in a-2 forbid the primitive detection. In b-2, the fast
but deficient Canny filter poorly reflects the inherent edge structure.188
5.9 Different eccentricity edge-graph processing stages. a) Subpixel
optimization (from eq. 5.10). b) Graph extraction. c) Outspread-
ing process (see eq. 5.11). d) 𝑟-Zone node set. e) Eccentricity
ellipses from the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of the covari-
ance matrix (in eq. 5.14). f) Geometric primitive segmentation.
g) Evidence-based grouping transform. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190
5.10 The characterization eccentricity model 𝜉(𝜅, 𝜈, 𝜎1
𝜎2
). Notice the
segmentation into three types. The first category corresponds to
the elongated neighborhoods 𝐸 with high eccentricity level. The
second category are the transitional neighborhoods 𝑇 with middle
eccentricity level. Finally the compact neighborhoods 𝐶 with low
eccentricity level (see also table 5.1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191
5.11 The geometric-primitives (with extended perceptual organization)
are the result of the processing pipeline (see figure 4.28). The
zoom shows the subpixel edges with eccentricity 𝜉𝑖 (see table 5.1). 193
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5.12 On the upper plot, the recognition of a dishwasher basket is a per-
ception challenge for the complexity of the overlapping structures
and the wide intra-scene radiance. a) Scalable vector graph-
ics output of the recognition component. The selected region
shows the grasping target region to be recognized. The upper
schematic shows the geometric graph to be matched. b) First
zoom. c) Second zoom. d) At the third zoom, it is possible to see
the eccentricity types in red, green and blue (covariance ellipses
from eq. 5.14). The subpixel graph configuration along the curve
of the metal wire of the basket shows the simultaneous extraction
and segmentation of geometric-primitives. On the lower plot,
the precision is shown by the absolute error plots. The ground
truth is the 116mm length of the physically measured segment.
a) The plot shows the precision attained with artificial lighting
inclusive natural morning illumination incoming from the win-
dows. b) Plot with artificial lighting inclusive natural evening
illumination. c) Only artificial lighting (see table 5.2). . . . . . . 195
5.13 Visual recognition and pose estimation of the dishwasher basket.
This three stacked images show on the left column the input
image of the left camera of the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa
while opening the dishwasher (see motion planning and control
in [205]). On the right column, the visualization of the saliency
function with the marked recognized element is visualized. This
illustrates the visual recognition for grasping and manipulation
based on the proposed method. The qualitative evaluation is
presented in table 5.2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196
5.14 Visual recognition and pose estimation of the fridge handle. The
right column shows the input images from the left camera at upper
row and the right camera on the lower row. The right column
shows the results of the segmentation based on homogeneity and
the edge analysis for the estimation of the location of the handle. 197
6.1 The image-to-space uncertainty factors of an ideal stereo front-
parallel configuration. The volume contained within the inter-
section of the frustum of two pixels (displayed in red) directly
depends on its depth, base line length and focal distances of the
stereo rig. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203
6.2 The space-to-ego uncertainty is introduced by the mapping of
visual estimated points from the camera frame to the ego frame.
a) Whole transformation from the visual space to the ego frame.
b) Partial transformation from the camera frame to the ego frame.205
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6.3 Supervised learning of the visual depth uncertainty model consists
four compounded elements: i) Three markers on the humanoid
robot head. ii) The 2D blob-pattern reference-rig. iii) The chess
reference-rig. iv) The active-camera marker system. The exploita-
tion of these elements partially provides the 6D-pose ground truth
of the camera frame and the 6D-pose of the reference-rig(s). The
aim of use different patterns is to analyze the differences in terms
of uncertainty behaviors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207
6.4 Autonomous uncertainty sampling. The red rectangle on the floor
is the boundary of the marker system. The sampling plan is a
distributed set of linked 3D poses (2D for location and 1D for
orientation of the robot platform) also called sampling nodes. A
sampling node includes a set of neck configurations. This regular
polar grid plan is direct and intuitive but naive and faulty. This
produces sampling artifacts because the nodes along each arc are
located at the same distance from the reference-rig. This plan
generates isolated sample clusters preventing the proper depth
generalization by kernel density estimation. . . . . . . . . . . . . 208
6.5 The progressive polar zigzag plan enables the proper acquisition
of uncertainty observations. The sampling nodes are located in a
regular depth progression with adjusted angular distribution (see
resulting model in figure 6.8). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209
6.6 The humanoid robot visual system recognizes and estimates the
6D-pose of the reference-rigs. In a) to d), results of the processing
pipeline at a close distance (∼356.8mm). a) The input color
image 𝐼𝑅𝐺𝐵(x). b) The mask image 𝐼𝐴(x). c) The saliency image
𝐼𝑆(x, 𝜏) with labeling and the estimated depth. d) The zoom
circle shows the recognized blob with its matching identifier and
the visual depth measurements. e) The kinematic frame of the
chess reference-rig is robustly done by Eigen-decomposition of
corner points. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210
6.7 The ground truth kinematic tree connects all the kinematic frames
by means of time varying rigid transformations. Notice there is a
registration process in order to attain the fixed transformation
from the head kinematic frame 𝐻 to the cameras kinematic frame
𝐶. The perceptual depth 𝛿 and the ground truth depth 𝛾 are
shown emphasizing the source frames 𝜍𝑣 and 𝜍𝑚. . . . . . . . . . 212
6.8 a) and b) The show 2D learning observations 𝑆𝑡 (eq. 6.3) relating
visual depth perception 𝛿 to ground truth depth 𝛾. c) and d) The
shows the learned models by KDE using the adaptive band-width
(eq. 6.5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 214
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6.9 The concept of depth query. The uncertainty model Ψ enables
efficient computation of depth queries 𝜁(|𝑋𝑖|, 𝛾). This mechanism
equips the humanoid robot with means to determine the depth
probability distribution of a visually estimated point in space. . . 215
6.10 Queries of the ground truth uncertainty model of depth perception
Ψ using the blob-pattern. a) Five different examples of queries
show the inferred functions 𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) (eq. 6.5). These curves are
learned uncertainty profiles. b) Resulting curves by NLS (with
normal distribution 𝒩 (𝜇𝛿, 𝜎𝛿) ∼= ΛNLS(𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾))) from the upper
plot. c) The RMS-deviation between non-parametric model and
normal regression curves (with maximal RMS deviation of 0.0089%
@ 3000mm depth) support the use of normal distribution as
function of the depth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216
6.11 Queries of the ground truth uncertainty model of depth perception
Ψ using chess-pattern. a) Queries show the inferred functions
𝜁(𝛿, 𝛾) (eq. 6.5). b) Resulting curves by NLS. c) The RMS-
deviation between the non-parametric model and the normal
regression curves (with a maximal RMS deviation of 0.0069% @
3000mm depth) also support the use of normal distribution as a
profile of the depth uncertatinty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 217
6.12 Comparative results of the normal distribution plausibility using
NLS-regression on the non-parametric model Ψ from the blobs
reference-rig. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218
6.13 Comparative results of the normal distribution plausibility using
NLS-regression on the non-parametric model Ψ from the chess
reference-rig. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219
6.14 Polynomial representation of the normal distribution parameters
from the NLS-regression of Ψ (in section 6.7.2) using the blobs
reference-rig. These expressions provide the mean 𝜇Ψ(𝛿) and
standard deviation 𝜎Ψ(𝛿) as functions of the continuous depth 𝛿
in consistent and efficient manner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221
6.15 Polynomial representation of the normal distribution parameters
from the NLS-regression of Ψ (in section 6.7.2) using the chess
reference-rig. These polynomial reflect the mean 𝜇Ψ(𝛿) and stan-
dard deviation 𝜎Ψ(𝛿) depending on the continuous depth 𝛿 by a
computational efficient representation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222
6.16 The validation of the model was realized by comparing the vi-
sual and predicted depths from the uncertainty model and the
real depth attained by the marker system (see the relative and
absolute errors compared with the estimated standard deviation
in figure 6.17). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 223
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6.17 The absolute and relative depth deviations analyzed according
the mean and standard deviation curves from the uncertainty
model (see figure 6.14 and figure 6.15). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 224
7.1 Kinematic frames involved in the visual self-localization. Notice
the directions of the coupling transformations to reveal the ego-
frame 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑜. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227
7.2 Model-based visual self-localization approach (see [77]). From
the schematic above: 1) Visual-feature extraction components
(chapter 4 and 5). 2) Extracted geometric percepts mapped into
the ego-frame. 3) Percepts. 4) Ego-percepts with corresponding
model association hypotheses. 5) Percepts pruning upon world
model. 6) Partial model matching. 7) Hypotheses generation.
8) Hypotheses validation. 9) Geometric and statistical pose esti-
mation (chapter 6 and 7). 10) Resulting pose. . . . . . . . . . . . 229
7.3 a) Geometric concept for robot position estimation. The sur-
face of the sphere is the constraining subspace. b) Cooccurring
constrained-subspaces depicting a circle. c) Three constrained-
subspaces acting in conjunction yield to a point pair. d) Four
constrained-subspaces yield to a simultaneity point, namely the
point within the intersection of these four constrained-subspaces. 231
7.4 Sphere intersection method for location hypotheses generation
and validation systematically manages the location-hypotheses.
In the upper part of the schema, the restriction spheres generated
by partial association of model edges and visual edges constitute
the first-level set. The intersection of this spheres generate the
circles in the second-level set. In the next level, the intersection
generates point pairs in the third-level set. Finally, the location-
hypothesis set is produce by the intersection of point pairs and
restriction spheres which are not related in previous levels. For
example, this computational process requires 58140 intersection
operations in the worst case when haven 20 spheres in the zero
level set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233
7.5 Gaussian sphere meeting. a) Two Gaussian spheres meeting Ω 1∧
Ω2 describing a density-subspace Δ(Ω1 ∧ Ω2). b) Three Gaussian
spheres Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3 meeting in two regions depicting a subspace
Ω1 ∧ Ω2 ∧ Ω3. c) Detailed view of one of the previous subspaces.
d) Discrete approximation of the maximal density location 𝑥𝑠.
e) Details of the implicit density-space Δ(Ω1∧Ω2∧Ω3). f) (Upper-
right) Implicit radius 𝑟𝑥 when estimating the density at position
𝑥. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 236
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7.6 Gaussian circles, namely 2D Gaussian spheres. a) Three Gaus-
sian circles setup. b) The total accumulative density ̂︀𝑓𝑐(𝑥) =∑︀𝑛
𝑖
̂︀𝑓(Ω𝑖, 𝑥) allows a better visualization of the composition of
its product counterpart ̂︀𝑓𝑡(𝑥) (see also figure 7.7). c) Density
contours with seeds and their convergence by means of gradient
ascendant methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 238
7.7 The Gaussian circles, namely 2D Gaussian spheres. a) Three
Gaussian circles setup. b) The total density ̂︀𝑓𝑡(𝑥) = ∏︀𝑛𝑖 ̂︀𝑓(Ω𝑖, 𝑥).
c) Density contours and ego-center 𝑋𝑒𝑔𝑜. Notice that the resulting
distribution is not Gaussian. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 238
7.8 The spheres intersection criteria by restriction lines in the radial
space S2. a) The line 𝐿𝜒 is the first restriction for ensuring non-
empty intersection of spheres. b) The derivation of right side
non-empty intersection restriction line 𝐿𝛽 . c) The left side is the
symmetric case generating the restriction Line 𝐿𝛼. . . . . . . . . 240
7.9 The radial density space Sb3 containing the open polytope which
delineates the subspace 𝐾meet. The transformation-optimization
vector 𝑉𝑜𝑝𝑡 implies an isotropic variation in the underlying density
domain while creating a general dilatation within the implicit
radial domain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 242
7.10 Gaussian sphere intersection for optimal pose estimation. . . . . 245
7.11 Selected salient visual edges for partial data association. . . . . . 246
7.12 a) The acquisition of structural visual-features are landmarks in
the context of visual global localization. This images show the
extraction of visual landmarks within a kitchen environment. This
elements are partially matched to the environment using their
length attribute. b) Visualization of the registered visual features.
Notice the two frames: The cameras frame and the ego center
frame located at the hip base of the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIa.247
7.13 Experimental trial of global visual localization. Results illustrate
the simultaneous data association and pose estimation method
and its implementation. a) The generation of the first-level of
restriction spheres. b) The intersection of spheres generates the
second-level composed by circles in 3D space. c) After the inter-
section of the second and third level only few hypothesis remain.
Spurious hypothesis are easily rejected by a cross-check. . . . . . 248
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3.1 Qualitative analysis of the representations based on shape-primitives
according to the viewpoint dependency (section 3.2). Nota-
tion: High, Medium, Low, Undefined, None, Object-centered,
Viewer-centered, Restricted static, Static, restricted Dynamic,
Correspondence space, VoTing space, Prototypical space, A self-
occlusion, Known object(s) occlusion and X unknown object(s)
occlusion. Gray cells indicate the best quality per column. . . . 66
3.2 Qualitative analysis of the representations organized by shape-
primitives (section 3.3) according to the representative criteria
from section 3.1. Notation: High, Medium, Low, Undefined,
None. 1) None of the control-points representations such as B-
splines or NURBS (see [128]) were discussed. 2) The section 3.4
presents mechanisms which support the proposed representation
with probabilistic features. 3) There are various approaches
enabling this kind of representations with probabilistic features
(see [65]). The gray cells indicate the best quality per column. . 67
3.3 Transformation effects of the angle of aperture for surface sub-
division. The two setups were exported with the maximal and
minimal angles of aperture producing different representations.
The connectivity increment in terms of edges in the high reso-
lution robot kitchen is more than six times the size of the low








|𝐹 (𝑂𝑖)| (expressed as T-Faces) is higher for the low
resolution versions. This occurs because the narrow angle of
aperture forbids the fusion of small partial surfaces into larger
composed faces. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106
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3.4 The serialization of the world model representation W. Results
using the narrow and wide angles of aperture versions of both
models in terms of storage size. The processing time required
to import (from IV format) and generate the representation is
given. Finally, the time necessary to load the serialization for
recognition modules is provided. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
4.1 Running time performance of the proposed fusion method. These
results were obtained with a CPU Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad @
2.33GHz in a non-optimized single thread implementation. . . . 145
5.1 Characterization of eccentricity model 𝜉 for graph saliencies.
This table presents the eccentricity levels used to segment the
edges according to their neighborhood characterization. This
categorization provides the means to segment edge paths according
to their shape into lines, curves and junctions. . . . . . . . . . . 192
5.2 The precision performance with different illumination setups (see
figure 5.12). Notice the maximal absolute error at 1064.23mm
between the camera and the recognized object is 3.45mm. This
precision corresponds to the physical limitations of the actuators
in mobile robots. Hence, the method is appropriated for physical
interaction in terms of manipulations and grasping. . . . . . . . 194
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